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Newell Harry
Unpacking My Collection
ABSTRACT
Artists’ notebooks, vernacular photographs and personal collections are often viewed as
minor footnotes in exhibitions or in respect of their main oeuvres. Yet these
personalised fragments are oftentimes more compelling than they at first seem,
exposing an entangled web of threads and traces that intimately map the artist’s working
processes, life experiences, doubts and digressions that are part and parcel of the
creative act. Walter Benjamin took great inspiration from his personal collections,
referring to his kaleidoscope of objets trouvés, notebooks, postcards and rare journals as
a “magic encyclopedia”, while the anthropologist Michael Taussig, has described the
notebook as a “slumbering repository”, itself a kind of ‘collection’ of fragments and
threads that is activated like an “awakening bear” when recursively reread. It is this
‘slumbering repository’ of fragmented ‘relics’ that my practice-based Doctorate of
Creative Arts explores through recursive engagement with my own collections: a
nebulous mass of photographs, notebooks and objects itinerantly accrued across many
geographical regions over the past two decades but only now revisited. To ‘unpack’ and
revisit this material contrasts with a linear chain of artistic production, where the artist
typically starts with an idea or notebook sketch, and, through a series of chronological
steps, arrives at a completed work that is generally presented at a remove from the train
of processes and external encounters that led to (and informed) its conclusion. It is
precisely the inverse of this approach that forms the critical nub of this study, in which
such interstitial fragments are seen not as a footnote to artistic production but as the
‘primary act’ of creation. The focus here is on what re-configuring and re-presenting
this material might reveal. The project departs from three practical and theoretical
questions: How might the processes of unpacking be engaged to recombine the
elements of my collection as a method to create new works? How, historically, have
other artists challenged singular exhibition practices through recursive, ‘non-linear’
processes, and what forms and/or devices have been employed to display or exhibit
these materials? And what new ways of understanding ‘hybrid’ postcolonial narratives
might subsequently emerge from this process? In developing a methodological practice
more closely associated with improvisation and what I classify as a kind of ‘conceptual

bricolage’, this Doctorate of Creative Arts project invokes reflexive, open-ended
relationships to prompt new readings and tangents between the elements. Departing
from a close examination of my own notebooks, travel journals and photographs, in the
context of other artists’ notebooks and collecting practices, the project seeks to discover
a new kind of nomadic, non-chronological approach to narrative, story-telling,
exhibition-making, form, content and material.
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BIOGRAPHICAL PREFACE

My grandmother Elizabeth ‘Lily’ Green, née Cooetze, was a “Coloured” South African
woman. Her heritage, typical of many Capetonians, was mixed Khoisa and European
Boer/Afrikaner and English ancestry. She wed twice, bearing three children to her first
husband, Victor Heeger. In 1962 she abandoned the marriage, escaping Victor’s vices
of booze and womanising. She remarried in 1964 to James (Jimmy) Green, a
Capetonian carpenter, amateur painter and socialist. Throughout the sixties both were
prominent members of the African National Congress (ANC) and the South African
Communist Party (SACP). Under apartheid’s segregationist laws, the pair became
active in “the struggle” and, at one point, were key in organizing underground meetings
among members of the SACP and ANC. But by the late sixties, increasing political and
personal tension had made life in Cape Town unbearable. The family moved to Durban
in 1969, and there, during late 1971, Lily’s eldest child, Virginia Joy Heeger, conceived
at age 19 to my father, Michael Marcel Pottier, a French-Mauritian Durbanite. The
discovery of my young mother’s pregnancy, coupled with the growing political
instability, strengthened resolve for the family’s need to go into exile. It was felt by my
grandparents that a country free of apartheid should be sought for the future of a young
mother and the raising of their first grandchild. The family arrived in Sydney in late
December 1971. I was born 6 months after their arrival, at Paddington Royal Women’s
Hospital. Unfortunate family issues would keep Michael in Durban. He would, however,
eventually immigrate to Brisbane in 1999; I met him for the first time in 2007. In 1973
my mother met Graham Arthur Harry, a Western Australian brickie and AFL fan. We
carry his surname. The couple and I moved to Perth later that year and they were wed in
1974, shortly after their arrival. My school years were spent bandied between my
grandparent’s residence in Bondi and the desolate fringes of Perth’s semi-rural
suburban fringes where Graham built spec-homes and Virginia attempted to be a
homemaker. In 1986, with the breakdown of a conflicted marriage destined to fail, I
moved permanently to Sydney with my mother and younger siblings, reuniting with our
South African family. At the time of writing I reside in Leichhardt, in Sydney’s inner
western suburbs.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Notes on the Written Style and Composition of the Thesis
As far as consistency of thought goes, I prefer inconsistency.
John Cage1
I open with notes on the written style and composition of the thesis before turning to the
conceptual and methodological positions the project explores. Firstly, I am a collector
and an artist. Collection, first and foremost, as an activity and as a form of process, is
inherent to what I do. When I say collection, I am not referring just to the objets trouvés
and artifacts I have come to accrue over close to two decades, but also to the
documentary photographs, anecdotes, notes, interviews, and travelogue diaries that I
have unconsciously amassed in subsequence to my working process. This is the ‘stuff’
that, even while hidden away in drawers and storage lockers, continues to accrue and
build around my artmaking process like threads around a maypole. These elements, and
my reflexive re-engagement with them–most of which I had not seen since 2009–form
the crux of this study.

In considering the phrase, “unpacking my collection”, I am not just speaking in the
literal sense of physically unpacking, but want to emphasise the metaphorical affect
involved in the sensation of ‘unpacking’ a collection: artistically, critically and
intellectually. Aside from being a collector I am also incessantly restless; an itinerant
who, since our family’s migration, has continued to live a mostly ‘unsettled’ life and
lived and worked nomadically since adolescence. This extends to and directly

John Cage, Silence: Lectures and Writings, Wesleyan University Press, Middletown CT, 1961. See also:
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/751722-silence-lectures-and-writings, accessed 24 January
2019.
1
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influences my working processes as an artist. Indeed, for most of the past fifteen years I
have rarely made art in a ‘conventional studio’.

As a traveller, one is aware that things are rarely stable or ordered from one moment to
the next. There is a certain fluidity that travel forces the itinerant to deal with and adapt
to. Encounters and challenges can be random and prepared plans and itineraries are
often truncated or abandoned. Those who have navigated a bustling Indian city or
African bazaar, where life is rarely lineated or neatly organised, will attest to this
experience. Yet somehow things function on a thin pivot between chance and order. It is
with that fulcrum in mind that this exegesis finds composition and structure.

Considering this, and in light of the nebulous nature of my collecting activities, the
exegesis attempts to draw upon and reflect these qualities. Thus the form and content of
the thesis aim to convey (and be read as) a collection of interwoven parts expressed
through interviews, anecdotes, and chapter interludes as well as more conventional
segments (like this) that give context and map out the necessary historical, artistic and
contextual influences. In addition to this document, two photographic collections in
book form adjoin the text to illustrate the discourse which, when conjoined, shed light
on and draw together the overall body of ideas explored in the exegesis. My approach
aims not only to furnish the reader with a more holistic lens through which to gauge and
reflect on my artistic process, but also to provide an autobiographical timbre that gives a
more authentic ‘voice’ and allows the exegesis to move across a wide range of contexts,
interests and ideas that mirror the organic processes in which my collections and
projects are formed.
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Considering this, the composition of the thesis owes debt to the written and structural
models of John Cage (b. USA, 1912-92), Carl Andre (b. USA, 1935-) and Mel Bochner
(b. USA, 1940-). Three book-projects, one by each artist, have been vital in considering
a fitting model for the exegesis. John Cage’s A Year from Monday (1969)2 has been an
invaluable influence, particularly for its ability to draw together a loose collection of
essays, poems, lectures and diary transcriptions from 1961 to 1967. A Year from
Monday functions as a composite of textual parts that, in combination, shed light on the
interstices of Cage’s working processes through poems, personal anecdotes and
transcribed lectures over a six year period. That sense of extended time and recursion
within the artistic process is precisely my aim with this document.

Carl Andre’s Cuts: Texts (1959-2004) has been equally influential. 3 Andre takes a
comparable position to that of Cage in content and structure. Like Cage, Andre’s
collection of textual ‘fragments’ draws together a broad, yet tightly considered,
assortment of the artist’s writings articulated across a wide range of topics. But unlike
Cage’s use of chance and improvisation, Andre composes his texts alphabetically,
disregarding chronological order and touching on a wide array of subjects and interests
from ‘Art and Capitalism’ to musing on Marcel Duchamp. His position is particularly
important to me for he advocates a shorthand style of writing and prefers the interview
format to the rigidity of the essay style. For Andre, an ‘artist’s essay’ need not be more
than a single sentence to make its point, and he favours the directness of an
autobiographical style that eschews more formal approaches to writing about art, albeit
prosaic rather than poetic, a position I wholly agree with.

John Cage, A Year From Monday: New Lectures and Writings by John Cage. Wesleyan University
Press, Middletown, Connecticut, 1969.
3Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts 1959-2004: MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England, 2005.
2
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The third, and most practical, influence can be traced to Mel Bochner’s seminal work
and exhibition of the same title: Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper
Not Necessarily Meant to Be Viewed as Art (1966)4, a series of artist’s books consisting
of studio relics and scraps Bochner had collected from fellow Conceptual artists.
Matthew Baily explains:

In 1966 [Bochner] organized the exhibition Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on
Paper Not Necessarily Meant to Be Viewed as Art, which announced his belief in the crucial
role of drawing as a speculative tool for artists. The show has often been hailed as
foundational to Conceptual art because of the way he collected, photocopied, and arranged
diagrammatic plans for Minimalist artworks by fellow artists rather than exhibiting the
finished objects (Bochner 1981, 131). Bochner regarded drawing as a medium perfectly
suited to Conceptual practices because of its flexible and provisional nature, and he wrote
extensively about its role in artistic practice. For Bochner, the medium offered “a directness
of means with an ease of revision.” Drawings could function [he said] as “the site of private
speculations,” providing “a snapshot of the artist’s mind at work” (Bochner 1977, 177).
Acting, in his words, as “the residue of thought, the place where the artist formulates,
contrives, and discards his ideas,” they “frequently contain the artist’s false starts,
meanderings, errors, and incorrect arithmetic, as well as possibilities which might not have
occurred to him in any other language” (Bochner 1969, 61).5

Through a method incorporating bookmaking as collection, Bochner arrives at an
informal index of Conceptualist fragments that, on the one hand, brings us closer to the
pulse of the artistic creation, and on the other poses questions of authorship by
presenting facsimiles of others’ work. By presenting gestures–diagrams, sketches, or the
First exhibited at the Visual Arts Gallery, School of Visual Arts, New York (2-23 December 1966),
Bochner originally conceived Working Drawings and Other Visible Things on Paper Not Necessarily
Meant to Be Viewed as Art as a ‘standard’ exhibition of Conceptualist drawings, diagrams, sketches, lists
and notations, etc. Instead, however, he Xeroxed copies of this material compiled in four identical books,
each presented on its own pedestal to be casually perused by the viewer. The list of contributing artists of
the time is significant and included: Mel Bochner, Carl Andre, Anonymous, A. Babakhanian, Jo Baer,
John Cage, M. Carsiodes, Tom Clancy, Dan Flavin, Jim Freed, Milton Glaser, Dan Graham, Eva Hesse,
Alfred Jensen, Donald Judd, Michael Kirby, William Kolakoski, Robert Lepper, Sol LeWitt, Robert
Mangold, Robert Moskowitz, Tom Russell, Robert Smithson, Kenneth Snelson, Karlheinz Stockhausen,
and Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton. See also: Germano Celant’s catalogue for a show of artist’s
books, Book as Artwork 1960/1972, Nigel Greenwood Inc. Ltd, London, 1972.
5 Matthew Baily, “Mel Bochner”, Notations: Contemporary Drawing as Idea and Process,
http://notations.aboutdrawing.org/category/mel-bochner/, accessed 24 November 2018.
4
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banality of studio lists and dockets, the remnants of process–Bochner ‘unpacks’ and
lays bare the seeds of Conceptualist gestation. In doing so, he not only prompts us to
appreciate the reflexive value in the residues of the creative act, but also exposes the
machinations of the artist’s mind that mostly go unseen. This contrasts with the more
‘conclusive’ opus of artist’s works generally presented in commercial galleries,
institutional surveys or retrospectives, where artists’ books and notes are rarely the
‘main act’ but often function as a subtext or interlude to prop up a curatorial thematic or
metanarrative. Bochner’s books not only operate as a site for collection, but are the
exhibition itself, further conflating distinctions between the roles of artist and curator.
Further challenged is the more linear (and perhaps more familiar) chain of art
production, where the artist typically starts with an idea or sketch, and, through a series
of chronological steps, arrives at a completed work that is presented in isolation from
the train of processes that led to its conclusion. It is precisely the inverse of this position
that forms a critical point of enquiry in my study, where the interstitial gesture is the
‘main act’. To operate in the interstices is a position that, like Bochner’s, lies in giving
prominence to the broad ‘archaeology of processes’, with a focus on exploring methods
of collation and display. This leads to the question of how material may be viewed or
displayed and, in my own work, has led me to explore various framing devices: in
artist’s books, vitrines, shelving, or simply as unaltered accumulations on tables.

It is my view that these often undervalued scraps and threads, when reflected upon and
re-presented, may provide an enriching chart to better gauge and understand the artistic
processes and the impetus behind them. In light of this exegesis, collections, and
particularly artists’ collections, are important, for they not only provide a peek behind
the veil of the artist’s process, but shine a more agile light on the broader experiences,
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contexts, conditions and underlying narratives, that often go unseen and yet have come
to inform, and/or have been intrinsic to, the artistic process.
Composition of the Thesis
This practice-led thesis is composed of two parts. The practical element is the central
concern, driving and testing the boundaries of practice and its interrelated forms. The
exegetical component is presented here and includes two adjoining photographic
volumes that accompany chapters two and three. The practical component comprises
two interrelated installations where engagement with the three main elements my
collection: the photographic, diaristic (notebooks, transcriptions and travelogues), and
object-based have been revisited, ‘unpacked’ and recombined. The first of these projects
culminated in a three-part installation exhibited in the 56th Venice Biennale, All The
World’s Futures, curated by Okwui Enwezor (2015). The project has since been
exhibited in three additional iterations of the original Venice installation.6 The second
project, made in extension of my Venice contribution is Known/Unknowns (2017). This
installation culminated in a small solo exhibition mounted at Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery on
27 July-18 August 2017. While it is impossible to restage these exhibitions/installations
due to institutional acquisitions, the thesis documents the underlying thoughts,
conversations and conditions around these projects and their inherent links to unpacking
the collection as process and methodology. In addition, the two photo-books noted
above, which I classify as collections in their own right, adjoin this written component
as ‘project companions’ and provide wider contextual insights that lie behind the

The additional iterations include: Tidalectics, curated by Stefanie Hessler, Thyssen-Bornemisza Art 21,
Augarten, Vienna (3 June-8 November 2017); Oceans, and an expanded iteration of Tidalectics (also
curated by Hessler) at Le Fresnoy, Studio National des Arts Contemporain, France (10 February-22 April
2018). A final edition, OCEANS, further expanded, was showcased at The Museum of Modern Art
Dubrovnik, Croatia (4 June-30 September 2018).
6
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projects central to the written component. I turn now to brief chapter outlines before
turning to the methodology and conceptual influences that underpin the study.
Chapter Outlines
In the forthcoming sections of this chapter, Chapter One: Introduction, I outline the
methodology of this practice-based Doctorate of Creative Arts (DCA): the key artistic,
historical and curatorial influences that underpin the study and that lead us to the
present moment. This chapter establishes the importance of an artist’s personal
collections–notebooks and unguarded notations, objets trouvés, photographs and so on–
that, while oftentimes discounted, can be seen as important for their reflexive capacity
to not only ‘expose’ and retrace more intimate processes, but also provide alternative
readings beyond the usual exhibitionary complex. Conceptually and practically, the
chapter seeks to affirm the project as a twofold process. On the one side is my recursive
engagement of ‘unpacking’ my collection, what this reveals and the chance associations
that arise through revisiting the material–sorting, compiling, reassembling, photo
processing, transcribing travelogues, and so on–and on the other, there is my
consideration of suitable forms, methods of arrangement and display of this material. In
this light, the project is viewed not only as a recursive investigation of artistic processes,
but also as an act of “self-curation”.

In Chapter Two: Words and Pictures, I turn to the use and roles of notebook-keeping
and photography in my practice as methods of collection in their own right. I open with
an unpublished interview that details my solo exhibition, Known/Unknowns (2017),
referred to above. This dialogue provides a broad discussion of the use of social
documentary and travelogue in my work, as devices central to the collection of images
and words that are often accrued itinerantly and only retrospectively revisited and re25

compiled as ‘collections’ in installations, and in the case of this project, in books. The
second section provides broader contextual and historical framing of my practice,
returning to key early works relevant to this DCA project and my experience of
unpacking my collections of negatives and notebooks between 2014 and 2016. A key
point of the chapter lies in establishing the parameters of the ‘nomadic approach’ to
collection that emerges as central to both photography and note-taking, and to my work
as an ‘artist-collector’. The chapter concludes by returning to a consideration of
Conceptualist methods of organisation and relationships between image and text as
ideal models for the display of ephemeral material. A final note is that the first of the
two artist’s books that accompany the exegesis, Moments not Millennia (Volume I):
Words and Pictures, is seen as an extension of the key notions discussed in this chapter.
Here, the collection of monochromatic photographs and transcribed travelogues,
presented in book form, provides examples of the types of ‘interstitial moments’ and
observations I continue to nomadically accrue but had not accessed, developed or
compiled until undertaking this DCA. It should also be noted that the bulk of this
material remains unpublished, as do the majority of images which have not been
previously exhibited.

Extending the nomadic trace of the artist, in Chapter Three: Objects, I discuss
collection as a process central to the methods of forming my installations. I examine the
role objects play in my work. Prevalent themes include: the circulation of objects and
materials; nomadic encounter and collection of objects/materials as artistic process and
method; the provisional arrangement of objects in installations; and the mobility of the
artist between interior and exterior sites. To provide contextual framing, I open the
chapter with a discussion of key works by artists of influence before turning to, and
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unpacking, the use of objects in my Venice Biennale installation (Untitled) Objects and
Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. (2015). In the final section I reflect on a wide range of
earlier ‘regional’ influences my works and collecting activities have drawn from, and
that remain pertinent undercurrents in this DCA project. In addition, the second book,
Moments not Millennia (Volume II): Objects, accompanies this chapter. In contrast to
the monochromatic images in book one, this volume presents colour photographs with a
focus on objects and materiality with the omission of text. The images cover a wide
range of contexts but are mostly associated with the contexts where I encounter the
objects and pick things up: from market places, bazaars and flea markets, to urban
streets and interiors of friend’s homes, among wider personal contexts. This collection
of images aims to highlight the broad life that objects and materials have, the
transformative lives they are subject to and undergo, the various hands and contexts
through which they pass, and the intriguing places and ad hoc configurations they come
to find rest in as ephemeral ‘collections’.

What follows is a small Chapter Interlude titled Collection as Process. In this section,
I provide two examples that detail the underlying intricacies and thoughts behind my
collecting activities in ‘the field’. The first section provides an unpublished interview
undertaken whilst in residence at the Centre for Contemporary Art (CCA), Singapore
(2015). Following this, I examine one instance of a nineteenth century print collected in
Nuku’alofa, the narrative that underlies its acquisition, my musings around the image
and its potential to be used in a future installation. This discussion anticipates the case
studies discussed in chapter four.
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In the final chapter, Chapter Four: Collections and Museums of Influence, I provide
five case studies of collections that have been pivotal to my thoughts and practice
throughout this project. The studies are short reflections that provide contrasting
illustrations of the types of collections I’ve been drawn to and their varied methods of
organisation and display of materials. In the closing section of the chapter I give an
example of how these collections have converged to influence the final practical piece
of the project, in the intimate ensemble, Henry M Waller: Content from the Archive of a
‘lost’ South African Modern (1966 -), an ongoing project first exhibited in 2017 at
Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney.

I conclude the exegesis by providing overall reflections and thoughts on the project and
the process of unpacking my collection. I reflect on the experience of bringing an art
practice into the University context, and muse on the affordances and problems that
arise in practice-based research. In addition, I propose potential ways forward and
reflect on the shortcomings of the project, practical, cultural, social and institutional that
continue to concern me.

I turn now to the methodology of the project.
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1.2 Unpacking my Collection: Background of the Project and
Methodology
The starting-point of critical elaboration is the consciousness of what one really is, and
is ‘knowing thyself’ as a product of the historical processes to date, which has
deposited in you an infinity of traces, without leaving an inventory.
Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks (1929-1935)
In early 2014, on return to Sydney after time spent residing in Tokyo, I found myself
terribly fatigued. In the decade prior, I had lived and worked across a stretch of contexts
from Cape Town and the islands of Vanuatu and Tonga, to central India and on to
Tokyo and Seoul where my then South Korean partner and I had resided with family.
Returning home, I found myself exposed to the problem of Sydney’s ongoing housing
crisis and the lack of a stable roof. If the headache of resettling was not enough, the shitfight of being broke, finding a home and dealing with the baggage of my swelling
collection was another. Unemployment and a dispiriting cloud of depression ensued.
My saving grace was receiving a twelve-month non-residential studio at Artspace where
I secretly moved in, covertly using the communal showers and kitchen by night,
unpacking my collection and labouring on construction by day. This was the first time
in six years my collection would see the light of day. It was also the first time since
2009 that I would occupy a ‘conventional’ art studio. At the time of writing it remains
the last.

Unpacking the columns of boxes–the notebooks, cameras, photographs and negatives;
the Asmat shields, Malekulan Nompi Dolls, African postcards, old love letters,
Japanese toys and puppets; the kitsch Pacifika, and Melanesian artefacts, Lapita
ceramics, central Indian folk paintings, carpets, African baskets and knitted doilies
29

(made by my grandmother); and much, much more–it dawned on me that the collection
was more compelling and potentially more fertile than any of the ‘art projects’ I had
made in the past fifteen years. What it represented was a more complete map of myself
and my inner and outer travels, my personal interests, the experiences I had undergone
and the many identities I had assumed or since cast aside: the Bondi kid of the African
diaspora; the high school dropout and apprentice chef; the self-taught photographer and
rebellious drifter; the folk art collector; the chocolate factory and construction site
labourer; the failed artist (perhaps); the lousy boyfriend (definitely); and, if I’m totally
honest, a guy who really only dabbles in art at its outer edges and by whom the act of
collection, notebook keeping and photography, had, until that point, been overlooked as
worthy of more rigorous enquiry.

I should also stress that this vastly fragmented collection was accrued inadvertently,
often in transit, on the road and whilst working and living abroad in non-art related
fields. Compiled for no logical purpose other than being a kind of personal marker, the
result of an urge, perhaps, to chart experiences I had undergone and as a stand-in for
certain memories and moments of time. Here was the unconscious assemblage of a kind
of memory chamber of my own. But more than this what it further reflected were the
undulating gaps and fissures of my own creative circuitry, the bits and pieces–the
interstices of the creative process–I had largely overlooked or seen as irrelevant.

It was there, in the moment of unpacking, that the thought struck me: would it be
possible to revisit this nebulous mass of images, notes and artifacts under the rubric of
an “art project” and, if so, how it might this done? How might the elements of my
collection be combined, or recombined: to create new projects? And who might I look
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to as artistic and curatorial allies? Therein the earliest inklings of this project took
departure. The question was how I might engage these diverse and seemingly
incompatible elements and what methodological tack would best serve for revisiting the
material. These thoughts formed the basis of my original submission for the DCA.

At the time of unpacking my collection I had been reading the Australian anthropologist
Michael Taussig’s lovely little book on fieldwork notebooks, and through this was led
to Walter Benjamin’s equally wonderful essay “Unpacking My Library”.7 This led to
my interest in Benjamin, not so much as a writer or literary theorist, but as a collector
and obsessive notebook keeper. It also prompted my thinking about other artists, their
collections, and the intrinsic influence they have had on their practices. The confluence
of absorbing Taussig and Benjamin while unpacking my collection in the studio marked
the beginning of thinking more critically about my own collections, the threads and
traces between them and the babel of material argots they presented. Therein a lightbulb moment occurred.

The key methodological approach to compiling this material draws from Taussig, who
associates collections with notebooks that, when read and reread over extended time,
may unlock unexpected meanings as well as functioning as a compass to navigate blind
alleys and dead ends.8 Taussig describes notebook-keeping as a form of collection in its
own right, which, when revisited, may reveal hidden insights and unexpected tangents
that may open chance associations. This recursion, he says, is when the life of a
collection crackles and comes to life. This, he suggests, is what Walter Benjamin meant
Michael Taussig, I Swear I Saw This: Fieldwork Notebooks and Drawings, Namely my Own. The
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2011; Walter Benjamin, “Unpacking My Library: A Talk
About Book Collecting”, in Walter Benjamin, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, Schocken
Books, New York, 1969.
8 Taussig, I Swear I Saw This. p. 47
7
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when he said that a true collection amounts to a “magic encyclopedia”. Taussig explains
that Benjamin considered a collection to be the offspring of both design and chance.
Taussig states:

More generally a diary eschews theory and entails an order of time that lies outside of
narrative time structured by a beginning, a middle and an end. Precisely because its order is
as remorseless as the rising and the setting of the sun, the diary frees things up. Or else it
contains sporadic entries “when the moment seizes you,” which form a daisy chain. A diary
is anarchic as regards to the supposed laws of history. We construct a chronology of events.
But we leave open the question as to what it is that connects those events … the diary form,
maintains a wily tension between order and disorder, as does social life itself and all that is
important.9

And:
What is more, time in a fieldworker’s diary is oddly recursive. It moves ahead like a train,
day by day or one entry to the next–that’s for sure–but when we read and reread our diary,
we are bound to another time that, like Proust’s memoir involontaire, unexpectedly opens up
onto new worlds when two slabs of time, two quite separate moments of time, are for one
reason or another juxtaposed. What makes a fieldwork diary unique is its property of
combining these distinct types of time, the forward propulsion of day-succeeding-day
chronology, combined with the sudden back-looping of connections that come about with
reading and rereading the diary entries. A diary is certainly not an inert entity. It is a
slumbering repository awaiting the lightning glance of its rereading, like a hibernating bear
that one fine day in spring will awake with a start to a faster and larger rhythm of life. This
back-looping is by no means a smooth ride. It is more a staccato of connections made
abruptly between different times, plus a back and forth between action and its afterthought.10

It is in thinking about Taussig’s parallel between the notebook and collection as a
“slumbering repository” that the methodology for this project finds root. It has resolved
into the seemingly simple question: how might a collection, or more specifically a
personal collection, be recursively unpacked and re-presented to expose new readings

9

Taussig, I Swear I Saw This, p. 50.
Taussig I Swear I Saw This, 2001. pp. 50-51.

10
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and associations between the elements? Would it be possible to open my own “magic
encyclopaedia” and where might this lead?

Through Taussig’s insights I began to see the movement and continual displacement of
my collection (and myself) as not just a vital ingredient of process, but as method. It
opened a rite of passage–if you will–to get to know and better understand the
photographs and notes I’d been making itinerantly over extended periods. I realised that
the distance of my recursive engagement with these bits and pieces in and out of boxes
and storage lockers over many years was somehow a positive tool for re-evaluation, an
intrinsic part of my process that I had failed to see. I should also point out that my
concern in exploring my collection is distinctly different to the formal organisation of
museum collections, taxonomy or archive. Noting that the formal definition of archive
stems from the Greek and Latin words for “town hall or ruling office”, which, in turn,
derive from beginning, origin, rule, order, efficiency, completeness, and objectivity as
principles. 11 What falls outside the current project is the rigidity of these more
conservative museological collections or definitions of them; rather, the focus here is on
the more fluid terrain and processes more closely associated with chance, and what I
classify as ‘cobbling together’, a type of ‘conceptual bricolage’.

Notebooks, and Taussig’s definition of them, are a key to giving structure to the
underlying basis of this project. For it is through viewing the notebook as a metaphor of
collection, in the broadest sense, alongside Claude Levi-Strauss’ and Walter Benjamin’s
concepts of bricolage and magic-encyclopedia, that the act of collection might function

11 Esther Leslie, Preface, in Walter Benjamin’s Archive, Ursula Marx et al. (eds), Verso Books, London,
2007, p. 2.
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as an improvisational and chance-inducing tool–the “fortune teller’s wheel”. 12 This
thinking about personal collections and their contexts is concerned, then, not only with
the objects, but also with an immense photographic collection of some 60 000 images I
had shot and collected over the past fifteen years. This vast sum of images, analog and
digital, had yet to be physically and mentally processed. It was here that I came to view
the act of photography itself as a form of collection, albeit one of images and
observations. This is an important point to stress, as essentially this project is not about
‘making work’ in a linear, chronological sense, but rather that, through recursive
engagement, as Taussig describes it–an enfolding of time and back-loops where
rearrangement of the images, texts and objects are recompiled–I have been able to
explore my own “magic encyclopedia”.

1.3 The Living Room of James and Lily Green: A Narrative
My earliest memories of the collections that continue to fascinate me date back to my
childhood and my late grandparents’ immensely cluttered Bondi flat. It was there, and
through them, that I trace the fondness I retain for eclectic personal collections. As
noted in my preface, under the South African National Party’s Population Registration
Act (1950), my grandparents, Jimmy and Lily Green, were classified as ‘Coloured’. 13
While they were raised under racially and economically disadvantaged circumstances,
despite the hardships they faced, through their own grit and determination they had the
fortune to receive decent levels of education. James, by trade, was an artisanal
cabinetmaker, Lily an elementary school teacher. Working in the township schools of
Claude Levi-Strauss The Savage Mind: The Nature of Human Society, University of Chicago
Press, Chicago, 1966; Walter Benjamin, “Unpacking My Library”.
13 The Population Registration Act (1950), required that every South African be classified into one of
three main racial “population groups”: Black, White or Coloured (mixed race). This act, along with the
Groups Areas Act (1950), provided the foundation upon which the entire edifice of apartheid would be
constructed.
12
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Cape Town and Durban, over decades they would quietly scrimp all their pennies
before the family would escape an oppressive South Africa in the early 1970s.

Prior to fleeing apartheid, the Greens were politically active with the African National
Congress (ANC) and the South African Communist Party (SACP). They conducted
underground meetings and at one stage, prior to their exile, were under close police
surveillance. But the Greens were not only political ‘watermelons’, being Green and
red (a clichéd family joke), they were also widely read across a wide range of subjects
and cherished self-education. Books from Ikebana, ‘primitive art’, to the occult, Rudolf
Steiner and Madame Blavatsky, to Buddhism, science fiction, political figures like Steve
Biko and Mandela, Gandhi, James Baldwin and Martin Luther King, and the prison
writings and plays of Wole Soyinka and Athol Fugard graced their shelves. In my
teenage years I would find among their library Australian classics from Robin Boyd’s
An Australian Ugliness (1960) and Donald Horne’s The Lucky Country (1964), to
biographies of Yvonne Goolagong-Cawley and Gough Whitlam. Additionally, the
couple took delight in their passions for the wider arts: jazz and classical music,
theatre, painting and ballet. James was a self-taught clarinettist and pianist, and both
were self-taught watercolorists, an activity in which I would messily indulge alongside
them as a child on weekends, painting coal and steel ships as they passed their living
room window.

But art was of no interest to me and would remain a distant concern until my late teens
as a high school dropout, discovering graffiti and playing Street Fighter II at Sam’s
Kebab into the wee hours. Rather, it was the eclectic interests and hobbies they had that
captivated me. The tropical fish and terrariums they tended, and the tapestry of ‘exotic’
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items that would mutate on the cabinets and tables my grandfather had built. Where
Tretchicoff prints, pipe collections, snuff containers and kitsch Australian postcards
would rub shoulders with more ‘typically African’ embellishments: bronze-cast impalas
and mahogany-carved ‘big five game’ in various contours. For an illegitimate kid,
conceived in Durban but born and raised in Sydney, this was an Aladdin’s Cave–
eccentric, ‘exotic’ and a tad ‘weird’ to my Anglo schoolmates. But in my later years I
would come to enjoy the democracy of their clutter. I would see in it a living mosaic
where no one element took rule or precedence over another. In contrast to apartheid’s
racial segregation under the Groups Areas Act (1950), this space was a nonhierarchical realm where interests, ideas, histories, and the traces of entangled
migratory paths were free to float, intermingle and collide. This was their “magic
encyclopedia”.

With my grandmother’s passing in early 2017, my mother and I were left with the
unfortunate task of dealing with her possessions and vacating her crowded flat. For
decades she had hoarded an immense amount of material: in shoeboxes, beneath beds,
on top of wardrobes, and in chests and musty drawers. For a period of eight weeks we
sifted through every conceivable nook and cranny, chancing upon diaries and letters,
dockets, newspaper clippings on South African politics and rent receipts, all
meticulously kept since her arrival in Australia. In drawers we would find postcard
collections, snow domes and tea sets from holidays. IOU’s and hidden fifty-dollar bills
appeared in books, amongst racy photographs my grandfather had taken of her in
skimpy lingerie, much to our surprise. In many ways this material provided a more
complete image of my grandmother, one that my mother and I had not seen, one she had
kept tightly guarded. This image of her was far more compelling than anything I had
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known. Suffice to say, the gaps and intervals in a person’s life, and the salvaged
fragments we are left to fill in the gaps are oftentimes more revealing than the main life
events we come to know them by.14

1.4 Filling in the Gaps
In 2006, while residing in Woodstock (Cape Town), I chanced upon a discarded
collection of photographic prints and colour transparencies in a local thrift store. The
images, some 200 or so in albums, slides and canisters, had been tenderly captioned and
dated in handwritten script by an unknown photographer. The images, shot over a
decade in various formats between the mid 1950s and 1960s, naïvely capture a white
South African family at leisure and bring to mind David Goldblatt’s series Some
Afrikaners Photographed (1975). 15 The images provide a glimpse into the easy and
carefree life of white middle class South Africa during the peak of the apartheid era:
holidays in Namibia and the Zanzibar coast, sunny afternoons on the then segregated
beaches of Camps Bay and Sea Point (Figure 1.1). But that vernacular charm is rudely
undercut by the stark absence of ‘people of colour’. In images of city streets, in lush
garden suburbs, cafes and restaurants, the tourist sites of Table Mountain National Park
and the vineyards of Stellenbosch, no African is present barring in a lone family portrait
that includes a housemaid. This unsettling absence–a pervasive erasure–reveals more
about the politics of apartheid and the enforced segregation of people of colour than any
In retrospect, I imagine my grandparent’s practice of collection and hoarding being prompted by the
trauma of exile and experiences of migration and displacement. The double-edged sword, not just of the
pain of exile but of alienation, being in a new land, ‘of colour’, and trying to find your footing: a need to
recreate, insulate and cocoon oneself within a kind of memory chamber where the mix of familiar smells,
images and narratives, objects and language, can freely abound in form and memory. Such experiences
prompt an inner compulsion to re-establish and redefine some place/location where the fragments of a
fractured past can be made whole.
15 See exhibition, Some Afrikaners Photographed, Michael Stevenson Fine Art, Hill House, De Smidt
Street, Green Point, Cape Town: http://www.michaelstevenson.com.za, accessed 15 January 2019. See
also: https://www.sahistory.org.za/sites/default/files/some_afrikaaners_photographed.pdf, accessed 15
January 2019.
14
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of the more familiar media-saturated images of violence. Indeed, the innocence of these
unguarded moments is somehow more unsettling than images of the Soweto uprisings
precisely because of this absence and our knowledge of the sinister acts taking place at
the same time.
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Figure 1.1
Stellenbosch (1960)
Film transparency from the series of found photographs: White South Africans at Leisure
Scanned colour transparency from found photo-archive, Cape Town (2006)
Photographer unknown
Collection of Newell Harry
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Back in my grandmother’s flat, I happened upon a draft letter by Grant King, a white
South African political exile. A close friend of my grandmother’s and ex-partner of my
mother, King, a young activist, was heavily involved with the ANC and Pan African
Congress (PAC) during the 1980s and 1990s. The letter, penned to his sister and father,
details his covert escape from South African authorities in 1985 as a young 23 year old.
King’s parents were resolute supporters of the National Party’s apartheid regime and,
until receiving his letter, were completely unaware of his political activism and exile.
As a young engineer, King had worked building infrastructure in the African townships
of Durban, and there witnessed first-hand the police brutalities erased from mainstream
media. These experiences would augment his political leanings. At the time of exile, he
had been under close surveillance by government authorities, and at one stage describes
his brutal attack by “Afrikaans-speaking whites” when “he was held down brutally
beaten and had his genitals scalded with drain cleaner.”16 The letter goes on to reveal
his loving relationship with my mother, a ‘coloured’ Capetonian woman, seeking his
parents’ understanding and approval of the interracial relationship. The letter reads as a
kind of reminder of the human conflicts that occurred among some white families and
split them along political lines, as in King’s case. These very real events often go
unaccounted for among the ‘white narratives’ of segregation with the dominant focus on
the history of black oppression in ‘the struggle’. I am not suggesting we draw an
equivalence between the black and white experiences of segregation–which of course
would be greatly false–but rather making the observation that apartheid affected and
split not just black and ‘coloured’ families, but, in lesser cases, white ones too. What I
do want to highlight is the importance of such material that is often overlooked, and, in

16

Extracts from the letter of Grant King, family archive of Newell Harry.
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the hands of artists or curators of history, may be used to shed light on alternative
narratives.

In a similar vein, we can think about the work of Australian photojournalist Stephen
Dupont (b. 1967), who explores a similar type of ‘absence’ in his series of ‘diaristic
portraits’ documenting deployed US servicemen in his project Why am I Marine
(2009).17 In 2009 Dupont had been embedded with a battalion of American marines in
Helmand Province, Afghanistan, fighting the Taliban in the morale-sapping quagmire of
the so-called War on Terror. There is a humanising empathy to Dupont’s images that
evade the more stereotypical depictions of war’s brutality, and instead expose the
vulnerability of the individuals. At the same time, we are confronted with the soldiers’
stories, portrayed in diary form and handwritten script. The directness of the narratives
and the young men behind them bring us closer to the frailty of the human condition
and the sad indictment of conflicts they are forced to contest but have no control over.
Thus Dupont’s accounts provide a more holistic lens, one that, like King’s letter, draws
us closer to the state of things on the ground whilst inadvertently revealing much more.
Dupont states:

Polaroid photographs of marines were taped inside the journal and I wrote on the adjacent
page the question: “Why am I a Marine?” Each subject was allocated a page to write an
answer to this question. What transpired was unique and uninfluenced by censorship or the
possibility of it. Their words are not only personal testimonies, saying something about the
war in Afghanistan (and revealing their literary standards), but also links to the private
17 See Dupont’s book, Why am I a Marine? Of the project, Dupont’s statement reads: “Why Am I A
Marine? is a portrait series of a single US Marine platoon based in Afghanistan in 2009. Weapons
Platoon 2nd BAT LAR were based in Khan Neshin, Helmand Province. This book contains scans of the
original Moleskine journal that I took into the field and used as both a daily diary and a photo book
containing original Polaroids of each Marine in the platoon. The portraits were taken around the Forward
Operating Base Castle and alongside each Polaroid, rawly taped inside the journal, are personal
testimonies from each of the Marines to the question, why am I a Marine? The book represents the
journal in design and sequence, showing the actual journal object throughout”: Artist's statement at the
Brooklyn Booksellers’ website, https://booklyn.org/archive/index.php/Detail/Object/Show/object_id/704
accessed 4 January, 2019.
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thoughts of youthful marines. The questions initiated partial access to the psychological
dimensions of their fears, their longing for safety and for being at home with loved ones. It
also testifies to their relationship with the photographer. 18

As with my ‘reclaimed’ archive of white South Africans at leisure or King’s letter,
Dupont’s “[compilations] of field diaries, notes, photographs, contact sheets, video
diaries and research form the critical backbone” of his project by filling in the gaps, and
exposing narratives outside those pushed by the mainstream and often shaped by vested
political interests. 19 But they also point to a wider engagement with fieldwork
methodologies, the experience of being embedded, and the ‘participant observation’
central to the collection of Dupont’s ‘collaborative’ narratives. Notebooks and personal
collections might then be seen not only as reflexive depositories of knowledge, but as
tools for unguarded self-exploration, and/or as devices for wider cultural speculation
and critique, as Taussig suggests. These unguarded, or discounted, fragments–the
collection of them and their reflexive capacity to ‘expose’ not only process and
alternative histories, but their individual personalisation–takes us closer to the ‘action’
and reshapes our thinking beyond more rigid metanarrative readings. While these harsh
political examples falls beyond the scope of this project, I am using them here to
illustrate the significant role that notebooks, found ephemera and/or the revisiting of
personal collections can play–to not only fill in the gaps, but also potentially shift, shed
light on, or redefine histories from more peripheral tangents.

*

Stephen Dupont, “Afghanistan Diaries: 1993-2012,” MPhil dissertation, University of Wollongong,
2015, p. 5.
19 Dupont, “Afghanistan Diaries,” p. 5.
18
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In the field of art these interests extend to my curiosity not about what artists do, but
about what else they do. Granted, the day-to-day banalities of everyday existence can be
more compelling–indeed, more revealing–than the confected ‘romance’ often
constructed around artist’s lives. Whom do they drink with, and hang out with, in their
spare hours? What day jobs do they hold? What extracurricular hobbies and personal
interests do they have? What things might they collect? And what of their personal and
familial backgrounds that may have affected or might continue to influence what they
do? While such queries may seem trivial, delving into these cracks and crevices may
shine a more holistic light upon the larger mosaic of the artist’s creative process.20 What
interests me in this sense is not the ‘main act’ of producing art–in the studio–but rather
the intervals between and the liminal spaces and activities that surround it. A good
example of this can been seen in Francis Alÿs’ Ambulantes (Pushing and Pulling)
(1992-2002); a project consisting of a collection of several hundred 35mm slides,
documenting street vendors the artist would pass on his daily stroll between his home
and the studio in Zócalo, Mexico City. Alÿs demonstrates that there is magic in the
mundane: poetry to be found in the acts of everyday life we too often take for granted.
The conflation of these ideas brings us back to Bochner’s Working Drawings and Other
Visible Things on Paper Not Necessarily Meant to Be Viewed as Art, his interests in the
relics of process, and the reflexive value he saw in them over the exhibition of ‘finished
pieces’. To revisit these fragments is not only to pick at the trail of scraps and threads
scattered across my practice but, like Bochner and Alÿs, to expose the undulating gaps
20 I have long been fascinated by what artists bring into their homes and studios rather than what goes out
of them as ‘work’. Walter Benjamin’s rare book collections, his love of word-games and notebook
keeping, or the kaleidoscope of Russian toys and postcards of 19th century Parisian arcades that he
collected fit this bill. As do the travel sketchbooks of Henri Cartier-Bresson; the lesser-known puppets
and watercolours of Paul Klee and Orson Welles respectively, made lovingly for their children; John
Cage’s love of picking (and cooking) wild mushrooms; or Destiny Deacon’s vast collections of dolls,
“golliwogs” and racialised kitsch “Aboriginalia” which are, in my view, more compelling than the
photographs they appear in, may be viewed in this context. These examples not only shine light the on
wider interests informing the artist’s better-known oeuvres, but provide insights that allow a better
understanding of their creative impetus, their broader interests, and what else they do.
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which inform my projects but which, until recently, I had undervalued and locked
away.21 Miles Davis once mused that it is the spaces between notes that make melody
and not the notes themselves. And in a roundabout way we arrive back at John Cage and
the vitality he suggests we appreciate in life’s interstitial moments.

Some of these interests in my work can be traced back to an exhibition entitled Lloyd
Triestino, held at the Fremantle Arts Centre in Perth 2009 (Figures 1.2-1.11).22 Lloyd
Triestino drew upon a spread of various ephemera–photographs, objects, postcards,
letters and so on–that document the unusual coincidence of a dual interracial marriage
that took place in the port city of Fremantle in 1974. These materials, compiled in
vitrines, wall texts, blown-up family portraits and transcribed interviews, relate to the
narrative of the Willagee born and raised Harry twins, Fred and Graham, and their
marriage to ‘coloured’ South African women, whom, by chance, the twins had been
dating unbeknownst to each other on opposite sides of the country in 1973. The story is
remarkable not so much for its exposure of familial and racial tensions of the time, but
because of the mysterious psychological connections identical twins often share, that
often transcend time and space; a key narrative I interwove within the installation.
Picking over the ghosts of family albums and collections, the show drew upon the
awkwardness of the wedding: the stories that surround it, small watercolours by my
grandparents, candid photographs and objects I salvaged, and the interviews with
friends and family members I conducted that describe and encircle the process. The
exhibition sought further to test the ‘liminal’ space between art gallery, immigration

I focus on this type of material–predominantly documentary photographs and notebook and travelogue
transcriptions–in the following chapter. This is the ‘stuff’ that falls outside my practice and is more
associated with the ‘what else I do’: the places I inhabit, the small things I witness, the unexpected
encounters. Mostly shot in monochromatic photographs and/or jotted down as notebooks, these
documentary images and short anecdotes are mostly made in transit.
22See: https://www.fac.org.au/whats-on/post/newell-harry-lloyd-triestino/
21
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museum and ‘anthropological exhibit’. In hindsight, what emerged was a kind of ‘autoethnographic’ ensemble that conflated the roles of artist and curator, a conflation that
would unconsciously resurface in my 2015 Venice Biennale contribution. 23 The
exhibition’s wall text explains:

Well into the seventies, Fremantle remained the first port of call for most immigrants
entering the country by sea. As a port city, the memory of Fremantle is forever etched in
the minds of many a migrant, or ‘New Australian’. The narratives behind Lloyd
Triestino begin with that experience. An intimate, nostalgic exhibition, Lloyd Triestino
documents a ‘Cape Coloured’ family’s history in the region, brought about through
migration and the unlikely coincidence of an Anglo-Australian/‘Coloured’ South African
double marriage that took place in 1974. A fragmented presentation of archived
materials from both family sides: amateur photographs, letters, naïve watercolours and
interviews, unwittingly expose tensions between personal, racial and cultural
relationships.

In retrospect, Lloyd Triestino marked an important shift in my practice that in many
ways leads to the present moment. It heralds an early interest I began to take in
anomalous, personalised collections, and the ‘background narratives’ that may be
coaxed out of them. It further marked my first attempt to use the collections of others
and my own within the ‘gallery context’: to construct, give voice to, and expose the

To provide context, it is worth noting the influences that shaped my thinking around Lloyd Triestino.
Of particular interest were artists who had dealt with collection and archive, not in the ‘conventional’
sense but through more disjointed modes of reconfiguration and/or compiling ‘personalised’ materials. Of
note was Jimmie Durham’s sardonic critique of the ethnographic museum in On Loan from the Museum
of the American Indian (1985), a project that wittily conflates the roles of artist, curator and ethnographer.
Durham cobbles together a kind of faux archive containing ‘shoddily’ made ‘fake’ artifacts alongside
kitsch ‘Native Indian’ paraphernalia, drawings, hand-written texts and photographs of the artist’s parents.
While more formal in application, Jacky Redgate’s early work with photographic archives and migratory
narratives is also worth mentioning–in particular, her seminal piece, Photographer Unknown: A Portrait
Chronicle of Photographs. England 1965-62 (1980-83), which debuted in the 1986 Sydney Biennale
Origins, Originality + Beyond. Allan Sekula’s early projects are also noteworthy, particularly those in
which the artist uses his family as a subject through documentary photographs and texts. Durham and
Sekula have remained important influences on me since. Broader connections drew from Aby Warburg’s
epic collections of monochromatic photographs and art historical ephemera in his Mnemosyne Atlas
(1927-29), and Gerhard Richter’s equally monumental archive of newspaper clippings, postcards and
photographs in Atlas (1960-), an archive the artist continues to expand in tandem with his painting
practice.
23
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‘gaps’ in absent or lesser-known histories and material. As an African-Australian, I
found this to be a valuable breakthrough, opening the door to plumb more
autobiographical terrain, and to address African-Australian narratives that remain
largely overlooked in an overbearingly ‘white’ Australian context. More than this, it
prompted a need to take agency of my own collections and personal narratives. But just
as importantly, it led to my interest in the architecture of museological displays and the
sense of ‘legitimacy’ that they provide: through framing devices, vitrines, catalogues,
shelving, wall texts and so on–devices that don’t just evoke authorial presence, but
coronate the slight, fragmented and/or undervalued with ‘auratic’ power. This is a
position explored by Brian O’Doherty in his well-known series of essays, Inside the
White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space (1976).24 Essentially, it is in these ideas
and in the broader Conceptual and museological framing of display that the
accompanying photographic books of this exegesis find inception. In essence they
become not just sites collection, but the ideal container to explore my own “magic
encyclopaedia”. The book, as form, is also a vehicle that rests on the thin ridge between
‘chance and design’. As documents they not only function as my own means to fill in
the gaps, but, like the collections of Dupont, Bochner, and Alÿs, may shed light on life’s
interstitial moments.

1.5 Artistic and Curatorial Allies
It is precisely this type of ‘background’ material and ‘refuse’ that Joseph Grigely (b.
USA 1956) advocates in curator Jens Hoffmann’s publication, The Next dOCUMENTA
Should Be Curated by an Artist (2004). In the book, the question, “should the next
dOCUMENTA be curated by an artist?” is floated to a number of artists and curators

24 Brian O’Doherty, Inside the White Cube: The Ideology of the Gallery Space, University of California
Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1976.
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who debate the idea, putting forward various propositions for a speculative exhibition.
Of particular note is Grigely’s response, suggesting a show consisting of artists’
‘failures’, personal collections and studio refuse. Grigely muses:

What if dOCUMENTA were to be based on such an approach–80 artists maybe–showing
not their “art” as we already know it–but rather, the machinations of their minds? A show
that is not so much about objects as it is a show about processes? A show that is, in so many
ways, organic and dynamic, and takes us closer to the confluences of creation?

Grigely continues:
Imagine, for example, a show that might include as transitory moments: Karen Kilimnik’s
bedroom; Rirkrit Tiravinija’s shopping lists; Matthew Barney’s storyboards; Oladele
Ajiboye Bamgboy’s engineering and political science notebooks; Douglas Gordon’s
wastepaper baskets; Andreas Slominki’s contracts with construction equipment operators;
Adam Chodzko’s telephone message tapes; Lisa Yuskavage’s lingerie drawers; Dinos &
Jake Chapman’s recycling bin; Tacita Dean’s postcards to friends, which are as compelling
as Nam June Paik’s postcards to Gregory Battcock; Richard Serra’s installation
documentation, including the rigging calculations and notes by Ray La Capelle & Sons.
Perhaps also we could include documentation of situations where artworks were damaged or
destroyed as a consequence of human judgment and misjudgment–because it’s accidents
like these that contribute to taking us closer to the complexity of the way art manifests itself,
and moves, through culture.25

Grigely’s proposition resonates with the crux of my project for it deals as much with the
neglect of discarded relics of process as it provides them prominence of place. Grigley’s
proposition occupies a tenuous space that disrupts the overbearing weight of
institutional collections by giving authority to the incomplete, undervalued and
fragmented. In doing so, what is proposed is a kind of reverse valuation of the status of
the art object, where the slight, disregarded and overlooked are crowned over the weight
of museological authority and conclusiveness. A certain ‘archaeological feel’ pervades
25 Joseph Grigely, “The Next dOCUMENTA Should Be Curated by an Artist”, in The Next dOCUMENTA
Should be Curated by an Artist, Jens Hoffman (ed.), Revolver Books, Frankfurt, 2004. p. 40.
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his proposition. Indeed, we could easily imagine amongst the mix Gabriel Orozco,
Simryn Gill, Georges Adéagbo, Abraham Cruzvelligas or Michael Stevenson, with their
various archival/archeological digs being well at home here. While the thrust of my
project resides in the wide ecology of this framework, it also lies in the importance of
artists taking agency of their own collections, and their arrangement and display–
material that is too often relegated to footnotes in few small vitrines in the backrooms of
surveys or posthumous retrospectives, the work that generally serves to illustrate a
curatorial footnote or fulfil a wider agenda.

Casting this net of influences a little wider, there is a certain coalescence that exists in
the collections of Jeremy Deller and Alan Kane’s Folk Archive (2003), the highly kitsch
thrift store paintings collected by Jim Shaw, or Harrell Fletcher & Jen Hoffman’s
project People’s Biennial (2010).26 The approach that these artists take to collections
and the display of ‘unknown’ practices is more strategically driven, aiming to unveil,
connect to, or intersect with undervalued or overlooked acts of creativity that have
slipped beyond mainstream representation. At the same time there is a conflation of
roles where the line between curator and artist is ambiguous, a position I had flirted
with in Lloyd Triestino. Hal Foster refers to such strategies when he suggests that
“‘archival artists’ seek to make historical information, often lost or displaced, physically

See the exhibition catalogue: Harrell Fletcher and Jens Hoffman, People’s Biennial 2010: A Guide to
America’s Most Amazing Artists, Independent Curators International (ICI), New York, 2010. To get a feel
for the exhibition’s context it is worth considering its blurb: “People’s Biennial is an exhibition that
examines the work of artists who operate outside the sanctioned mainstream art world. As such it
recognizes a wide array of artistic expression present in many communities across the United States.
Working in cities that are not considered the primary art capitals, the 36 artists in this exhibition present
significant contemporary work ranging from documentary photographs of military life in the heartland, to
video works focusing on the biological activity in urban ecosystems, and complex, minute marble-like
sculptures carved out of soap bars. In covering even the little-known, the overlooked, the marginalized,
and the excluded, the exhibition represents a real snapshot of creative practice in America today. People’s
Biennial also proposes an alternative to the standard contemporary art biennial, which mostly focuses on
art from a few select cities (New York, Los Angeles, occasionally Chicago, Miami or San Francisco). It
questions the often exclusionary and insular process of selecting art that has at times turned the spaces
where art is exhibited into privileged havens seemingly detached from the realities of everyday life.”
26
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present”.27 This is a position curators Okwui Enwezor and Massimiliano Gioni have
meticulously explored, producing exhibitions of an often aberrant nature that frequently
include, and place front and centre, artists’ collections and/or related archival ephemera.
Of particular note is Enwezor’s Archive Fever: Uses of the Document in
Contemporary Art (2008) in which emphasis is placed on the photographic document
as archival record, blurring distinctions between fictive and factual information that, in
turn, destabilise metanarrative historicisation. 28 Gioni’s 2013 Venice Biennale, The
Encyclopedic Palace, drew on ‘alternative’ practices in ‘outsider’ and folk art, to
expose gaps within the Modernist canon through representation of undervalued
practices that had fallen by the wayside.

In summary, this introduction has sought to outline the broad scope of artistic and
curatorial practices relevant to my project and their contextual placement. It is one thing
to explore my own “magic encyclopaedia” by unpacking my collection, but another to
consider the methods of display required to do it service and reveal its parts.
Considering this, the project can be surmised to be a twofold process. On the one side is
the recursive engagement of ‘unpacking’ my collection, what this reveals and the
chance associations that arise through sorting, compiling, reassembling, photo
processing, transcribing travelogues and notebooks, etc. And on the other side, there is
the consideration of suitable methods/models of arrangement and display that endow the
material with the sense of legitimacy/authority that I feel the slightness of such material
needs. In this light, the project is not only an investigation of artistic processes, but also
one of ‘self-curation’, a conjunctive position that brings us back to Bochner’s book
Hal Foster, “An Archival Impulse”, October 110, Fall, pp. 3-22.
Okwui Enwezor, Archive Fever: Uses of the Document in Contemporary Art, International Centre for
Photography (ICP), New York, 18 January-4 May 2008. Also of note is Okwui Enwezor, “Where, What,
Who, When: A Few Notes on ‘African’ Conceptualism”, in Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin,
1950s-1980s, D.A.P., New York, 1999, pp. 108-117.
27
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project, while aligning with the interests of Joseph Grigely as artist-curator, who
surmises:

My interest in the subject [of the artist-curator] lies not in how artists might curate the work
of other artists; but, rather, in how they might curate their own and the vicissitudes of the
process of making it.29

*

29

*

*

Grigely, “The Next dOCUMENTA Should Be Curated by an Artist”, p 40.
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Figure 1.2
Portrait of the artist’s mother, Durban (circa 1968)
Photograph from Lloyd Triestino, Fremantle Arts Centre, Fremantle (2009)
Photographer unknown
Family archive of Newell Harry
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Figure 1.3
Image detail: Lloyd Triestino, Fremantle Arts Centre, Fremantle (2009)
Black and white photograph, wedding reception
Photographer unknown
Family archive of Newell Harry
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Figure 1.4
Image details: Lloyd Triestino, Fremantle Arts Centre, Fremantle (2009)
Graham Harry (my step father), wedding day morning (1974)
35mm colour slide
Photographer unknown
Family archive of Newell Harry
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Figures 1.5-1.6
Photographs from Lloyd Triestino (2009). Blown up family wedding portraits
Top: The Harry twins, Graham and Fred, Boyup Brook, Western Australia
Bottom: brides of the Harry twins Virginia Heeger (left) and Patricia Van Squier
South Fremantle memorial park (1974).
Photographer unknown
Family archive of Newell Harry
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Figures 1.7-1.8
Top and bottom
Installation details: Lloyd Triestino (2009). Vitrines containing various related family paraphernalia (19672009). Fremantle Arts Centre, Kathleen O’Conner Gallery (interior)Lloyd Triestino November 28, 2009 –
January 24, 2010
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Figure 1.9
Material from Lloyd Triestino, Fremantle Arts Centre, Fremantle (2009)
Watercolour by my grandfather, James “Jimmy” Green
Sydney Harbour (painted from memory, 1972)
Watercolour on paper
17.5cm x 22.5cm
Family archive of Newell Harry
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Figures 1.10-1.11
Image details: Lloyd Triestino, Fremantle Arts Centre, Fremantle (2009)
Top: Wedding Cake, Fremantle (1974)
Bottom: Aunty Lavinia, Western Australia (1974)
Photographer unknown
Family archive of Newell Harry
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Figure 1.12
In 2012 elements from Lloyd Triestino were revisited, forming part of an installation at Artspace,
Sydney. Here the installation included ‘gifted’ family vessels with glass etched texts.
Installation detail: The Other’s Other, curated by Mark Freary, Artspace, Sydney (2012).
Photograph: courtesy Artspace, Sydney
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CHAPTER TWO: WORDS AND PICTURES
2.1 Chapter Overview: Words and Pictures
This chapter is composed of two parts and focuses on the role photography and
notebooks play in my practice. I open with an interview that details my 2017 solo
exhibition Known/Unknowns. This provides a broad discussion of the use of
photography, notebook keeping and travelogue in my work. The second part provides a
contextual and historical framing of my practice, touching on earlier works relevant to
this DCA project and my experience of unpacking my collections of negatives and
notebooks. The notebook and camera have parallel roles in my practice: they are used as
navigational tools that chart (and collect) fleeting moments and traces, as much as they
are devices that record (and retrace) them for later reflection. Among the range of
influences addressed in this chapter are Chris Marker, Daido Moriyama, Alighiero e
Boetti, On Kawara, Richard Long and Francis Alÿs, noted for their nomadic processes
and navigation of interior and exterior space and context. The chapter concludes by
returning to Conceptualist methods of organisation and relationships between image and
text.
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2:2 An Interview with Jacinta Bělohradský: Known/Unknowns
Q&A: Jacinta Bělohradský and Newell Harry
14 August 2017
The following transcript is an excerpt from a two-part series of questions Jacinta Bělohradský
had put to me in the lead-up to my solo-exhibition, Known/Unknowns, Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery,
Sydney (2017). The interview covers the intricacies of my work with photography and collection
in extension to the project I exhibited in Venice in 2015. Part of this interview was conceived to
accompany Known/Unknowns in place of a more conventional essay, but it remained unfinished
at the time of the launch. The dialogue was continued in the weeks following the exhibition until
it was eventually abandoned. Until its use here, the interview has remained unpublished. The
text below covers the first part of our Q&A and focuses on the relationship between my many
collections of photographs, notes, and objects, integral to my working process, and the
exhibition that ensued.
Jacinta Bělohradský (b. Gdańsk, 1976) is a Leeds-based writer and (sometimes) curator. In
2015 Bělohradský and Harry crossed paths in Dubai airport’s smoking lounge and have since
retained an ongoing friendship.

*
JB: In our earlier talks you’ve mentioned ‘collection’ a lot, but here I wanted to
open specifically with questions around the use of photography in your practice,
particularly in relation to your collections and recent work. What relationships do
your photographs have with your collections – specifically the notebooks and
objects–and how are they used?
NH: I really only began to take pictures from around 2004 and have since continued to
build an ongoing photographic archive. I should also mention that from the outset the
pictures I took were never made with the intent to make exhibitions, but purely for
personal reasons and in learning the ‘craft’ of taking pictures. I’ve travelled with a
camera ever since and simply see it as an extended tool of collection alongside
notebook-keeping and the collections of objects. The first time I showed any of my
photographs was in the 2015 Venice Biennale. I initially proposed to show the
photographs as a series of photo-books, a kind of ‘expanded notebook’, but this never
eventuated. Okwui Enwezor, the curator of that iteration, had suggested the images
were more compelling than the sculptural work I had proposed to show alone and in
isolation. He encouraged me to consider ways that melded the elements to include the
photographs and texts alongside the objects. He was drawn to the ‘entanglement’ of the
material as a whole, and what they might suggest, how they might ‘read’ together as an
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ensemble, rather than as separate entities. In response to our conversations I set about
thinking how combining my collections, the notes, photos and objects, may be used to
create open-ended conversations. In Venice the photographs and texts served as a
contextual backdrop for the sculptural elements in the installation, which generally were
sourced from the contexts where the images were shot. Combined, they hint at these
relationships and act as a kind of visual subtext or cue. But the images are also a means
to describe the places I inhabit, the people I meet and the circumstances I find myself in.
What continues to really nag me though is the question of how to deal with this
nebulous collection of fragmented moments–the notes, undeveloped photographs and
objects. Realising their importance is something that really only occurred to me in
retrospect after having time and distance away from them. It’s a process of recursive
compilation and reassessment as much as adding to the ongoing collection. I view my
photographs as parallel to my notebook-keeping or collection of objects. In fact, I
associate taking pictures as a type of collection, essentially tied to forms of ‘informal’
archive making where the images, texts and objects are accrued over many years and
perhaps only returned to and developed years later. This is the case with some of the
photographs in the series Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017),
as was the case in Venice.
JB: Viewing Known/Unknowns I had thought back to the small photographs and
texts you showed in Venice–which I saw for the first time. Back then I had not met
you and had wondered if you had also worked in film, given the filmic ‘feel’ of the
images. What do you think about this–the relation with film–granted narrative
and the documentary image has played such a pivotal role in your recent work?
And when did the inclusion of photographs first appear as a component in your
installations?
NH: Certainly the documentary image has become a prominent feature in my recent
installations, but only since 2015. And as I mentioned, in most cases the images have
been taken many years in advance and were never shot for exhibition purposes. I also
do not see myself as a photographer and am certainly no ‘photo-media’ artist. I never
studied photography apart from a short foundational subject I did at the NAS (National
Art School, Sydney) years back, prior to university. In fact, I have very limited
technical knowledge of photography that doesn’t extend much past 35mm black and
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white film. Rather, my knowledge of the photographic image comes from a long
apprenticeship in drawing: what’s important, what’s not, light and dark, composition,
etc. I only shoot two or three prime lenses and never use flashes. Though I do keep a
parallel archive of colour images shot digitally or with my phone that focus entirely on
objects. I also realised that to take an image of an object was akin to taking ownership
of the thing itself. But my process is pretty spare. Beyond composition and natural light,
I rarely consider much else and just respond to what I encounter.
I came to photography after finishing my MFA in 2004 and feeling disillusioned. Art
felt purposeless, like the menial jobs I was doing. My ‘arsenal’ also felt lacking and I
felt the urge to learn the ‘craft’ of something new; photography filled that need. By
2005 I had begun to travel regularly to Vanuatu where I worked as a printmaking
teacher. It was there I began to shoot pictures in my spare time, recording my
experiences with friends and while taking trips to the outer islands. Since then, I’ve
always carried a camera, often taking pictures but without any intent that they’d come to
form part of my installations as they recently have.
On the other hand, ‘art photography’ has never interested me. By this I mean the more
‘staged’ types of photography that rely on studio props: lighting, models, still life
arrangements, or excessive post-production in Photoshop. Admittedly this outlook
might be seen as conservative or that of a ‘purist’. But I think life is stranger than fiction
and needs no enhancement. Also, these days reportage remains a poor cousin to glossy
forms of ‘fine art photography’. But I love the straightforwardness of social
documentary and street photography. It demands a particular physical engagement with
the world, an interaction with people and place and in building relationships. It’s not
staged, but rather like drawing lies in the basics of observation and gesture. A click of
the shutter and it’s done and dusted. There’s something Zen I find in this, and
spontaneity and chance are huge factors. While I love documentary film and have toyed
with making short films–rather badly I might add–what continues to deter me is that it’s
durational. I can’t pause and meditate on a film, but I can stop, reflect and return to a
photograph in my own time.
JB: I gather there’s the history of Conceptualism and photography embedded in
your work–here I’m thinking of relationships between text and image in Douglas
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Huebler or Joseph Kosuth. I also think of Ed Ruscha’s various series of ‘deadpan’
images shot on the road. Allan Sekula also comes to mind. And what about the use
of the photograph in the work of more recent, ‘nomadic artists’, like Francis Alÿs
and Gabriel Orozco? This hints at connections between inside and outside too, no?
NH: Certainly the canon of Conceptual Art of the sixties and seventies is an influence.
Particularly in the relationship between text and image and where documentation and/or
textual descriptions are the work. Although in those examples the contexts engaged are
less ‘exotic’ than those I inhabit, and neither is the medium engaged for the same
purposes. But I do love the austerity of Conceptualist language; there’s something
‘puritanical’ about Kosuth or Heubler to the point of a kind of aesthetic piety. It’s not
begging for attention, but evokes a quiet gravity resonant in its own emptiness.
Considering that period, I would locate my interests closer to Allan Sekula as you
mention, but only in terms of his use of the documentary image. I use Conceptualism
more as a structural trope to hang my own ideas on. You can see this through the use of
repetition, the grid and the pared back format between word and picture. But it’s also a
framing device that allows me to rest things on the thin pivot between chance and order.
My interests also draw from a wider circle more specific to the history of documentary
photography: Henri Cartier-Bresson, Robert Frank, Chris Marker, Josef Koudelka or
Daido Moriyama, for example. In the Australian context, Max Pam, Ben Bohane and
Stephen Dupont are key figures too. All great travellers I might add, whose approach is
instilled in the craft of social documentary and the 35mm monochromatic image. But
it’s also worth noting they’re zealous notebook keepers. Cartier-Bresson was a fantastic
draftsman and kept small notebooks, while Pam and Dupont are known for their photobooks and wider experimentations that often revert to the diary as source. I would also
add the autobiographical works of Sophie Calle, Sergio Larrain or William Yang; artists
for whom the documentary image and diaristic transcriptions enfold to narrate highly
personal relationships or circumstances.
JB: With that in mind, I want to ask about recent forms of technology that have
forever altered the course of photographic history. Smartphones, for example,
have allowed everyone to become a photographer and share their experiences and
lives instantly. Then there’s the option of the images being uploaded to platforms
like Instagram, Flickr or Facebook, which lends to another field of circulation and
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accessibility. Blogging too, might also be viewed as a digital form of diary or
notebook-keeping. What are your thoughts on this compared to the analog
methods you generally use?
NH: Back in the early to mid 2000s, when I first took a keen interest in photography, it
was still largely analog. This of course was prior to the advent of smart phones and
Instagram or Facebook. For me, interests then, as they remain now, lay in the ‘craft’ of
the medium, not just in taking a photograph but in making one. I use my smartphone
too, but those images serve an altogether different purpose; largely for different forms
of documentation that influence my installations spatially and focus on arrangements of
‘found’ and discarded objects. It’s not to say I value one format over another, but rather
that they create different types of images and perform different roles. These days I
generally use a film camera to document people, mostly in monochrome, and a digital
single lens reflex (DSLR) and phone to document objects in colour. Being something of
a Luddite, sadly I don’t have Facebook, Twitter or Instagram accounts. I suppose I
could blog about my travel experiences and the processes of my work, but prefer the
physicality of the notebook and the immediacy of the handwritten gesture. A notebook
also needs no batteries, cables or Wi-Fi connections. I also enjoy being private, being
quite hermetic as you know.
JB: What dialogue do your images share with the other components within your
installations: your collections of objects or sculptural elements, for example?
NH: I suppose the thing I’ve been fascinated with the past few years has been
encounters of sorts–the things that happen unexpectedly on the road, or generally
‘outside’. Those unusual synchronous moments of discovery, or serendipitous personal
experiences like how we met in Dubai airport over a smoke. Over the years I’ve
collected these instances as notes in diaries, as photographs, or in other cases as found
objects that act as a ‘stand in’ for such experiences, perhaps as a kind of vestige. I guess
it’s an interest in the ‘magic of the moment’: what happens to enter my orbit, what I
attract, chance upon, or have the luck to witness. The camera is a kind of magic box that
enables me to collect those moments, freeze time and return to them later. I’m also an
avid walker–having never learned to drive or held a licence. Annually I spend more
hours on public transport, in planes and on foot than in cars. So the mobility of a camera
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and notebook suits me well and operates at a human pace that allows me to ‘capture’
those in between transitory moments. It’s also an interest in circulation: the circulation
of objects and images in wider spheres beyond ‘art’, as much as me being a link in the
cycle. In my installations the combinations of images and objects then act as a kind of
residue, or footnote, not just of the encounters but suggestive of wider fields of
circulation and exchange.
On the other hand, they are also a means to shed light on the contexts I inhabit, the
people I’ve met and places I’ve lived, worked or travelled through–a kind of ‘behind the
scenes’ if you will. But it’s also a point in posing the question of where ‘art’ takes place,
or is located or produced–where does the process begin or end? Where do we locate it,
or indeed the artist? Does it ‘happen’ in a studio making ‘stuff’, or, as I recently found
myself, dehydrated and half-conscious in the seat of an A380 mulling over the travels of
Ian Fairweather? For me it’s a continuum of both. I have to also stress I’ve never been
entirely comfortable with the ‘conventional’ studio to gallery relationship, where artists’
generally make things locked away in a box only to display them in another one every
twelve months or so. We get the end result but are rarely afforded insight into the
contexts and broader machinations that live beneath the surface. Then it becomes a
question of what else artists do? Who they drink and hang out with–what they do in
their spare time, what day jobs they hold? This I find far more interesting. It’s not about
the outcome but everything in between. For me to show these images and collections
lies in a vague attempt to give transparency to those backgrounds: where I was, what I
saw, who I met, what I picked up, etc. I don’t see the images as complete in themselves,
but as pieces of a larger mosaic that conjoin with the other components and allow us
access to wider realms. I like to think there’s a certain generosity in this. But again, the
process is essentially one of collection and compilation: I collect photographs, as I do
objects and texts. Then, sometime later, I reconfigure them to give open-ended readings;
they rely on each other.
JB: I agree. When one enters the gallery or museum, what they generally see is the
end result of a chain of processes that often exclude the broader processes or
underlying contexts. It’s about finality, a certain conclusiveness. Are there specific
reasons in your choice for ‘offsite’ engagements and media because of this?
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NH: As said, I’m not entirely comfortable with the ‘conventional’ studio, especially in
Sydney with its bloated rents. So, I made a decision in 2004 to remain ‘outside’ and
explore the Asia-Pacific instead. I also returned to South Africa in 2006. One was for
financial reasons–it was cheaper to work and travel abroad than stay in Sydney; the
other was simply for personal reasons of interest. Sydney was not only expensive but
had become a boring playground for property developers and nouveau riche investors.
Unfortunately, nothing has changed. The other point is that I’m terribly restless and feel
more at ease being in the world than cooped up in a studio stressing over deadlines or
awkward curatorial meetings. For me there needs to be a semblance between inside and
outside, or else I feel trapped in a kind of navel-gazing bubble. It was also this
foreboding sense that I’d just end up as a monkey in a cage under commercial pressure
to churn things out, which I’d witnessed occur among other artists of my generation. In
that sense the mobility of a camera and notebook, and the act of collection, were as
much an antidote to being tied down as they were of practicality and keeping things
light-footed and adaptable. Plus, the type of photography that interests me doesn’t
produce big statements, but rather deals in the currency of gesture and small exchanges.
My prints are made at an intimate 8”x12” scale that reflects this, as does the use of a
typewriter that needs no batteries. I suppose there’s something ‘vintage’ about this, but
I’m a romantic at heart.
JB: Can you speak a little more about the narratives that accompany the
photographs in some cases? I’m interested in the fact that there is no overarching
chronology or subjective imperatives between the image and text in your recent
work. Would you say as a series, combined these ‘fragments’ culminate as a kind
of ‘anti-narrative’?
NH: That’s a good question. In this show only two instances are the texts paired
directly with an image or related context: one is with my meeting of a Japanese
salaryman in Shinjuku; the other is my time on Hiva Oa where Gauguin died. So, the
images and texts, while perhaps appearing to have relationships, in most cases do not.
It’s certainly a deliberate choice to pair the images with texts that have no direct visual
or chronological relationship. This disjuncture makes transparent the chronological
separation between the image and text, yet leaves the door ajar for wider interpretations.
It’s interesting you mention anti-narratives as I’ve often thought that in dealing with
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these small gestures in a way disrupts metanarratives by giving primacy to small
moments and narratives that are often overlooked. It essentially makes known the
unknown by bringing it to the surface. That’s where the show’s title comes from:
making known the unknown in giving transparency to that which lies behind the
curtain. And like in Venice, much of what is brought together here was never gathered
for purposes of exhibitions but accrued over long periods of time: residing in Northeast
Asia and teaching English in Japan (2012-13); staying with close friends in central India
during ‘wedding season’ (2011-14); or reuniting with N-iVanuatu friends during
Christmas celebrations on the island of Nguna and North Efate (2006-8). The arc of
contexts and personal engagements doesn’t track a linear path and should not be
presented as such. But again, it’s also a question of location and the query as to where
(and how) we locate the artist among an arc of somewhat disconnected contexts.
There’s no overarching thread between the selections of images aside from simply
choosing ones I felt drawn to. But again, the gnawing question remains: how to deal
with these small moments? How to deal with the ongoing fragmented collection but
with the will to provide the pieces the authority I feel they need; perhaps the language
of Conceptualism provides this to some degree. The show then could be seen as a backlooping exercise that reinvests in small personal accounts, giving primacy to the untold
narrative.
JB: It would seem there’s something you’re drawn to with the ‘unaccredited’, with
the anonymous overlooked or ‘untold’ as you put it–would that be a true claim?
NH: Certainly. I respect anonymity and have the utmost reverence for anonymous,
unknown or neglected identities and artists of all stripes because they’re emblems of
exclusion and generally exist at the social margins. Their stories also fall through the
gaps. This is the case with a late South African uncle of mine who fled Cape Town in
the sixties, taking residence in London and joining a local watercolour club in the hope
of befriending English people as a ‘new arrival’. He continued to paint until he passed
away in 2010. His efforts remain unaccounted apart from a small posthumous show my
aunty held of his work in their South London home in 2012. Towards the end of his life
he tended to favour early modernist still life painting and experiments in Synthetic
Cubism. Recently I revisited his archive, and this influenced a second component in
Known/Unknown. But that is something else.
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To me such stories are far more interesting than those in the ‘mainstream’ and provide
alternative historical threads. How do we locate the work of unknown artists, backyard
inventors or garage knockabouts? They too, have something to contribute. It’s for this
reason I have a soft spot for amateur or self-taught artists. In the Marquesas earlier this
year I had the luck of coming across a small museum on the remote island of Hiva Oa
where Gauguin died. The interesting thing there is that everything in the museum is a
copy or ‘fake’ of the original painted by local amateurs. There’s even a reconstruction
of his hut built on the site he purportedly painted with an easel set up and dummy of
him painting. That story is far more relevant today than the ghost of Gauguin. Another
example was my chance meeting with Hiroshi–not his real name–a (once) successful
Tokyo salaryman around my age who I met in a Shinjuku Jazz club. Getting drunk he
lamented losing a sense of creative autonomy he had once pursued in university.
Through social pressures and cultural expectations, he felt he’d compromised his love
of jazz for a suit and tie that ultimately fell apart with his redundancy. He’d been living
this kind of double life, unbeknownst to his young family, frequenting jazz bars and
getting pissed under the cloud of a pressing midlife crisis. It’s not an uncommon story
by any stretch, but I suppose it’s often the absence of such personal narratives that I’m
empathetic to. We all experience these doubts and insecurities; it’s part and parcel of
being human. But these days in our neoliberal market-driven climate, our doubts and
vulnerabilities are often repressed for narratives of success. It’s a world of winners and
losers, lifters and leaners. And the ‘losers’ in the game are ignored, greatly to our
expense, in my opinion. One last story is of an old childhood friend of mine, a former
Eastern-bloc migrant I grew up with who makes his living as a trash collector. From
council throw outs he collects old white goods, VCRs, TVs and all manner of redundant
analog equipment. These he sells on to African migrants who’ve made their homes in
the outer western suburbs. They then give them a quick makeover and ship them back to
the Congo and Ivory Coast. It’s an amazing circuit of connections–not so much my
mate’s story, but the largely unknown black market that exists amongst migrants and
the socially marginalised in Sydney’s outer districts. This small story says so much
about our values in this country.
*
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While this interview may suggest a disregard for the ‘conventional’ studio, I need to
make clear that it is the porous dialogue between interior and exterior contexts and the
artist’s movement between the two that interests me, not the outright resistance to the
studio as a site of production. In this way I see my compilations of notes, images and
objects, as participants in the process of compiling ‘residues’ that aim to comment on
(and enfold) relationships between inside and outside and across various sites and
geographies. In the following sections I turn to the wider processes and contextual
backgrounds that inform and underpin the current DCA project.

*

*
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Figure 2.1
Newell Harry
Installation view: Known/Unknowns, Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney. (2017)
Installation dimensions variable.
Right and centre: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
Left (background): Henry M. Waller: Content from the Archive of a Lost South African Modern (1966ongoing)
Photograph: Ivan Buljan
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Figure 2.2
Newell Harry
Installation view: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
Two-part installation
Part I: 20 x black and white prints, selected images from artist’s archive (2007-2017), hand-typed diary
transcriptions on parchment paper (transcribed from travel journals 2005-17), artist’s stamp
Dimensions: (photographs) 20 x 18cm x 26.5cm (ea.); framed 65cm x 45cm (ea.)
Part II: Found and gifted objects, acrylic and steel structure designed by the artist: 155cm x 35cm x 35cm.
Overall installation dimensions variable
Photograph: Ivan Buljan
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Figure 2.3
Newell Harry
Installation view (detail): Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
Part I: 20 x black and white prints, selected images from artist’s archive (2007-2017), hand-typed diary
transcriptions on parchment paper (transcribed from travel journals 2005-17), artist’s stamp
Dimensions (photographs) 20 x 18cm x 26.5cm (ea.); framed 65cm x 45cm (ea.)
Photograph: Ivan Buljan
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Figure 2.4
Newell Harry
Detail: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
Dimensions (photograph) 20 x 18cm x 26.5cm; framed 65cm x 45cm
Stamp reads (Afrikaans): WERK SAL NIE VIR JOU ONSLOOS MAAK NIE/WORK WILL NOT
MAKE YOUR LOSS
Photograph: Ivan Buljan
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Rural Madhya Pradesh: 1 May: 2011/Durban, KwaZulu-Natal: 5 August, 2006:
For a brief stint, a British-Jamaican friend had worked for an African Art dealer while
undertaking an internship in Durban. Her job entailed the upkeep of the gallery’s
inventory, registration and liaising with clients. But when her boss took sudden leave on
“Kenyan business” she was left to run shop ‘home alone’. During that time, she recalls
attending a spritely Aussie couple; colourful grey nomads who’d expressed a keen interest
in African Art, particularly by the Ndbele. Keen and chatty, they regaled the bold patterns
and beadwork were the perfect compliment to the Navajo rugs and Aboriginal paintings
they’d collected back home. But the conversation took an awkward twist when the subject
turned to her. Prompting to ask which “tribe” she was from, when she replied she was in
fact Jamaican–conceived in Cape Town to an Englishman but born in Kingston and later
raised in Battersea by her black mother–the exchange fell flat. Little further interest was
shown in the work and, muttering something about “fake”, they left with no parting
graces.

Figure 2.5
Newell Harry
Image detail: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
1 of 20 black and white prints with hand-typed dairy transcription (above)
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Golden Gai/Shinjuku, Tokyo: 25 October, 2013/10:55pm:
When I met Hiroshi he was alone in the corner of a Golden Gai bar, gin and tonic and
Mild Seven at hand. A loosened tie and creased pants cloaked a slight frame in
shirtsleeves and blazer. An old coin-op phone sat beside the table among a backdrop of
jazz posters from times past: Coltrane and Davis, Sun Ra, Monk and Ornette Coleman.
Slumping in a nearby seat, I ordered a drink and struck up an awkward conversation.
Originally from Nagoya’s outer suburbs, he’d worked in Tokyo for Shiseido Cosmetics
since the age of twenty. He’d built his reputation in sales inching his way up the
company’s corporate ladder and in 1997 was crowned young sales rep of the year. An
hour or so on, things got personal. He was married with two kids – I had none but had
once considered tying the knot. He’d been burdened by a string of financial and personal
pressures – I’d never had a “real” job. Coupled with a growing disdain for his boss,
life’s changes had prompted a “midlife crisis” he’d kept well concealed. He pined for the
days of his youth, where he’d formed an electro-jazz band with friends from Waseda
University; influenced by Paul Weller, Kraftwerk and Steely Dan. Three hours on and
utterly trashed, he broke down revealing that as of that day he was no longer a salaryman
with a salary. That afternoon he’d been made redundant and could not draw strength to
face his wife and kids.

Figure 2.6
Newell Harry
Image detail: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
1 of 20 black and white prints with hand-typed diary transcription (above)
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Hiva Oa, Marquesas Islands, French Polynesia: 22 January 2017:
On Hiva Oa, a remote French Polynesian island, Gauguin spent his final years painting.
There, a small museum, Espace Culturel Gauguin, houses a reconstruction of the studiohut where the artist lived and worked. The collection consists of nothing but modestly
painted copies and a handful of woodblocks made by locals. Arguably, a number are
more intriguing than the originals.

Figure 2.7
Newell Harry
Detail: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
1 of 20 black and white prints with hand-typed transcription (above)
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Emau, Vanuatu: 9 July, 2015/Tanna Island, Vanuatu: 15 February, 2005:
In 2005 a colleague and I attended the annual John Frum Day celebrations held on
Tanna Island, Vanuatu. But when we veered off the small grass track in hope of making a
shortcut to the main road we found ourselves suddenly lost. For over an hour, amidst a
maze of dense tropical rainforest, the harder we searched the more hopelessly lost we
became. It was then, ghost-like, two young missionaries emerged from the bush, luminous
in white shirts and parted hair; one Maori, one Pakeha. Calling them over I introduced
myself telling of our predicament, noting my uncle was Maori through marriage to a
South African aunt. The question was then put as to which part of NZ he came. To our
complete and utter shock, we soon deduced we were related. As it turned out, Willis, the
young missionary, was a nephew of our Uncle J who he’d not seen in years. Since then
he’d fell in with the wrong crowd, spent a short time in gaol before finding God and
devoting his life to the church. He’d recently taken a post on Tanna whereby the weirdest
twist of fate we now met. Scribing a map in the dirt he joked that we’d both been lost and
found.

Figure 2.8
Newell Harry
Detail: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
1 of 20 black and white prints with hand-typed transcription (above)
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Figure 2.9
Newell Harry
Detail: Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
Description: Found and ‘gifted’ objects contextually related to the photographs and, in some
cases, the contexts where the texts were written make up the accompanying sculptural tableau
in the installation. Objects, and my collection of them, are the subject of Chapter 3.
Dimensions: 155cm x 35cm x 35cm, overall installation dimensions variable
Photograph: Ivan Buljan
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Figure 2.10
Newell Harry
Trade Delivers People (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017)
Installation view (detail): 1483 Lopud Monastery, Croatia (2018)
The last iteration of the installation took place in a 13th century Franciscan monastery pharmacy on the
island of Lopud, part of the Elaphiti archipelago in the Adriatic Sea, Croatia. The installation formed part of
the exhibition, OCEANS, curated by Stephanie Hessler for Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary,
Vienna (TBA 21). The complete installation first exhibited at Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney, was acquired
by TBA 21 in late 2017.
Photograph, courtesy of Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary, Vienna
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2.3 Words and Pictures/Pictures and Words
I trace my first engagement with the photographic component of my collection back to a
2012 dual-screen work entitled (Untitled) Words and Pictures (Figure 2.10). Initially
commissioned for the exhibition, Artists’ Proof (2012) 30, while the work predates this
DCA project, it heralds an important moment in my practice; it marks the first time I had
exhibited photographs I had taken, albeit as scanned, digital files. The images, coupled
with anagrammatic texts and sound recordings, culminated in a meditative filmic
montage, combining 186 black and white stills shot across the Vanuatu archipelago over
a five-year period. The piece marked a significant shift in my work through its use of
computer algorithms, specifically designed to avert chronological structure and shared
pairings between any image and text more than once.31 This subversion of chronological
structure was heightened by a stream of endless anagrammatic fades that slowly
enfolded upon one another, enabling the piece to transmit an infinite number of
combinations between the words and pictures with no singular contextual or linguistic
narrative. The randomness of the algorithmic pairings, displayed in dual-screen format,
suggested a form of picture-book that, in hindsight, drew to mind Walter Benjamin’s use
of word games and card indexes he used as a ‘diviner’s instrument’ to unlock chance
associations.

In hindsight, the piece shares some overlap with Chris Marker’s (1921-2012)
photomontage film Si j'avais quatre dromedaries (If I had four dromedaries). First
exhibited in 1966, Marker’s film, composed entirely of photographic stills, portrays a

Artists’ Proof was curated by Max Delany, Geraldine Barlow, Francis E Parker and Patrice Sharkey,
Monash University Museum of Art | MUMA, Melbourne 4 October-15 December 2012.
31 I note here the assistance of my friend and colleague, Ivan Buljan, a photographer and computer whiz,
who constructed the algorithmic framework. I also must confess to having sparse technological
knowledge of computers in this field and was indebted to Ivan’s aid in the project.
30
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stream of poetic vignettes shot by the artist during his epic sojourn through some
twenty-six countries. If I Had Four Dromedaries stages a probing, at times agitated,
search for the meanings of the photographic image, in the form of an extended voiceover conversation and debate between the ‘amateur photographer’ (Marker) and his
colleagues.32

Chris Marker, If I Had Four Dromedaries–Si j'avais quatre dromedaries, 1966,
http://spiritofmarckarlin.com/2015/06/18/if-i-had-four-dromedaries-si-javais-quatre-dromadaires-1966chris-marker/, accessed 30 November 2015.
32
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Figure 2.11
Newell Harry
(Untitled) Words and Pictures (2012)
2 channel digital montage, sound, anagrams
Infinite duration: installation image Artist’s Proof, curated Max Delany and Geraldine Barlow, Monash
University Museum of Art (MUMA), 2012
Photograph: courtesy of MUMA
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(Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes

(Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes is an element of a larger three-part
installation completed in 2015 and (partially) shown in that year’s iteration of the Venice
Biennale, All the World’s Futures (Figures 2.11-2.16).33 As a single component within
the ensemble, the piece consisted of a series of sixty 8 x 12 inch black and white
photographs shot predominantly in Ngunese churches, coupled with twenty related
hand-typed narratives displayed in grid-like format on the gallery wall and on
specifically fabricated tables.34 In all but one case, as was the case with (Untitled) Words
and Pictures, the narratives do not share a direct relationship with the paired image. The
photographs were shot over a seven-year period (2004-11), while the narratives were
transcribed from notebooks and travelogues from roughly the same period, a process I
detail in the forthcoming segments. Overall, the work covers three geographic regions
and a large breadth of time, while associations between words and pictures draw, from
Conceptualist approaches, junctures between image and text. If it was to sit beside other
works it would find contextual placement somewhere between the work of Richard Long
(b. UK 1938) and Allan Sekula (b. USA 1951-2013), with particular note of Sekula’s
early series A Short Autobiography (1971-1972).35

33

The overall installation culminated in the exhibition: All the World’s Futures, The 56th Venice
Biennale, curated by Okwui Enwezor (2015). I discuss the object-based elements in the following
chapter.
34 In the final iteration of the work, due to spatial limits, only twenty-five of the images were used
alongside nine accompanying texts.
35 While “Conceptual” in aesthetic, Sekula’s early work of the 1970s was highly personal in tone and
subject whilst also flirting with his interests in Marxism and what he classified his documentary styles as
“critical realism”. Using simple pairings of photographs and short texts in a ‘storyboard-like’ format, A
Short Autobiography (1971-1972) brings together Sekula’s personal biography and intellectual interests,
mixing photos of his parents, the area where he lives and places from his childhood, to literary figures
such as Jean Luc Godard and Frantz Fanon.
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The combination of forms I departed from–essentially a loose collection of words and
pictures–may again be viewed as an expanded form of notebook. The nothingness of this
material–that is, rudimentary scrawled notes in pocket-sized books and the slightness of
photographic gestures–prompted the question of how to engage such slight material:
how might this collection of fragmentary moments and notes be given more substantive
form and structure–if they need any at all–and what forms or methods might be used as
devices to anchor (without restricting) the ethereal nature of such ephemeral moments?
This research question essentially remains a key point of enquiry in the study and is
principally seen as a problem of form and content, and play between chance and design.

I should again emphasise that the images and texts in (Untitled) Black Sabbath and
Other Anecdotes were never made with the intent of culminating in an exhibition. They
existed well before any invitation. Nor did they begin as a ‘project’ driven or influenced
by curatorial themes, academic research or other pre-empted methods. Rather, they
simply formed as a loose accumulation of material, part of a wider collection of
leftovers and fragments–photographs, notes, interviews, sound recordings and artifacts–
that make up my ongoing collection of material accrued while working and living
abroad. While there are interconnecting threads that run throughout the work (seen in
hindsight), no chronological order between the images and texts exists and, as such,
there is no central narrative, no beginning, middle or end. Aside from the images all
being shot in Vanuatu and having formal unity as conventional 8 x 12 inch
monochrome photographs, the only other sense of continuity is a return to various
contexts, places, friends and people I knew.

Taken for no ‘real’ purpose other than as evidence of an urge to record small
observations, if an ‘unpretentious’ atmosphere is evident, it derives from the fact that the
85

notes and photographs were made under casual circumstances and while engaging in
non-art activities: staying in villages among friends, wandering the streets of Port Vila,
travelling itinerantly to the outer islands in my spare time–travel as nebulous medium
and method–being between places. But that sense of casualness in taking pictures and
intermittent notebook-keeping is also formed by my non-chronological embrace of time
and process, given that the images and transcribed notebook compilations were gathered
recursively over prolonged and distinctly separate slabs of time, with no specific goal or
thematic, but, if anything, an unconscious will to avert one. What emerged was a
‘collection’ of observational gestures and moments gathered, not by conscious effort, but
rather unconsciously, and recompiled through the act of unpacking.
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Figures 2.12-2.13.
Newell Harry
Details: photographs from (Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes taken between 2006-2015
Top: Women at church, Mataso-Ohlen (2009)
Bottom: Breakfast at Uncle James’, Unukap Nguna (2007)
Black and white print on lustre paper
Dimensions: (photographs) 20 x 18cm x 26.5cm (ea.); framed 65cm x 45cm (ea.)
Installation dimensions variable
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The Brothers: 15 September 2105
Every few weeks to catch the news, check mail and grab a steak–a welcome change from
tinned fish and island cabbage–I take the two-hour trip by boat and truck to town.
Browsing the online papers, I’m stunned to find that ‘The Brothers’ had collapsed
sending the world economy into ‘crisis’. Heading home, I wondered what the
repercussions of this global crisis would be, and, more specifically, how the islands and
people would be affected? Back at Aunt Janet’s, away from the white noise of media,
politics and global markets, it struck me that, here, little would change. The local
economy would remain largely intact. How much could be affected where local forms of
trade were still valid means of economic currency? Where fishing was done by hand with
outrigger canoes and village economies still largely relied on direct exchanges of garden
produce, mats and pigs?

Figure 2.14
Newell Harry
Detail of photograph and text from (Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes (2015)
1 of 60 black and white photographs with accompanying anecdotal hand-typed texts
Black and white prints on lustre paper
Dimensions: (photographs) 20 x 18cm x 26.5cm (ea.); framed 65cm x 45cm (ea.)
Installation dimensions variable
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The Dealer: Malapoa Estate, 6 August 2006
Phil, a weathered old Englishman and retired merchant seaman has worked and travelled
everywhere from “knock shops” in Zanzibar, to remote parts of PNG where he
maintained boats along the Sepik river for forty years. Over a stiff gin, he recounts a
lucrative business in the seventies whereby between him and local villagers, they falsely
aged artifacts by burying them in the dirt and adding burnt patinas. Every few months
Phil would accompany a hungry troop of European dealers, taking them upriver to the
more inaccessible villages known for carving. There, knowingly or otherwise, they’d buy
up large amounts of ‘inauthentic’ tribal artifacts. Chatting casually with Jack, I wonder
where these pieces are now, and how many of them might grace important collections.

Figure 2.15
Newell Harry
Detail of photograph and text from (Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes (2015)
1 of 60 black and white photographs with accompanying hand-typed texts
Black and white prints on lustre paper
Dimensions: (photographs) 20 x 18cm x 26.5cm (ea.); framed 65cm x 45cm (ea.)
Installation dimensions variable
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Figure 2.16
Installation view: (Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes (2015); at left (Untitled) Anagrams and
Objects for RU and RU (Parts I) discussed in later chapters.
Arsenale, 56th Venice Biennale, All the World’s Futures, curated by Okwui Enwezor, 2015.
Photo: Alex Elwing
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Figure 2.17
(Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes (2015)
Installation view: Arsenale, 56th Venice Biennale, All the World’s Futures, curated by Okwui
Enwezor, 2015
Photo: Alex Elwing
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2.4 Background Projects and Nomadic Methodologies
We so often act without knowing why. Later we cast a backward glance and look for a reason.
Events beg for commentary, if not judgement. Your fieldwork diary is likely to bring forth and
hold both these moments suspended in tension-filled antithesis.
Michael Taussig36

In early 2014, on return from Tokyo, I began the arduous task of unpacking my cases of
negatives and notebooks whilst in residence at Artspace, Sydney. The experience
sparked a sense of wonderment as if encountering the material for the first time; as if
the images had sprung from the hand of an unknown artist. Urged to press deeper, over
the ensuing months I set about developing and printing several hundred small 5 x 8 inch
monochrome proofs giving physicality to the negatives for the first time. At the same
time, I began trawling through my boxes of notebooks, re-reading the travelogues,
tearing out pages and thumb-noting drawings and passages of interest–many long
forgotten, some not seen for close to two decades. Over time a sea of small pictures and
words amassed, scattered across the studio floor and surrounding walls.

Poring over the mosaic of pictures and words before me, I found myself traveling again:
wandering, retracing, remapping. Not so much because of the memories the material
evoked, but because of the entanglement of threads and traces that sprang up between
them. Conversations and networks appeared, and relationships formed that I would
never have made with conscientious effort, or without seeing the sum in totality. It was
in that moment that I found myself not merely ‘unpacking’ but reawakening the
‘slumbering repository’ of my collection–opening a “magic encyclopaedia” as Walter
Benjamin once described it when “unpacking his library”. The bits and pieces, like

36

Michael Taussig, I Swear I Saw This: Fieldwork Notebooks and Drawings, Namely my Own, The
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2011, p. 51.
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Mahjong tiles, could be easily moved about in infinite combinations, providing infinite
readings and associations. The process, a physical enactment of the chance algorithms I
had used in (Untitled) Words and Pictures, mirrored the nomadic method by which the
material was originally gathered. Chronological order dissolved, and, in a way, I had to
get lost to find something. I had entered not just a magic encyclopaedia, but a labyrinth.

It was out of this process that the pairings of photographs and anecdotes in (Untitled)
Black Sabbath & Other Anecdotes emerged, as did those in Trade Delivers People
(sometimes): Vignettes for N.J. (2017), noted in my earlier interview. In addition, the
unused photographs and texts were recently compiled in the photo-book, Moments not
Millennia (Volume I): Words and Pictures, that accompanies this exegesis (2.27-2.29).37

This kind of chance-inducing process recalls Michael Taussig’s notion of the notebook
eschewing theory and entailing an order of time that lies outside of narrative time–a
back-looping process that, he suggests, is “anarchic as regards the supposed laws of
history”, and activated by ‘play’ and recursive rereading. He explains:

A fieldwork diary is like a scrapbook that you read and reread in different ways, finding
unexpected meanings and pairings as well as blind alleys and dead ends. In thinking about it
I am reminded of how a small child plays for hours arranging blocks and marbles and toy
animals and postage stamps. Then the life of the collection crackles. Then we see what
Walter Benjamin meant when he said a true collection amounts to a magic encyclopaedia.38

37 I should point out that, while compiling the photographs and texts for Moments not Millennia (Volume
I): Words and Pictures, I had flirted with producing an additional book containing scans of notebook
pages alone to create a kind of ‘notebook book’ (figures 2.27 to 2.29). There is a rawness to this material:
the unpretentious urgency of unguarded moments, drawings and notes in biro on cheap paper. The
process also prompted me to see the small fragments of torn out pages more as ‘artifacts’ than as
notebook extracts. There is also a kind of archaeological symmetry in mining through these past relics.
38 Michael Taussig, I Swear I Saw This: Fieldwork Notebooks and Drawings, Namely my Own, The
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2011, p. 47.
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Taussig further describes the notebook as “a provisional receptacle of inspired
randomness […] a magical object in a fairytale [that] inhabits and fills out hallowed
ground between mediation and production” 39 . Certainly I view my notebooks as
occupying the liminal space he suggests. But in light of his description, a notebook (or
indeed a camera), for me, also functions as a navigational tool to chart fleeting
encounters and observations along entangled paths, as much as it is a device that records
(and retraces) them for later reflection. Indeed, the traces and threads within my
notebooks often provide hints that lead to a way out or forward. In that sense, I see the
threads and traces within them as no different to Ariadne’s.

39

Taussing, I Swear I Saw This, p. 50.
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Figure 2.18
Newell Harry
Cover of Vanuatu notebook (2006)
16cm x 10cm
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Figure 2.19
Diagram by a fellow passenger explaining the rules of a card game played on train ride
through South India, found inside one of my notebooks from 2001
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Figures 2.20-2.21
Newell Harry
Unpacking boxes of monochrome prints, postcards and notes (2014-16)
Process documentation 2015
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Reflecting on the process of unpacking my notebooks and photographs revealed an
intimate symmetry between the roles they play in my practice that until that moment I
had overlooked. Both travelled, literally and metaphorically. Both were used not in the
conventional sense to ‘make art’ per se, but rather to plumb and gauge the hallowed
ground between mediation and production: between inside and outside, between
observation and action. Both operated as a kind of compass to map physical and mental
landscapes and experiences; ‘netting’ the “pearls” and “coral” observed in daily life, as
Benjamin once said of his notebooks. 40 Both dealt with a kind of ‘archaeology of
processes’ in the traces they left behind, whether captured as rudimentary notes on
pocket-sized slips of paper, or as intermittent moments frozen on small rectangles of
film. And both I saw as engaging a nomadic, cartographic process, that maps the artist’s
encounters, retracing their footsteps and/or exposing the meanderings of their mind or
body as they wander through peripheral realms.

Extending these thoughts draws to mind the photographic ‘wanderings’ of Japanese
photographer Daido Moriyama (b. Japan, 1938), who, reflecting on his early series
Okinawa (1974), describes his photographic act as akin to a bird feeding itself by
hopping from place to place, allowing the towns and instances he encountered for the
first time to guide him along an unstructured path.41 There is a menacing surrealism to
Moriyama’s images. He inhabits a shadowy world where beastly dogs, lone figures in
empty streets or the abstract shapes of kimono, crystallised in grainy chiaroscuro, take
on an unworldly film noir character.42 (Figures 2.21-2.22). And, as he weaves his way

Moyra Davey, “Notes on Photography”,
http://murrayguy.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/Davey_Notes_on_Photography__Accident.pdf,
accessed 23 March 2018.
41 Daido Moriyama, Okinawa, Super Labo, Tokyo, 1974.
42 Along with fellow photographers–Shomei Tomatsu, Eikoe Hosoe, Masahisa Fukase, Nobuyoshi Araki–
Moriyama had travelled to Okinawa to conduct a short series of one-week photography workshops with
40
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through Okinawa’s alleys and streets capturing his cast of characters, we travel with
him. This meandering process again recalls Benjamin, who not only embraced the
incidental and the chance-inducing, but, like Paul Klee’s idiom of “taking a line for a
walk”43, insisted that the best way to get to know a city was to get lost in it. Threads and
traces, labyrinths and landscapes. This kind of process, this making do with what is at
hand or responding to time and place, as Moriyama and Benjamin suggest, demonstrates
that closing the front door to pre-empted linear constructions or plans, may open the
back one to paths that lead the artist elsewhere.

his colleagues. In his off time Moriyama would stroll the streets and surrounding alleyways, snapping
some 2000 exposures of the incidental moments he encountered. Okinawa resulted from that intensive
period and was later developed into an artist’s book. Moriyama claims never to have purchased a camera
in his life; his interest in photography beginning by chance when he was given one by a friend in his
youth. Since then his approach has remained unaltered. Stealthily roaming the darker side of Tokyo
armed with nothing but a pocket-sized Ricoh GR21. Shoot first, think later.
43 Paul Klee, Pedagogical Sketchbooks, Faber & Faber, London, 1968.
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Figure 2.22
Daido Moriyama
Misawa (Stray dog, 1971)
Silver gelatin print
17.94cm x 28.26cm
Collection of San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco
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Figure 2.23
Daido Moriyama
Actor: Shimizu Isamu (1967, printed 2003)
Silver gelatin print
153.5cm x 103.7cm
Image: courtesy Simon Lee Gallery, Hong Kong, London and New York
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An approach to such thoughts and processes leads me to think of Alighiero e Boetti
(1940-1994) whose research was based on the principles of pluralism, juxtaposing
different ideas and series of works over extended periods of time rather than following a
strictly linear path from a single point.44 Luca Cerizza notes:

Rather than imposing a vision of subjectivity as monolithic and impregnable, Boetti accepted
the possibility of difference and the chaos of variety, observing the world as if for the first
time and showing it to us, once again, in that light.45

In considering Boetti’s approach, it is this sense of the nebulous and ‘non-linear’ that I
again wish to emphasise, to speak of it not only as a method of process, but as a strategy
to enact what the Australian artist Ruark Lewis (b. 1960) once described as a means of
“resisting the linear God of logic”.46 Boetti, of course, is a historically key figure, not
only in terms of the multifaceted processes he engaged, or his place in the canon of Arte
Povera, but because of the contexts in which he travelled and the modes of production he
managed to interweave from Afghanistan and Pakistan, to Turin, New York and further
afield. Boetti’s ‘decentralisation’ and working distance from Western centres mark a
significant shift that, like Marker’s or Moriyama’s, posits the artist’s journey as an
essentially nomadic one, a process that begins ‘elsewhere’–distant in both time and
space–yet is able to thread social and cultural connections between periphery and centre.
In a roundabout way we arrive back at Taussig’s description of the notebook as a backlooping travel medium, a ‘magical’ device that charts a hallowed ridge between physical
and psychological realms and the ‘artist-traveller’ roaming, engaging and mapping
landscapes ‘elsewhere’. This brings us back to Benjamin who also loved travel and often

Luca Cerizza, Alighiero e Boetti: Mappa, Afterall Books, London, 2008, p. 4.
Cerizza, Alighiero e Boetti. p. 5.
46 Ruark Lewis, An Un-Kindness of Ravens, (exhibition catalogue), Gertrude Contemporary Art Spaces,
Melbourne, 2009.
44
45
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wrote on the road, but also loved to think in ‘marginal areas’ in order to push out from
periphery to centre. Indeed, Benjamin liked to use the phrase “most central”.47 My point
here lies in illustrating the physical extension of the artist shifting beyond the
conventional confinement of ‘studio-based’ methodologies alone, being open to chance
encounters and responding to momentary engagements upon a largely arbitrary route.

However, for me, the more pertinent questions around Boetti’s project lie not in the
arrival at his commissioned maps and tapestries–his ‘masterworks’–but, rather, in Boetti
as traveller, and the trail of fragments and bits that tug at his oeuvre’s outer hem: his
notebooks, photographs and writings that detail numeric, linguistic and indexical
systems, and his personal accounts of time spent at an interesting point in Afghanistan’s
history, prior to it being at war with Russia. To me, the more intriguing questions around
Boetti are far more mundane: what else did he do in his spare time–what kinds of
lodgings, bars and accommodations did he frequent while abroad? And what were his
personal relationships like (as a relatively wealthy, white European male) with the
Afghan weavers whom he employed and with whom he ‘collaborated’? Did he collect
‘stuff’, like Benjamin did, and if so, what did he chance upon, pick up, or photograph?
While such gaps may seem trivial, these kinds of interstitial moments, both as artistic
artifacts and/or as documents, may expose a more critical chart of Boetti’s sojourns and
the broader conditions under which his opus of maps emerged, yet they are often
overlooked.48 It is these types of small moments in daily life that not only obsessed On

In light of this, it is ironic to consider Benjamin’s untimely death by suicide while fleeing the Nazis in
1940. His body was recovered in the Hotel de Francia, a ‘no-man’s land’ in the French-Spanish border
town of Portbou. Equally ironic is the unfinished manuscript for The Arcades Project, his ‘masterwork’,
found in the suitcase by his corpse, forever left in eternal suspension.
48 While limitations in scope and space mean that it falls outside my study to address these questions
more acutely and with the rigor they deserve, it is important to note more recent criticism of Boetti’s
position as essentially ‘neocolonial’. Indeed, with the distance of time it is important consider the
imbalance of power relations and the effects this may have had on the production of the tapestries. The
Australian artist and writer Nigel Lendon has rigorously examined this field in his series of essays and
47
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Kawara (b. Japan 1932), but constitute the entire edifice upon which his oeuvre is based.
For Kawara, distinctions between the ‘interval’ and ‘act’ of producing art dissolve,
precisely because for him the interval is an infinite, continuous, ever-present ‘act’.
Works such as I Got Up (1968-79), I Went (1969) and I Met (1968-69), composed of
various ephemera, operate as a kind of informal index that maps the artist’s personal
engagements. Newspaper clippings, date paintings–one produced per day where time is
both subject and object–stamps, postcards, telegrams, notes and map-books, combine to
reveal the artist’s day-to-day movements across local and international geographies
(Figures 2.23-2.24). There is an intriguing tension between absence and presence, and
intimacy and distance, across Kawara’s oeuvre. We know the time he gets up, the
newspapers he reads, where he goes, who he meets and the routes and dates he travels,
but see nothing of the artist himself. We know much about him, but little of him.

archived blog entries. Of particular note is Lendon’s essay, “Was Alighiero Boetti the Last Orientalist?”
which calls for a reexamination of Boetti; especially concerning his apparent ‘employment’ of some 500
Afghan women in Pakistani refugee camps who produced his map tapestries during the 1980s and 1990s
at the time of the Afghan/Soviet conflict. Unfortunately, the underlying material that surrounds this
period is rarely exhibited. The notes and conversations/interviews are kept somewhat ‘guarded’ by
European curators close to the artist, whom Lendon had corresponded with. I feel this vindicates my point
about the purpose of such ‘ephemera’ shining a more acute light on the creative process and the personal,
social and historical conditions that all too often play second fiddle in exhibitions yet are key to
understanding the underlying implications in the development of major projects.
See: https://rugsofwar.wordpress.com/tag/alighiero-boetti/, accessed, 27 May 2019.
Also: Nigel Lendon “A tournament of shadows: Alighiero Boetti, the myth of influence, and a
contemporary orientalism”, EMAJ, Issue 6, 2011-2012; https://emajartjournal.com/past-issues/issue-62011-2012/, accessed 19 May, 2018.
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Figures 2.24-2.25
On Kawara
Top: APR–1 1969. From I Got Up, 1968-79. Stamped ink on postcard (15.2 x 23 cm)
Bottom: Notes for I Met, 1968-79 (12.5 x 7.5 cm)
Collection of the artist © On Kawara
Photo: Kris McKay © The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York
MTM Collection, Japan. © On Kawara. Photo: Courtesy Michèle Didier
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Returning to notebooks and traces, it is worth considering Paul Klee’s idiom of “taking a
line for a walk” in more expanded and cartographic terms, as a metaphor for the physical
enactments of the artist that extend from the page to the ‘landscapes’ beyond, and the
threads and traces they gather, interweave and/or leave behind–in essence, the world as
notebook.49 The physicality of these traces can then be extended to the walks of Richard
Long (b UK 1945-), the junctures he entwines between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, and
performative gestures that culminate as ‘residues’ left in the traces of photographs or
short poetic texts, or as ‘relics’ in materials he collects ‘in the field’ and re-presents back
in the museum. Since the 1960s, walking and travel have been central to Long’s practice.
The photograph serving to ‘recount’ his experience of solitary treks he undertakes in
isolated environments far removed from art world centres. These images are often
accompanied by a small, Haiku-like caption that provides a brief description detailing:
time, weather conditions and other variables the artist was subject to (Figure 2.25).
Long’s sparse pairings of photographs and short texts are emblematic of much

In considering ‘threads and traces’ and interior/exterior relationships, I will add a little Art History 101.
Two moments I classify as key. The first is Marcel Duchamp’s One Mile of String, first shown at the
“Vernissage for the First Paper of Surrealism” in New York in 1942. A seminal ‘intervention’ for its time,
Duchamp’s string ‘labyrinth’ not only disrupted the conventions of the frame but enforced the physical
negation of space beyond the picture, drawing focus to the gallery/room itself and the way space is
navigated. Essentially an expanded drawing in space, Duchamp’s ‘cat’s cradle’ not only challenged the
way Art was viewed, but in doing so, also drew attention to the negative void that lies beyond it,
heralding a shift for Art (and the artist) to operate between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’. In this context, the
contemporary lineage of Duchamp can be seen in the complex string installations of Chiharu Shiota (b.
Japan 1972) or in walking projects such as Francis Alÿs’ The Green Line (2004), undertaken on the
politically sensitive streets of Jerusalem. A second key moment stems from Allan Kaprow’s seminal
essay “The Legacy of Jackson Pollock” (1958). Kaprow departs from the extension of Pollock’s ‘action
painting’ which he observes as a trace, ‘skein’ or ‘dance’ that extends beyond the confinement of the
picture and into the studio/world beyond. However, Kaprow deduces a more radical departure, advocating
for Art (and the artist’s) extension and ‘action’ into the ‘real’ world, a liberating stance that ultimately
frees the artist from the anchorage of the studio as a conventional site of production while conflating the
‘interior’/’exterior’ binary. Kaprow’s ideas would lead to his Happenings and influence the development
of key movements in Fluxus, Land Art, Performance Art, and so on. In thinking of Kaprow and the
movements that followed, I have often thought of Francis Picabia, who once stated: “Art is everywhere,
except among the Art dealers in the Art temples, the way God is everywhere, save in churches”. Lastly,
also worth noting is Rosalind Krauss’ seminal essay “Sculpture in the Expanded Field” (1979), which
addresses and contextualises the aforementioned movements.
See: Rosalind Krauss, “Sculpture in the Expanded Field”. October, Vol. 8 (Spring 1979), pp. 30-44.
49
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Conceptual Art of the time, and, in a similar way to Kawara’s work, conflate binaries
between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’, absence and presence, and here and ‘elsewhere’.

In the urban context, photography’s trace can then be further extended along a broader
continuum to find coalescence in works such as Francis Alÿs’ Ambulantes (Pushing and
Pulling, 1992-2002 (Figures 2.30-2.31). A project consisting of several hundred 35mm
colour slides shot over ten years, Alÿs records street vendors of myriad occupations
pushing and pulling carts that he would pass on his daily walk from his home to his
studio in Mexico City’s Zocola district. 50 Screened in an endless loop through two
analog projectors, the images emit an ethereal quality that mirrors the movement of the
artist as he traverses the urban landscape, reanimating the transitory nature of his subject.
Alÿs wills us not to view the studio or gallery relationship as a linear arc connecting the
two points, but rather draws our focus to the richness of daily life in the gaps and fissures
that occur in between. Alÿs’ works may be compared with Chris Marker’s Passengers
series (Figure 2.32), the first the artist had shot in colour using lo-fi digital cameras
between 2008 and 2010. Like Alÿs, Marker had been discretely documenting commuters
on the Paris Métro. The series draws our attention to the momentary interstices of
commuting, portraying the bustle of city life and existential absence. Young women lost
in thought, shoals of workers and dreamy ‘Hopper-esque’ scenes of isolation share
similarities with Robert Frank’s iconic series The Americans (1958), where Frank shot
numerous images from the windows of moving buses in New York City. Marker’s series,
consisting of 200 digital photographs taken over two years between 2008 and 2010, like
Alÿs, “illuminates the beauty and poetry that is around us in our everyday lives, if only
we look. What Passengers shows us is that we do not need to go to the Musée d’Orsay to

50

Francis Alÿs, Walking Distance from the Studio, Kunst Museum Wolsfburg, Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2004.
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have a particular aesthetic experience that comes with viewing great art–when the Métro
itself will do.”51

John Fitzgerald, Chris Marker | Notes from the
https://chrismarker.org/passengers/, accessed 23 November 2018.
51
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Figure 2.26
Richard Long
Carrying A Day’s Water (1993)
Silver gelatin print and pencil on paper
81.6cm x 114.3cm
Image: courtesy, Sperone Westwater, New York
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In my own practice, a precursor to these thoughts and influences begins in 2006 with an
artist book I made entitled About Three Hours: Thirty-two Degrees, Slightly Hungover
on the Outskirts of Vila (Figures 2.33-2.34). The title refers to the amount of time taken
to shoot the series while referencing the context where the images were shot. It further
describes my physical state at the time and the temperature (weather) I was subject to.
Shot in colour, the images document a variety of street signs, houses, shops, and
churches emphasising the bold colour schemes and boxy hurricane-proof architecture
predominant in Port Vila and the South Pacific. Shot in a frontal deadpan style, the
images play on the aesthetic tropes of photography’s use in Conceptual Art in a nod to
John Baldassari’s (b. USA 1931-) photographic flirtations, Douglas Huebler’s (b. USA
1924-1997) plays between word and image and, in particular, Ed Ruscha’s (b. USA
1937-) 26 Gasoline Stations (1963). In retrospect the piece–as a kind of ‘action’ and the
documentation that ensued–share context with the walks and documentation of Alÿs and
Long noted earlier. As with my later images in (Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other
Anecdotes, a certain casualness is evident as photographic document; however, the more
important outcome of the work lay in the discovery of the book as a method to compile a
type of ‘collection’. The book, as document, emerged not only as a loose method to
arrange and index, but as a frame that gave authority to my quite pointless act of walking
the streets of Port Vila with a nagging hangover.

In hindsight, the photographic processes behind About Three Hours, as in Moriyama’s
Okinawa, are subsequent to, and yet entangled within, the act of aimless wandering and
responding to what unfolded before me. Moreover, it turned out that the surrounding
narratives I recorded in my notebook that day were equally, if not more, absorbing than
the photographs: the sense of dehydration I had felt by late afternoon; being chased by a
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rabid dog; aiding an infirm man with a basket of plantains; conversing with a young
Samoan missionary while awaiting a bus, who looked to be no older than fourteen, but
professed to nag me on the virtues of marriage. Each of these examples draws attention
to the kind of contextual ‘in between-ness’, the movement of the artist, and the chance
associations and processes that lies at the heart of these engagements and random
encounters. They also draw attention to the use of words and pictures in my projects,
compiled either as components within installations or in books, framing devices that
bestow upon the lightness of such ephemeral gestures and material not only a more
assertive sense of authority, but also a greater sense of legitimacy. The seeds of this arc
can once again find root in Conceptual Art, where the physicality of the object not only
undergoes fragmentation but ultimately dissolves, and wherein the document supplants
the object. In consequence, this results in the artist being decentralised (and mobilized),
but so too are the processes and mediums employed, through Xerox and fax machines,
portable typewriters, telegrams, postcard and ‘mail art’, photographs and/or the
documentation of temporal ‘actions’, and so on. It is here that this component of my
project has returned to Conceptualism’s tools and organisational systems, as a method to
compile and arrange the fragments and as a means to explore and gauge the threads and
traces between inside and outside, and the tensions between design and chance.
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Figure 2.27
Newell Harry
Artist’s books in progress.
These prototypes form a trilogy, a ‘collection’, presented in a clamshell Solander case to be
casually perused.
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Figures 2.28-2.29
Newell Harry
Details: Artist’s books, work in progress.
Top: A ‘notebook book’ containing scanned diagrams and small notebook drawings. This book is a fourth
element contributing towards future iterations of the project.
Bottom: Detail of photo-book in progress, Moments not Millennia: Volume I (Words and Pictures).
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This chapter has sought to contextualise the use of the photographic image and my
practice of notebook-keeping in this project. While the chapter acknowledges a clear
proclivity for Conceptualism, it is important to emphasise that it is the language of
Conceptualism and the organisational tropes it offers that interests me: framing devices
and methods that are aptly suited to peripatetic processes and the artist’s mobility beyond
‘conventional’ art spaces and contexts. Whilst there are notable parallels that can be
drawn between my nomadic engagements and the multifaceted processes of Long,
Kawara or Alÿs in my project, there are a few distinct differences I should make clear.
Firstly, while the pairings between my narratives (notebook transcriptions) and
photographs in many cases appear contextually or subjectively connected, they are not.
The ‘threads and traces’ between them denote separate slabs of time and context,
rearranged via chance-inducing processes, retrospectively, with reference to Taussig and
Benjamin, where the notebook (literally and metaphorically) functions as a chanceinducing medium. Secondly, my ‘non-linear’ pairings between words and pictures, while
evocative of a personalised cartography, contrast to the chronological linearity and
indexical pairings of Long’s or Kawara’s presentations, whose aims lie in providing
precise descriptions of what they did, when and where. Rather, what interests me is the
suspension of time and context between narrative and image when paired from distinctly
different moments and/or points of context. In a way, this mirrors the happenstance
occurrences that I encounter ‘outside’ and emulates the non-linear way I navigate space,
physically and/or mentally: what I see as entering a kind of labyrinth that finds symmetry
with Benjamin’s “magic encyclopedia”, is comparable to the way in which Moriyama
navigates space. Conceptualism then becomes a method through which the words and
pictures can be arranged and displayed, in installations, in books, and in plays, between
chance and design. Thirdly, my interests lie in the legacies of social documentary and
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narrative, rather than the Conceptualist mode of ‘documentation’ as a function in and of
itself and a means to end. Finally, as suggested in the opening interview, I see an
equivalence between the way I encounter and ‘collect’ my photographs and narratives in
my notebooks, and the way I encounter and collect objects, to arrange and/or rearrange
them retrospectively as a method to evoke new readings and associations with the
benefits of distance and recursive time. I explore this in the following chapter.

*

*
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Figures 2.30-2.31
Francis Alÿs
Ambulantes (Pushing and Pulling, 1992-2002
The work consists of several hundred 35mm colour slide, displayed through analog projectors in an
endless loop.
Images: Francis Alÿs: Walking Distance from the Studio, Kunst Museum Wolsfburg, Hatje Cantz Verlag,
2004, p 142, 112
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Figure 2.32
Chris Marker
Detail: Passengers #85 (2008-2010)
Digital colour photograph mounted on white Sintra, 33.7cm x 45 cm (ea.); 1 of a series of 200
Image: courtesy, Peter Blum, New York
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Figures 2.33-2.34
Newell Harry
Details from About Three Hours: Thirty-two degrees, Slightly Hungover, on the Outskirts of Vila (2006)
Colour photographs compiled as artist book shot from a single afternoon walk on my way home. These
details depict the kinds of housing and shops, typical of Port Vila and encountered that afternoon within a
3-hour time frame.
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CHAPTER THREE
OBJECTS
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CHAPTER THREE: OBJECTS
Extending the trace of the mobility of the artist, in this chapter I discuss collection as a
method of process in my projects and the role objects play in them. Through discussion
of key works by Simryn Gill (b. Malaysia, 1959), Gabriel Orozco (b. Mexico, 1962),
Abraham Cruzvillegas (b. Mexico, 1968), Georges Adéagbo (b. Benin, 1942), Paulo
Nazareth (b. Brazil, 1977), and Francis Alÿs (noted in earlier chapters), I establish a
contextual frame of reference before turning to, and unpacking, the use of objects in my
installation (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. (2015). Prevalent themes
in the chapter include: the circulation of objects and materials; nomadic encounter and
collection of objects/materials as artistic process and method; the provisional
arrangement of objects in installations (by the aforementioned artists); and the mobility
of the artist between interior and exterior sites. In the final section I reflect on earlier
‘regional’ influences that my works have drawn from and that remain undercurrents in
this DCA project.

Thus the Life of the collector manifests in a dialectical tension between the
poles of order and chance.52
Walter Benjamin

In her sculptural work Garland (1993-2006, ongoing), Simryn Gill presents a collection
of fragments: flotsam and jetsam to be organised and rearranged by the viewer. The
artist’s collection consists of thousands of pieces of flotsam and jetsam the artist has
amassed from Malaccan Straits beaches and the islands off Singapore (Figures 3.1-3.2).
52

Walter Benjamin, Walter Benjamin’s Archive, Verso:, London, 2007, p. 7.
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“Of uncertain origin and indistinct form, given their reshaping through exposure to the
elements–eroded by sand, water, salt and sun–the ‘things’ in Gill’s accumulations are
marked by both human and natural processes, hovering somewhere between the two.”53
Having washed up on the eastern shores of Malacca, a route constantly traversed by
international ships and, incidentally, one of the world’s most active sea lanes, “this
flotsam could potentially be from anywhere but has ended up in one place and become
‘local’”.54

Travelling from south to north across the Malaysian peninsula, the objects Gill has
accrued have been subject to currents and energies, cycles of motion and vast shifts in
place and time far beyond geography. The objects were brought together and
categorised collectively as an ‘artwork’, a status that can only be achieved by
provisional displacement of the elements from their original context. These materials,
essentially a collection of ‘relics’, are presented on a table surrounded by stools on
which the viewer is invited to sit and intimately sort through the pieces. Individually,
the objects demand a peculiar kind of categorisation, yet, simultaneously, their deeply
worn surfaces evade classification as to their original utility or state. Like fossils, the
human-made and the natural–that is, the ecological and the industrial–have dissolved to
become interchangeable.55
By bringing these objects together in the gallery as a pile to be rummaged and sifted
through, the artist involves us in an intimate act of reception, where, through the haptic
qualities of sight and touch, we may contemplate and reimagine these things from
Russell Storer, Simryn Gill: Gathering, Museum of Contemporary Art, Verlag Der Buchhandlung
Walther Konig, Berlin, 2008, p. 47.
54 Storer, Simryn Gill, p. 47.
55 Simryn Gill, Liverpool Biennial, 2006, http://www.biennial.com/2006/exhibition/artists/simryn-gill,
accessed 28 August 2017.
53
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distant realms and contemplate the compacted histories imbedded in them. As we sift
through Gill’s assortments of pebbles, plastic residues, driftwood and smoothed glass,
we instinctively begin to categorise and reorder them according to our own ways of
thinking or seeing. This engagement rekindles personal experiences and memories;
perhaps of beachcombing as a child, or musing on the winding journeys the objects
have travelled to arrive where they are.56 Yet our own histories are not the only ones
evoked, as curator Russell Storer suggests:
The gathering together of things brings to Gill’s work multiple histories of production,
ownership and use. Her found objects are no longer commodities that can be exchanged for
any other; they are unique artifacts, carrying evidence of specific human activities and
transactions. Once discarded, their use value is lost or changed, and it is at this point in the
life of the objects that their particular materiality emerges, and they become of interest to
the artist. Gill’s refusal to explain or contain her material prevents the reduction of a place
or a culture to a group of relics, and the work ceases to be ‘useful’ or ‘informative’.
Anthropologist James Clifford has noted that the motivations behind collecting are also far
from universal, and Garland, for example, with its invitation to share and reshape,
proposes an exchange that is distinctly non-Western, suggesting a principle of
redistribution and reinvention rather than of possession and authenticity. The migratory
things in Garland are understood not as stable and fixed, but being at just another stage in
their history. 57

In contrast to Gill’s haptic presentation, the collections of flotsam and jetsam in Gabriel
Orozco’s Asterisms installation (2012) are presented on more indexical and physically
distant terms (Figures 3.3-3.5). Compared with Garland’s invite to rummage, alter, and
reshape, Asterisms immense collection of objects is grouped through structural
taxonomy and omits the physical invitation to the viewer to handle them. For over a
decade, Orozco, like Gill, had been salvaging thousands of objects gleaned from two
distinct yet connected contexts: one, a local football pitch in New York City that he
frequents with his son; the other, the beaches of Isla Arena, a protected Mexican
56
57

Simryn Gill, Liverpool Biennial, 2006.
Storer, Simryn Gill, pp. 46-47.
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biosphere and wildlife reserve where a rich array of flotsam and jetsam emerges from
the colliding ocean currents and windswept dunes.58 These myriad items, numbering
nearly 1200, “include but [are] by no means limited to: metal and plastic buoys, athletic
balls, glass bottles, incandescent light bulbs, wooden oars, chewing gum, metal
implements like screws, hinges, zippers and paper clips, Styrofoam in various forms,
toys, construction-site hard hats, and rolls of ossified toilet paper.” 59 Organised by
object-type, colour, shape and scale, compared to Gill’s ‘unorganised’ mounds,
Orozco’s collection seeks a contrasting formality, arranged by meticulous categorisation
of each item displayed in the format of the grid. The larger objects acquired from Isla
Arena are placed directly on the floor; the minute particles scavenged from the football
pitch are placed on purpose built tables.

Like Gill, Orozco does nothing to intervene or to alter these relics. The immense array
of objects is exhibited simply for what they are: retrieved castaways from our
commercialised and industrial culture, the refuse of our everyday lives. Immense in its
scale, Asterisms consists of three interrelated components: two sculptural, one
photographic. The main element, Sandstars, presents the objects from Isla Arena and, of
the three parts, is most comparable with Gill’s Garland. The second component,
entitled Astroturf Constellation, consists of the particles the artist had scavenged from
the playing field. The third presents a huge photographic record documenting each and
every article retrieved, forming a visual loop between the retrieved items and their
photographic representation.

60

Printed at larger-than-life scale and organised

typologically in grid format, the procedure of documenting each individual piece
Nancy Spector, “Mapping the Universe,” in Gabriel Orozco: Asterisms, Nancy Spector (ed.),
Guggenheim Museum Publications, New York, 2012, p. 67.
59 Spector, “Mapping the Universe”, p. 68.
60 Gabriel Orozco, Asterisms, Guggenheim Museum New York, 9 November 2012-13 January 2013,
https://www.guggenheim.org/video/gabriel-orozco-asterisms-video, accessed: 8 August, 2017.
58
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mirrors their geometric arrangement, reading as encyclopaedic mug shots. Micro and
macro in presentation and spread, Asterisms’ resulting three-dimensional kaleidoscope
is visually striking in its spectrum of colours, forms, and textures. The careful
arrangement and careful placement of each article suggests a vast archaeological dig of
a distant civilisation, ambiguous in time and place but vaguely familiar as our own.

Conversely, Gill and Orozco’s offsite engagements and material choices suggest
influences beyond Western art paradigms and contexts alone. Gill’s coloured shards,
through their invitation to sort and sift, are reminiscent of dazzling mounds one might
rummage through in any number of South Asian street markets, while Orozco’s careful
geometric assortments share sensibilities with the methodical eye of the fruit-seller or
trash vendor of Mexico City. Further consideration along these lines draw to mind the
aesthetic qualities in Wabi-sabi, a Japanese term I first encountered some years back
while residing in Tokyo. Hard to pin down, in its basic definition Wabi-sabi is most
closely associated with the aesthetic appreciation of imperfection and things of a rustic
nature, in decline and in a ‘compromised’ state of impermanence. In short, Wabi-sabi
invites us to rejoice in life’s transience and observe the subtle beauties in decay, as
Leonard Koren describes:

Wabi-sabi is flea markets not warehouse stores; aged wood, not Pegro; rice paper, not glass.
It celebrates cracks and crevices and all the other marks that time, weather, and loving use
leave behind. It reminds us that we are all but transient beings on this planet–that our bodies
as well as the material world around us are in a process of returning to the dust from which
we came. Through wabi-sabi, we learn to embrace liver spots, rust, and frayed edges, and the
march of time they present.61

61Leonard

Koren, Wabi-Sabi for Artists, Designers, Poets and Philosophers, Stone Bridge Press,
Berkeley, CA, 1994. See also: "What Is Wabi-Sabi?" nobleharbor.com,
https://nobleharbor.com/tea/chado/WhatIsWabi-Sabi.htm, accessed: August 28, 2017.
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In other words, Wabi-sabi celebrates the past lives and histories imbedded within the
material of our ever-changing environment. In a similar light, the artifacts in Asterisms
and Garland may be viewed as allegories of entropy and the fragmented; markers of the
cyclic nature of passing time and the beauty of erosion in its myriad hues of ferment.

My purpose in opening this chapter with a discussion of two similar, but at the same
time distinctly different, installations is to illustrate the contrasts in display and
arrangement of material and the tension between order and chance in the processes of
collection and organisation. On the one hand, Garland presents an ‘unresolved’ jigsaw
of fragments, open to corporeal experience and endless rearrangement, while on the
other, Asterisms is coolly distant, and organised along geometrical lines and the
taxonomical format of the grid. A further point is to highlight the interior/exterior
contexts the artists engage and the nomadic oscillations between the two, but also to
stress the circulation these objects have undergone, reclaimed from broader continuums
that conflate the artists’ practice of collection within more ‘fluid’ terrain. A point that
returns me to Walter Benjamin’s observation of collection floating between “the poles
of chance and order.”

At the time of writing I occupy a small flat overlooking a main arterial road in
Leichhardt, Sydney. On daily walks to my local coffee shop I observe a relentless
hive of activity spurred by intense gentrification of Sydney’s inner west, as the
controversial Westconnex project builds momentum. Fuelled by the largest
construction boom in the city’s history, cranes and dog-box-developments
encroach on my yard dotting the adjacent skyline and wards. The surrounding
streets and highways bustle with waves of trucks and utes as teams of burly men
in hi-vis go about their jobs. In and about the islands and gutters of Parramatta
Road, refuse from cars and construction sites amasses like leaves in a flowing
tide. Piles of building materials–much of it illegally dumped–form hubs where
125

debris swept up by wind and traffic forms temporal assemblies: bottle caps, chip
packets, ambiguous plastic and mechanical parts, battered drink cans and
coloured straws, children’s toys, coffee cups, candy and condom wrappers–the
odd women’s undergarment. As a young teenage surfer, this was the stuff that
would wash out of South Bondi’s storm pipe after heavy rains–one of the reasons
we affectionately called the place “Scum Valley”. Musing on this, I am struck by
the faint possibility that an item or two in Gill’s or Orozco’s assemblies could
have washed up from my street outside. The beaches of Malacca and Isla Arena
may be vastly distant in time and space but are subject to the same cycles of
human traffic (nautical and terrestrial) and the ebbs and flows of our own
circadian rhythms.

*
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Figures 3.1-3.2
Simryn Gill
Garland, 1993-2006-ongoing
Top: installation view, Tate Liverpool (2006)
Bottom: detail of collected fragments from the beaches of Malacca
Installation dimensions variable, exhibited at Tate Liverpool (2006)
Images, courtesy Albion Barn, London
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Figure 3.3
Gabriel Orozco
Isla Arena process documentation for Sandstars (2012)62

62

Image source: Asterisms: Gabriel Orozco, Guggenheim Museum Publications, New York, 2012, p. 4.
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Figures 3.4-3.5
Gabriel Orozco
Top: installation view of Sandstars (2012) with photographic documentation of collected objects,
Guggenheim Berlin. Bottom: installation view of Sandstars (2012) with photographic documentation of
collected objects, Guggenheim, New York63
63

Image sources: https://www.designboom.com/art/gabriel-orozco-asterisms-at-the-guggenheim-newyork/, accessed 22 August 22 2017; https://parsonsdesign2.wordpress.com/2013/01/12/gabriel-orozcoasterisms/, accessed 22 August 2017.
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3.1 Objects: Collection and Circulation/Interior and Exterior
Engagements
Reflecting on Gill’s and Orozco’s weathered strews, I am drawn to contemplate the
legacies of ‘poor’ and ‘found’ materials and the quiet resonance they emit within the
white cube. A typical connection lies in an arc between Duchamp’s readymades and
Arte Povera with the artists’ predilection for materials of ‘lowly’ status, generally
presented unaltered and loosely arranged in free-form configurations. However, there
are wider considerations to be made.

The objects that arrive on the beaches of Isla Arena and Malacca are subject not only to
the shifting tides of ocean patterns and eddies but also to more complex flows of human
exchange and transaction. Thus, I’m interested in considering not only the contrasting
models of arrangement between Gill and Orozco, but also the paths of circulation their
objects have voyaged to be where they are and the unknown histories imbedded within
them, accrued over large slabs of time, intersecting vast geographical and nautical
spreads. Gill and Orozco’s collections can then be viewed as ‘gatherings’ fossicked
from the gutters and streams of broader continuums, as ‘cast-away’ artifacts
intercepted along paths of immeasurable time and space and where boundaries between
ecology and economy collide in uneasy confluence. These journeys of the objects
prompt me to consider the movement of the artists themselves and their modes of
collection along more ‘entangled’ paths. But perhaps most importantly, we may see
them as conduits of exchange: nomadic interlopers intersecting wider routes of
movement and transaction. Indeed, we may view them as “boundary riders”.64

64

The Boundary Rider, the 9th Biennale of the Sydney, curated by Anthony Bond OAM, was held 15
December 1992-14 March 1993. The title of the exhibition is not only apt in its description of ‘peripheral’
artists skirting the geographical and cultural boundaries, but the conceptual premises upon the exhibition
were conceived. It is worth considering the exhibition’s statement and artists’ in light of this chapter and
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An important factor in such practices lies in discursive relationships that oscillate
between interior and exterior sites and, as suggested in the previous chapter,
nomadically bridge contexts between periphery and centre. Conceptually, these
peripatetic approaches may be traced to various ‘post-studio’ activities of the sixties and
seventies–in, for example, the walks of Richard Long and his provisional assemblies of
organic materials and photographs, noted earlier; or the earthworks and interventions of
Ana Mendiata (b. Cuba, 1948-1985), Gordon Matta-Clark (b. USA, 1943-1978), and
Robert Smithson (b. USA, 1938-1973), whose temporal accumulations of matter were
often compiled ‘outside’ or in direct response to site or gallery. Also noteworthy are the
object-based installations of British artists Richard Wentworth (b. 1947-) and Tony
Cragg (b. 1949-); Wentworth’s chance encounters with objects he stumbles upon and
photographs in the urban context in Making Do and Getting By (1970s-present); or
Cragg’s New Tones Newton’s New Tones (1978), to which Asterisms bears a striking
resemblance, not just in its indexical, colour-coded arrangement, but in the artist’s
choice of objects that draw on nature/culture conflations that are also apparent in Gill’s
and Orozco’s projects.65
the artists I expand on in the forthcoming segments: “The world events of the late 1980s and early 1990s
formed the backdrop to Anthony Bond’s preparations for the ninth Biennale, with the fall of the Iron
Curtain in Europe and other political and economic shifts calling for a more pluralist understanding of
history and borders. Exploring shifting conceptual and cultural boundaries and their transgressions, as
well as local practices of ‘making do’, Bond invited artists “whose work reflects their experience of life
through the employment of objects and materials which relate to everyday use”. For Bond, artists using
‘bricolage’ were best able to address issues of the border. The title, The Boundary Rider, brought
itinerancy and ingenuity into a uniquely Australian context. In this exhibition committed to expanding
boundaries over 90 per cent of participating artists had never exhibited in Australia, including the artist
collective Border Art Workshop based on the Mexican-United States border, which worked with young
people in Western Sydney. Collaborations featured in Biennale, such as Guillermo Gomez-Pena and
Coco Fusco’s satirical cage performance, Anne Mosey and Dolly Namijimpas Daniels’ relocation of
Daniels’ camp home to the Bond Stores, and Adrian Piper and Brenda Croft’s Conference
Callinstallation. An extensive lecture, film and public program was presented for the Biennale as well as
a course on contemporary art offered to broaden audience awareness.”
See Sydney Biennale online archive: https://www.biennaleofsydney.art/archive/9th-biennale-of-sydney/
Accessed: 8 April 2019.
65 The plastic objects which make up New Stones, Newton's Tones were collected by Tony Cragg in a few
hours in May 1978 in the area where the artist lives in Wuppertal, Germany. In a short text by Isobel
Johnson, Cragg States: “I didn't sort or select the materials I collected until later when black, white, silver,
printed and multi-duplicating objects (like ice-cream spoons) were set aside. All remaining objects were
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However, my point is to not digress down the well-worn track of late Conceptualist
sculpture and offsite interventions, but instead to highlight contingent relationships
between artists’ nomadic methodologies in the act of collection and the provisionality of
their arrangements. A further point draws attention to the oscillations between interior
and exterior sites of engagement and the movement of the objects and artists across
them. This spurs me to consider broader questions around the encounter, acquisition and
movement of objects. But it also prompts me to ponder the anonymous hands through
which the objects have passed to be where they are, in collections–whether bought,
sold, lost, found, gifted, stolen, traded, pillaged, swapped/bartered, used/abused,
auctioned or discarded for whatever reason–to eventually be ‘chanced upon’ by the
artists and then to be passed on once again. Reclaimed and displayed as ‘art objects’,
they resurface in new orbits of passage, assuming new lives in the hallowed halls of
museums, as eccentric trophies of the well-heeled or as fleeting memories in the minds
and smartphones of jet-setting curators. Thus, we are dealing not solely with the
movement of objects, but with the containment of ideas within them, and the ‘cultural
currency’ they carry and emit like Orozco’s salvaged light bulbs as they traverse various
thresholds.

This concern with cultural currency elicits further attention to the complex train of
cultural, economic and social transitions through which objects pass, the borders and
gatekeepers with which they contend and the metrics imposed upon them as treasure or
laid out, more or less evenly distributed in a rectangular format 9’ x 12’, in an approximate sequence of
Newton’s spectrum: dark red, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, dark blue, violet.” From a distance it
seems to shimmer and dematerialise like a rainbow. Spread out as it is on the floor, consisting of so many
individual items, it is not a self-contained sculptural object. Its form invites comparison with floor pieces
by Richard Long which are made of stones collected on walks. Cragg’s materials, however, are the
product of modern technology. Their very choice, transferred and arranged for a gallery context, does
more perhaps than show that discarded objects have beauty, but rather suggests that industry’s production
of endless copies is not unlike nature’s manner of reproduction.”
See: http://www.artscouncilcollection.org.uk/artwork/new-stones-newtons-tones, accessed 20 April 2018.
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trash. For objects, like words or images, are powerful ciphers. And, through them and
the re-presentation of them as informal collections by artists they have the potential not
only to reconstruct, reconfigure and retell personal stories, but also to reshape our
understanding of wider cultural narratives that may have slipped through the cracks.
This temporal approach to objects, collection and their display is a fitting metaphor for
the transience of the artist and the porous oscillations they chart between inside and
outside. But it’s an important point I wish to assert, especially considering my own
installations, where the combined, provisional collections of objects, texts and
photographs also assume positions of non-fixed display as a method to prompt new
relationships. It is precisely this coupling of mutable exchanges and provisional
arrangements that is explored by Abraham Cruzvillegas, Georges Adéagbo, Francis
Alys and Paulo Nazareth. 66 These artists, for whom collection and the mutable
arrangements of objects rupture more static modes of display and historicisation, are
key to contextualising the use of objects in this project.

3.2 Key Artists and Contextualisation
I walk, I reflect, I observe, I pass by, I return, I gather the objects that
attract my attention, I go home, I read things, I take notes, and then I
learn.
Georges Adéagbo67
My first example of these processes can be illustrated in Abraham Cruzvillegas’
Autoconstruccións Suites installation series (1997 ongoing: Figures 3.6-3.7). Highly
I should point out there is a wide range of additional artists that this segment could easily have
included, such as: Kada Attia (b. France 1970), Jimmie Durham (b. USA 1940), David Hammons (b.
USA 1943) and Romuald Hazoumé (b. Benin 1962), artists for whom the acts of collection, use and
repurposing of objects in ‘provisional’ configurations or as assemblages in installations are a central
feature of their practices–and who, in addition to the artists I do discuss in the forthcoming segments,
remain influential in my practice and broader thinking.
67 Octavio Zaya, Georges Adéagbo: The Mission and the Missionaries, Charta Press, Milan, 2012, p. 36.
66
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improvisational, the Autoconstruccións form sprawling amalgams of makeshift
assemblages. These materials are scavenged from the streets of Colonia Ajusco, a
township on the fringe of the city where the artist was raised. Ajusco is socially
nebulous territory; a realm where the recycling of materials is no ‘hipster aesthetic’, but
a fact born of necessity that speaks of the cyclic migrations of working folk who shape
the township’s architecture with its ebbs and flows of human traffic in spatial
contestation. “The idea [for Autoconstruccións] was born from his experience of his
parents building their home out of found materials. The word means ‘Self-Building’ and
refers to this natural process of adding materials to homes according to immediate
necessity and opportunity.”68 Cruzvillegas’ material choices are inseparable from the
contexts and social circumstances from which they originate and are selected. In turn,
they imbue his installations with strong contextual resonance and personal connection to
place, imbedded with strong vernacular social histories. Consequently, his acts of
material salvage prompt a political charge that speak not only of the economics of DIY
and ‘making do’, but of social displacements and the porous flow of economic migrants
drawn to the city for better prospects. On the other hand, in various international
projects, the artist arrives empty-handed, constructing his installations onsite from
‘local’ objects and materials in direct response to the circumstances, politics and
histories to which he finds himself exposed. The artist states:

Many of these works express my wish to confront two or more radically different economic
systems, creating hybrid marriages and unexpected combinations of materials and
techniques. The technical details of construction are not represented; only the diverse
dynamics involved are reproduced, their socio-economic context, a kind of scaffolding
across which I move […] On another level, and like a silent soundtrack of time and space,
the sculptures I have made are accompanied by an equally contradictory accumulation of
information translated into drawings, photographs, images in movement, and sounds taken

68

Abraham Cruzvillegas, The Autoconstruccións Suites, Walker Art Centre, Minneapolis 2013, p. 26.
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from books, music and other images, and my own life experiences. Collections of movie
posters; overpainted images taken from newspapers and postcards; fragments from videos,
songs, and ballads; and texts stolen from my own reading are some of the combinations that
I have shared to provide testimony of my cosmos […] To construct the total image of my
whole self, I have collected things in the manner of Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas, in a
cumulative and affectionate search for expressive signs wherever I go.69

Cruzvillegas’ reference to Warburg’s Mnemosyne Atlas 70 provides an apt segue to
consider the sprawling installations of Georges Adéagbo, where the collection of
objects and ephemera gleaned from the streets and flea markets of Africa and Europe
charts a nebulous course of ‘entangled’ Afro-European dialogues and histories.
However, there are also wider cultural implications behind the use and recycling of
objects within the African context, as anthropologist Allen Roberts observes:

Recycling is a common form of culture-building that must be defined in the context of
African political economy. In Africa, broken or worn-out objects are often transformed from
purposes associated with the socioeconomic class of their possessors, to other uses deemed
more appropriate to the needs of the vast majority of people who cannot afford the luxuries
enjoyed by the original owners. Objects may have a number of “lives” in this way, or, to be
truer to the social processes the metaphor implies, ideas and objects can have several
“careers” through the course of their “lives”.71

Adéagbo’s installations, like Cruzvillegas’, draw together a disparate web of material
from African sculptures and his own handwritten notes, to texts, books, magazines, and
69

Cruzvillegas, The Autoconstrucción Suites, p. 26.
“The Mnemosyne (‘Memory’) Atlas is the last project of the German-Jewish ‘cultural scientist’ and art
historian Aby Warburg (1866-1929). It is an attempt to map the ‘afterlife of antiquity,’ or how images of
great symbolic, intellectual, and emotional power emerge in Western antiquity and then reappear and are
reanimated in the art and cosmology of later times and places. In its ‘last version,’ the Mnemosyne Atlas
consisted of 971 images on sixty-three panels made of wooden boards, measuring approx. 40 x 60 in. and
covered with black cloth. On this, Warburg arranged and rearranged, in a lengthy combinatory process of
addition and subtraction, black and white photographs of art-historical and cosmographical images. He
also included photographs of maps, manuscript pages, and contemporary images drawn from newspapers
and magazines. The individual panels, in turn, were then numbered and ordered to create still larger
thematic sequences.”
See:http://www.michaelcarterstudio.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/MNEMOSYNE-pamplet.pdf,
accessed: 30 March 2018.
71 Allen F. Roberts, “The Ironies of System D”, in Recycled Re-seen: Art from the Global Scrapheap,
Cerny, Charlene and Seriff, Suzanne (eds.), Museum of International Folk Art, New York, 1996, p. 85.
70
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artworks, paintings and textiles that are found, collected, or commissioned by artisans in
Cotonou and Europe where his exhibitions are held.72

Although perfectly aware of the specificity of the objects and diverse elements that he uses in
his “assemblages”, Adéagbo carries out a general transformation by placing them in new
contexts, establishing new frames of reference, and offering alternative narratives. His
“archive” of texts and found objects is in a state of constant translation, adaptation, and
alteration–much like life itself.

Picking over the scraps and relics of the streets and markets, Adéagbo’s installations
such as The Mission and the Missionaries (2012: Figures 3.8-3.10) are not so much
formal presentations of objects as they are vehicles for drawing out and exposing the
underlying cultural and socio-economic narratives that connect and underpin them. His
position is concerned not so much with the traditions of the Duchampian ‘readymade’
as with the complex network of social and economic negotiations that objects are
subject to via transnational movements, the hands they pass through and the cultural
narratives and values imparted through them. Of his multifaceted approach to
collection, the artist states: “I walk, I reflect, I observe, I pass by, I return, I gather the
objects that attract my attention, I go home, I read things, I take notes, and I learn.”73
Curator Octavio Zaya describes:

Adéagbo’s work is not so much about the plurality of objects and texts as about the
problems, complexities, and negotiations arising from the relationships, proximities and
movements of these objects and texts. That methodology parallels the form and deployment
that Adéagbo develops based on the very history of his environment and experience. On the
one hand are Voudun altars, which are manifested in the complex belief system that
perpetually invents, reinvents, and modifies itself. On the other hand are the markets that are,

As Stephan Kohler explains, “Adéagbo only brings from his country about half of the elements. Then
he takes to searching, during his stay prior to the exhibition opening to see what the city offers him,
whether bought or found objects.” See Silvia Eiblmayr (ed.), Georges Adéagbo. Archaelogy of
Motivations–Re-Writing History, Ostfildern, Reihe Cantz, 2001, p. 34.
73 Zaya, Georges Adéagbo, p. 36.
72
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according to Okwui Enwezor, “pure contingency, like a perpetual space of accumulation and
consumption, dissipation and collection”. In this way, the streets of a city become the game
board of a geomantic oracle that leaves traces, signs, clues for Adéagbo.74

Zaya’s suggestion of a geomantic oracle or ‘game’ is an apt one, again drawing to mind
Walter Benjamin’s fascination with the chance-inducing methods of the collector which
he referred to as a kind of “magic encyclopedia” or “diviner’s circle” Benjamin
observes “that the past erupts into the present in flashes, emitted by objects or events.
An old bus ticket, a photograph, hat, or snatch of a song could be more alive with
history than a document archived in a library.”75 In thinking of Benjamin–the collector,
who revelled in the ad hoc–it is interesting to consider the chance-inducing weft of
cultural emblems Adéagbo employs where material is ‘magic’. In this way, objects, for
Adéagbo, are not dead or static but function as active ciphers for repurposing and agents
for storytelling.

Lastly, Okwui Enwezor contrasts the use of objects in Western art paradigms with those
of African belief systems and epistemology, suggesting deeper motivations at play in
the artist’s use of objects:

While in Western art, the cycle of art is completed in the aesthetic realm of display, in
African traditions this finale is achieved through a desublimation strategy that perpetually
displaces the object and places greater significance on non-visual codes and performative
actions, particularly through linguistic puns and aphoristic utterances. By repeatedly making
contingent the status of the object as an autonomous signifier, the artwork functions within a
fluid system of exchanges and relationships among object, artist and audience.76

Zaya, Georges Adéagbo, p. 36.
Cassi Plate, Restless Spirits: The Life and Times of a Wandering Artist, Picador, Pan MacMillan and
University of Sydney, Sydney, 2005, p. 57.
76 Okwui Enwezor, “Where, What, Who, When: A Few Notes on ‘African’ Conceptualism”, Global
Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s—1980s, DAP New York, 1999, p. 110. [Check–‘African’ has
quotation marks in Bibliography.]
74
75
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Back on the streets of Mexico City, the early seminal works of Belgian expatriate
Francis Alÿs share an accretive symmetry with those of Adéagbo and Cruzvillegas. Of
particular note are Alÿs walks and methods of collection and exchange, through
performative acts in works such as The Collector (1990-92, Figure 3.11), The Seven
Lives of Garbage (1995, Figure 3.12), or The Swap (1993, Figure 3.13). Like the
vagrant dogs he has often made his subject, Alÿs combs the gutters and alleys of
downtown Mexico City, sniffing out the traces and bones of human residue but only to
re-deposit, repurpose or exchange them elsewhere. Take, for example, The Collector, a
magnetised dog crudely fashioned from curbside rubbish the artist had stumbled upon
and cobbled together. Propped aloft on roller skate wheels and pulled casually by a
string, its inventive ‘recycling’ is barely discernible from the African street toys
knocked up by kids from Soweto to Lagos. For two years Alÿs strolled his small
companion through the city’s labyrinth alleyways, its magnetic coat enticing a patina of
minute metal scraps, many akin to those scavenged by Orozco in Astroturf
Constellation. But while The Collector prompts questions around chance, collection,
and the cyclic movement of objects–from manufacture to scrapheap to museum or
beyond–it poses more acute indictments of material values, the mobility of objects as
‘currency’ and the eccentricities of art collection and collectors, as the title suggests.
Using his own ‘dislocation’ as subject and tool, Alÿs celebrates a happenstance model
of collection. And, like the ‘displaced’ fragments he collects and re-disperses, we feel
him restlessly on the move, a ghostly incarnate channelling Baudelaire’s flâneur.

In a similar vein the wanderings and collections of the young Brazilian artist Paulo
Nazareth find nomadic confluence with those of Adéagbo and Alÿs. In 2010, Nazareth
undertook a radical sojourn walking for over two years from Santa Luiza, near the city
of Belo Horizonte, to New York City. Ritualistically washing his battered and bruised
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feet in the Hudson River on arrival, he describes his journey “as a residence in transit, a
residence by accident”.77 The ephemera and artifacts accrued along the way resulted in
the installation Notícias de America (News from the Americas, 2010-2012, Figures
3.14-3.16), a bitsy entanglement of notes, biographical portraits, drawings, sculptures
and documented video performances; a non-hierarchal sum of ephemeral scraps which
culminated in his solo exhibition at Sao Paulo’s Mendes Wood DM Gallery (2012).
Guilherme Trrielli Ribeiro notes that Nazareth evokes personal and collective memories
and revisits, from a very personal perspective, several issues that have historically
affected the entire American continent in regard to ethics, aesthetics, politics,
economics, anthropology, etc. 78 As Jananina Melo describes, the act of collection
accrued from a fluid nomadic trajectory:

For Paulo walking is important, because as he undertakes his journey he sees the mixed
and uncertain shapes that form the basis of his cosmogony. His world is transitory and the
continuous movement from “land to land” creates a non-permanent world. As he travels,
he collects objects and things, meets people, and establishes relations and situations inside
and outside the so-called system. Has this system perhaps also become transitory? As his
journey unfolds, he employs a degree of the absolute. He interweaves fragments of objects,
writing and images and uses them as the grounds for narratives and situations. What
matters in the process is not necessarily the outcome–the original object or work of art–but
the search for the disorganization of things, people, and himself. Paulo walks in order to
disassociate himself from the idea of permanence. As he walks he seeks to understand how
situations, be they common or poetic, may be ascribed a new rhythm that is capable of
altering the one already given.79

In another ongoing project entitled Cadernos de Africa (Africa Notebooks, 2015):

Guilherme Trielli Ribeiro, “The End of the End of Art: The Itinerant Poetics of Paulo Nazareth”,
Revista Landa,
http://www.revistalanda.ufsc.br/PDFs/vol5n1/29.%20DOSSIER%202%20Guilherme%20Ribeiro%20%20The%20End%20of%20the%20End%20of%20Art...%20ING.pdf, accessed: 23 August 2017.
78 Ribeiro, “The End of the End of Art.”
79 Janaina Melo, “Caminhos e conversas de viagem.” Nazareth, Paulo et alii. Paulo Nazareth, Arte
Contemporânea/Ltda, Rio de Janeiro, Cobogó, 2012.
77
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Nazareth presents his encounters as part of an “expanded journal”, in confluence with
sculptural elements collected that document a five-year walk he began in 2013 from
his home in a favela near Belo Horizonte, throughout Brazil and eventually
northwards across the entirety of the African continent from Cape Town. His walkperformance represents a slow, real-time inquiry into his own experience and that of
the individuals he encounters on the way, tracing a subtle matrix of connections that
bridge, not only people but communities and shared histories. Nazareth’s
installations consist of a haphazard arrangement of collected ephemera, found
objects, signs the artist had crudely knocked up and video works that document his
travels. He engages with a number of subjects that are often related to race, ideology
and the unequal distribution of development through his practice that is at once
interdisciplinary and participatory. Through his conglomerates of ephemera and
objects, Nazareth seeks to embody the idea of the artist as a connector, a decoder and
a philosopher. 80

Nazareth brings together a number of the key themes of this chapter, particularly in his
weft of nomadic processes, personal encounters and the narratives, objects, and found
ephemera he interweaves to craft new relationships and readings. Nazareth’s chance
encounters, and the ad hoc configurations of material that result from them, not only
provide clues to the artist’s engagements and travels but, through their aberrant
colonisation of the gallery, prompt the viewer to navigate space and time in a way that
conflates and mirrors the artist’s meandering sojourns. But I am also drawn to the
compounded sense of extended time and process in Nazareth’s projects, in particular his
disregard for chronological structure or fixed taxonomical placement of the object.
These are features consistent with my own approach to collection and installation, and a
prevalent feature among the artists discussed. Gill’s and Orozco’s decade-long
collections of washed up refuse are a case in point, as are Adéagbo’s flea market
accoutrements which, when brought together, not only blur specificities between time
and location but, through the chance relationships they induce when brought together,
could be said to physicalise Benjamin’s notion of a “magic encyclopaedia”.
80

See: http://www.mendeswooddm.com/en/artist/paulo+nazareth, accessed: 8 March 2018
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Moreover, the discussion of these works and artists has sought to provide a contextual
framework that establishes collection as a mutable form of process and methodology;
one that departs from more conventional definitions of collection. This approach is also
consistent with my own projects and is discussed in more detail in the following
sections and preceding interview. I have also wanted to contrast the varying methods of
arrangement and display of the artists: the piles of ‘rubble’ presented in Gill’s
installations, open to handling and rearrangement; the strict assortments and geometric
placement of objects in Orozco’s Asterisms project; Cruvillegas’s ad hoc assemblages
of reclaimed township materials; and Nazareth’s sprawling installations that read as a
kind of expanded travel journal that echoes the artist’s transience, dislocation and
mobility. Within this corpus the artist’s mobility is a prevailing factor, as is the
oscillation between interior and exterior sites and the circulation of the objects: the
hands through which they pass and the contexts and geographies they traverse or end up
in. For me, the importance of this grouping lies not in the singular ‘found’ object–in the
Duchampian sense–but in broader contingent relationships: from how, through the
artist’s mobility, the object is encountered and acquired, to the reflexive relationships
that are invoked between the items when they are recompiled in ‘collections’. A final
point has been to highlight that objects may function as inherent conveyors of meaning–
that histories are infused within them. And, when they are reorganised or arranged in
‘informal’ collections, the relationships evoked between them have potential to reshape,
disrupt or broaden our understanding beyond more ‘fixed’ associations or metanarrative
readings. In the next section I discuss my installation (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams
for R.U. & R.U. (2015) which draws from a confluence of these ideas.
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Figure 3.6
Abraham Cruzvillegas
Autoconstrucción Suites (2013)
Dimensions variable,
Image courtesy Walker Art Centre, Minneapolis.
Photograph: Gene Pittman
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Figure 3.7
Abraham Cruzvillegas
Autoconstruccion (2010)
Variable Dimension
Exhibition view at Galerie Chantal Crousel, 2010
Image: courtesy of Galerie Chantal Crousel, Paris
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Figure 3.8
Georges Adéagbo
Les artistes et l‘écriture..! (2014)
Image: courtesy Barabara Wien Gallery, Berlin
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Figure 3.9
Georges Adéagbo
Installation detail: The Mission and the Missionaries (2010)
Installation view: Museo de Arte Contemporaneo de Castilla y Leon, Spain
Image: courtesy, Archive Georges Adéagbo, Cotonou
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Figure 3.10
Georges Adéagbo
Studio documentation: collected pieces for the installation, The Mission and the Missionaries (2010),
Museo de Arte Contemporaneo de Castilla y Leon, Spain
Image: courtesy, Stephan Kohler and Archive Georges Adéagbo, Cotonou
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Figure 3.11
Francis Alÿs
The Collector, (1990-92)
Photographic documentation of an action in Mexico City and hand typed text (above) describing the
action81

Image source: http://workflow.arts.ac.uk/view/view.php?id=45401&offset=0, accessed 19 August
2018.
81
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Figure 3.12
Francis Alÿs
The Seven Lives of Garbage, (1995).
Photographic documentation

“It is said that all garbage in Mexico City goes through seven stages of sifting from the
moment it is left on the street until its final destination at the garbage dump on the
outskirts of the city. On the night of 4 February 1994, I placed seven small bronze
sculptures, painted seven distinct colours, in different garbage piles in seven different
districts of the city. In the following days, months and years, I have wandered the flea
markets in the city looking for the sculptures to resurface. To date I have found two of
the seven.”82
82 The above text accompanies Alÿs’ project The Seven Lives of Garbage. See Cuauhtemoc Medina,
Russell Ferguson and Jean Fisher, Francis Alÿs, Phaidon Press Inc., New York, 2007, p. 92.
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Figure 3.13
Francis Alÿs
The Swap (1995).
Photographic documentation

In the beginning there is a given situation where many people cross paths. The protagonist
enters the situation with an object. He swaps it for another. A succession of transactions follows
in which each object is in turn exchanged for another, and so on until the end of his visit. The
protagonist leaves the last object.83

83

The above text accompanies Alÿs’ project The Swap. See Medina et al., Francis Alÿs, pp. 90-91.
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Figures 3.14-3.15
Paulo Nazareth
Details: collected fragments in Nazareth’s installation Notícias de America (2012)
Images, courtesy Mendes Wood DM Gallery, Sao Paulo
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Figure 3.16
Paulo Nazareth
Documentation from artist’s walk: Notícias de America (2012)
Image, courtesy Mendes Wood DM Gallery, Sao Paulo
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3.3 (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U.
Before the monsoons pelt Madhya Pradesh, the central Indian city of Jabalpur
experiences its hottest conditions. The mornings are quiet, traffic thin. But by
late afternoon as the heat abates a completely different city awakens. Markets
enliven and once dormant streets and alleys congest in hives of commotion.
Curbside flower sellers and barbers jockey among cobblers and street vendors,
as men and boys debate the latest IPL signings. Up the road in the flea markets
of Gurandi Bazaar, a sea of objects of every conceivable type are laid strewn
in kaleidoscopic arrangements. But how they got here or where they are going
is a question of mystery. A 19th century Russian musket, Bengali mask or cheap
plastic toy are not inert things but corporeal entities, each containing their
own collective memory. Objects are not dead or static, but alive but distant
travellers; “characters” containing their own unique histories, traits and
moods. In temporal states of repose between them a cacophony of material
argots.
Diary excerpt: Jabalpur, 23 April 2011.

The late American Conceptualist, Douglas Huebler, once stated: “The world is full of
objects, more or less interesting; I do not wish to add any more”.84 I agree with Huebler:
life is stranger than fiction. In thinking of his statement, the artists and installations
discussed in the prior sections of this exegesis make sense, as do my own works, where
nothing is essentially ‘made’ but instead marvels in that which already exists. But in
light of Heubler’s proposition I am also thinking about notions threaded between Walter
Benjamin’s “magic encyclopaedia” and Comte de Lautréamont’s “chance juxtaposition
of a sewing machine and an umbrella on a dissecting table,”85 though Lautréamont’s

84

Douglas Huebler (1969), quoted in Edward Allington, “About Time,” Frieze, Issue 92, June-August
2005, https://frieze.com/article/about_time, accessed 19 April 2018.
85 From Comte de Lautréamont, The Songs of Maldoror, Solar Nocturnal Edition, Los Angeles, 2011.
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epiphany seems small beer compared with the “magic encyclopaedia” that is Gurandi
Bazaar (Figures 3.17-3.18).

In the previous sections I focused on relationships between ‘mutability’ and collection,
for it is in and around my own nomadic encounters that I gather the items that form
transient hubs in my installations: the objets trouvés, anonymous folk and tribal
artifacts, photographs, diaries and travelogues, postcards and unclassifiable fragments
thereof, that are mostly chanced upon, ‘gifted’ or chosen for reasons of their entangled
and/or suggestive ‘lost’ pasts. From discarded items found on walks in the townships
and flea markets of Cape Town, Port Vila, Jabalpur, Tokyo or Seoul, to island gifts,
thrift store finds or kitsch ephemera wagered through Gumtree and eBay auctions, the
networks and scope are far ranging. The artifacts in (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams
for R.U. & R.U. (2015) (Figures 3.21-3.27) were all acquired through a confluence of
these threads. 86 As a non-hierarchal ‘rubble’ of artifacts, they represent but a small
portion of the objects I have collected over the past fifteen years. These are the relics of
my own wanderings, a terrestrial flotsam and jetsam that in one way or another have
been reclaimed through a process I liken to a kind of ‘conceptual bricolage’ or
‘archaeological nomadism’. Together they form the remnants of an act that is part and
parcel of a larger mosaic enfolding time and encounter in ways comparable to the
nomadic methods of collection in the installations of Paulo Nazareth and Georges
Adéagbo.

86

The installation was commissioned by curator and Artistic Director, Okwui Enwezor, for the 56th
Venice Biennale, All The World’s Futures, 9 May-22 November 2015.
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These items are not organised or ‘fixed’ in any particular way, but, like Gill’s Garland,
are open to the viewer’s handling and rearrangement. 87 The strew of objects finds
placement on basic formply tables that I designed, influenced by the furniture of Donald
Judd and fabricated with the assistance of an architect friend.88 The sum of these items
is further hinted at in the adjacent series of anagrammatic Tapa cloth (Tongan Ngatu)
banners, entitled (Untitled) Anagrams and Object for R.U. & R.U. (2015), a sister piece
that serves as a linguistic backdrop to the objects and the geographies to which they
relate (figures 3.27-3.38). Here the use of anagrammatic wordplay serves as a playful
means to evade linear interpretations, further suggesting the collision of enmeshed
routes from which many of the items were gathered. It is also worth noting that the
anagrams were developed from my notebooks and word games I enjoy playing, often in
transit on train rides and long haul flights. Integral to the research for this DCA, the
process drew to mind Walter Benjamin’s love of word games and notebooks and the
fondness he held for writing on the road, collecting his ‘pearls and coral’ of daily life in
them. Correspondence with Christina Graziani from La Biennale di Venezia and Okwui
Enwezor provides an apt summary of the references and the playful nuances I was
seeking by bringing the objects and anagrams together:

87 While the array of items is too extensive to list, some notable pieces include: an African drum; Wahgi
Valley war shields; pots from my mother’s garden; handicrafts made by my grandmother; wooden bowls
lathed by my grandfather and vintage woodworkers tools; cheap Indian bangles; African ‘street
jewellery’; 1950s vintage Australian garden pots; Japanese puppets, various masks, children’s folk toy
and games; recycled tyre vessels and shoes; stones from my rock collection; coins of numerous
currencies; Melanesian ceramics, shell monies and ‘anonymous’ artifacts; measuring devices such as
abacuses and vintage rulers; 19th century South Pacific etchings and Persian miniatures; kitsch Catholic
and Hindu ephemera including necklaces, prayer beads, holograms of Christ and Mary and Hindu deity
cards; various postcards and badges; abandoned projects of my own, mostly works on paper and
discarded rolls of Tapa cloth prints; junk salvaged from council collections; labourers’ gloves and
building materials that ‘look like’ tribal artifacts scavenged from construction sites I had worked on.
Other items reference popular culture: a collectable Japanese Hello Kitty Pez dispenser; a Peruvian Inca
Pisco bottle; a 1960s Chinzano Brigette Bardot drink tray; a discontinued pack of ‘racist’ Korean
cigarettes, to name some.
88 Since my teenage-years I have shared a creative friendship with Argentine-Australian architects,
Rodrigo Uriate (b. 1973) and his father Reuben (b. 1947), who dabbled in making Modernist-inspired
furniture. My appreciation of their longstanding friendship is referenced through acronyms in the title as
R.U & R.U.
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My series of Tapa banners are deliberately transnational and anagrammatically mess with
references from politics to classical and popular culture. But they also provide hints at the
contexts which some of the objects have come from and my connection with ‘place’. For
example, SOJU is a South Korean alcoholic drink that rhymes with R2D2, the Star Wars
robot; and Adolf LOOS, the architect, becomes Hans SOLO. TUTU and BIKO reference
South African politics and “the struggle”. But TUTU (as in the classical ballet garment)
relates to LEDA (the swan), an anagram of DEAL (exchange/value/currency, etc.) This
brings us to KULA–an ancient tradition of gift exchange in the Trobriand Islands of PNG
first studied by Malinowski–which rhymes with HULA, the Hawaiian dance. DESU is
Japanese, a verb, ‘to be’; while its anagram, DEUS, is a Latin word for God. Further
references are to Eastern religion, as in GITA (the Bhagavad Gita) and VEDA (as in the
Rigveda). But Veda is an alliteration of Vader (Darth) and its anagram becomes DEVA, a
Hindu deity or adjective for divinity and excellence. GITA becomes AGIT, an anagram and
alliteration of Ajit (Agarka), the Indian cricketer, while its formal definition means ‘to
shake-up or stir’. Then GOYA/DOES/YOGA/ODES, and DALI gets LAID in reference to
SHAG HAGS, so there's also a bit of fun going on. Coming back to Star Wars, YODA
becomes DAYO (Dayo Okeniyi, the young Nigerian-American actor from “The Hunger
Games”). And there’s one word from Jamaican Patois, BUTU, an uncouth ‘hillbilly’ type,
which rhymes with and is an imperfect anagram of TUTU. There’s more, but that’s it from
memory.89

The conflations of objects and words in (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. &
R.U. and (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. were conceived as a tableau
of ‘material argots’ in conversation–my own “magic encyclopaedia”. However, the
elements were never initially collected with the intent to form an exhibition. Rather they
emerged from a personal gathering accrued over extended periods of time:
unconsciously, along unstructured paths and in extension to my photographs and travel
journals. Thus the collection of items grew organically, subsequent to my broader
interests and engagements, with no inkling that these gleanings would ever be shown in
a ‘professional’ context. 90 In addition, each object retains its own record of acquisition

Text from email correspondence with Christina Graziani from La Biennale di Venezia and Okwui
Enwezor, 3 May 2015.
90 Prior to working with Enwezor I had flirted with, but not rigorously explored, exhibiting objects in this
capacity. I am indebted to his encouragement and insight. It was through prolonged conversation that he
suggested the objects, as a sum, had value precisely because of their ‘entangled’ relationships as
89
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through notes and photographic documentation–my own kind of informal taxonomy–
detailing the item’s place of encounter and time of acquisition.91 While these archival
fragments were not exhibited due to spatial limitations, they resurface as linguistic and
conetxual clues in the anagrams, and in the small photographic vignettes and handtyped diary transcriptions in (Untitled) Black Sabbath and other Anecdotes.

Not unlike Orozco’s forensic documentation in Asterisms or Long’s short descriptions
of what he encounters, as a sum, the objects, notes and images combined connect my
act of collection to a personalised indexical system that is vital to my process as an
‘artist-collector’. Indeed, collection here is not about the objects in isolation but about
the enfolding of chance relationships between them, drawing to mind what Mikala
Dwyer has described, in relation to her own disparate assortments of materials and
forms, as a “community of objects”.92 This approach to collection, chance arrangements
and display again shares symmetry with Geogres Adéagbo who deals not with the
presentation of individual objects in isolation, but with an entanglement of relationships
between them as a conduit to prompt new associations and wider connections. Thus,
through the language of objects, the installation aims to touch on the complex train of
transactions and value-betting that objects are subject to and continue to undergo. The

‘artifacts’ garnered through my own ‘displacement’ and mobility, and in extension to the monochrome
photographs I had been making which he took an earlier interest in. It was through our discussions that I
proposed exhibiting an ensemble of related elements, conflating relationships between objects, contexts
and words and pictures, a ‘personalised’ process of collection that began well in advance of our
conversations, without the idea of presenting the material as an ensemble for exhibition.
91 As a parallel act to collecting objects, I have often recorded colour photographs in and around the
contexts from which they were are acquired and/or to which directly or indirectly relate, a process I trace
back to my early work About Three Hours, Slightly Hungover on the Outskirts of Vila (2006), detailed in
chapter one. Over the years this accretive process has formed into what I consider a type of ‘informal
archive’ of thousands of notes and colour photographs, mostly shot with a DSLR or an iPhone. A
selection of these images can be viewed in the accompanying book to this chapter: Moments not
Millennia Volume II: Objects.
92 See online interview with Mikala Dwyer on her recent survey exhibition A Shape of Thought, Art
Gallery
of
New
South
Wales,
Sydney,
26
August
2017-4
February
2018,
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/exhibitions/mikala-dwyer/. While Dwyer is not a key influence, her
notion of a “community of objects” is a fitting description.
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ethnographic collection, marketplace, thrift store, street find, online eBay or Christies
auction–indeed the museum or Arsenale hall–I see as intersecting links and spaces in a
complex chain of negotiations in much the same way as Adéagbo, Alÿs and Nazareth.

In another sense, (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. is antithetical to
museological ‘preciousness’ and the encasement of the vitrine. More marketplace than
museum, it is not concerned with the scientific or ‘postcolonial’ models of display often
associated with the history of Wunderkammer or ‘curiosity cabinets’, in, for example,
the work of Mark Dion, Brook Andrew or Fiona Hall, who have meticulously explored
the museal case. Nor am I concerned with the ‘preservation’ of the artifact as important
relic. Rather, my interests lie in exposing the vulnerability and ‘nakedness’ of objects
presented unaltered and in the raw, aiming to suggest, through the invitation to handle
and rearrange, the endless relationships that may be induced or suggested between
them. In this light, the haptic experience wills to evade that distance. No dates, plaques
or contextual descriptions accompany the material. Simply presented as a strewn pile of
‘relics’–of lost and found histories–the ‘display’ seeks to level the status and value of
the artifacts while disregarding chronological historicisation and contextual placement.
Furthermore, the installation seeks not to tie things down to linear readings, but to keep
things ‘open-ended’, acknowledging that histories already exist in the patinas, gaps and
crevices of the materials that might otherwise be overlooked, or go unappreciated,
without close physical engagement and the invitation to touch and feel over the need for
written descriptions. Historian Susan A. Crane touches on these ideas in her
introduction to Museums and Memory, stating:

Collections and individual objects, in their relations to each other and in their relations to
anyone who encounters them, are used to create meaningful messages … [but] who decided
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which objects I may view here? Who has established this master narrative of meaning with
which I am being presented? Museums are more than cultural institutions and showplaces of
accumulated objects: they are sites of interaction between personal and collective identities,
between memory and history, between information and knowledge production.93

That the objects can be shifted and altered by the viewer can, on the one hand, be seen
as a metaphor for the malleability of historical narratives and our capacity to reshape
and reinterpret them. On the other hand, the ‘rubble’ of objects suggests that history is
unstable and no clean affair to be tucked away in neat boxes to be voyeuristically
viewed behind the safety of glass. But it is also to acknowledge history (and collection)
as active spaces of contestation, strewn with the relics of pillage and the bruised and
battered patinas of limbless statues, while implying that history is made (and altered) in
the present and as such is in constant flux. Overall, the installation seeks to create a kind
of democratic inclusiveness, in contrast to the authorial distance and exclusivity that
vitrines and Wunderkammer infer; to acknowledge that, knowingly or otherwise, to
varying degrees of influence, we all are protagonists who partake in shaping that
narrative which remains a forever-unfinished script.

Back in the markets of Gurandi Bazaar, objects in their kaleidoscopic array can be seen
in momentary states of repose, but where they have come from or where they are
headed remains ever mysterious and arbitrary. As I peruse the densely congested
assortments, the endless loop in the life and death of objects is physically palpable at
every level. Objects are not dead or static but alive, living entities that simply come to
find ‘rest’ at provisional intervals in time and place. Indeed, it occurs to me that objects
have lives, and we acknowledge this ‘spirit’ in them when we refer to this or that ‘thing’

93

Susan A. Crane (ed.), Museums and Memory, Stanford University Press, Stanford, California, 2000, p.
12.
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in anthropomorphic terms as having ‘age’, ‘character’ or ‘charm’. In this light, I have
come to view objects as vehicles or ciphers containing a compacted tapestry of voices
and histories bearing the layered marks of age and lives once lived. It is interesting to
then consider objects in relation to the animistic traditions of Voudun, and the
regenerative powers of renewal that find root in notions of the afterlife, or in
Hinduism’s Vedic doctrines of reincarnation, a movement emulated in the Karmic
wheel where matter is in constant transformation, going through one cycle of change or
habitation to find renewed purpose and value in another. In this sense objects, like us,
are ‘life-travellers’ moving among a continuum of ever-shifting circuits.

I opened this chapter with a quotation by Walter Benjamin, and, in keeping with his
thoughts on collectors, will close with one:

Here we have a man whose job it is to gather the day’s refuse in the capital. Everything that
the big city has thrown away, everything it has lost, everything it has scorned, everything it
has crushed underfoot he catalogues and collects. He collates the annuls of intemperance, the
capharnaum of waste. He sorts things out and selects judiciously: he collects like a miser
guarding a treasure, refuse which will assume the shape of useful gratifying objects between
the jaws of the goddess of Industry. This description is one of extended metaphor for the
poetic method, as Baudelaire practiced it. Ragpicker and poet: both are concerned with
refuse.94

Postscript
In hindsight I view (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. as part
ethnographic jumble sale, part ‘living’ still life, part attempt at self-curation. In another
sense, it represents a kind of personal chart, a physical representation of the contexts I
had lived, worked or travelled through and the items I accrued or was gifted along the
way–an ideal complement to the photographs I had been unconsciously taking over the
94

Marx et al., Walter Benjamin’s Archive, p. 73.
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previous fifteen years in the contexts many of the items were collected. Prior to the
opening in Venice I was asked to sign a legal agreement, stating that I accepted that, in
the event of objects being stolen or “misplaced”, La Biennale di Venezia would not be
accountable, given that I proposed nothing in the installation be tied down. I accepted
the terms. Over the course of six months, documentation maintained by conservation
and registration staff revealed some of the items were indeed pinched, namely a since
discontinued racist Korean cigarette packet called “Africa” (inscribed with caricatures
of two baboons in its logo) and a Papuan necklace. Not too bad considering the
sprawling array open to handling and touch. Did this perturb me? Not at all. It simply
added another layer to my interests in the circulation, value and movement of the
objects. It is also interesting to reflect on where these items might be.

Lastly, in October 2015, prior to the conclusion of the Venice exhibition, the
installation, inclusive of the anagrammatic banners and photographs that formed a part
of it, was acquired by Thyssen-Bornemisza Art Contemporary (TBA 21, Vienna),
extending the chain of circulations and its questions of value and exchange. Since then
the installation has been shown in three varied iterations: one at the ThyssenBornemisza Art Augarten Museum in Vienna (2017); the second at Le Fresnoy, Studio
National des Arts Contemporains, France (2018); and the third at The Museum of
Modern Art Dubrovnik, Croatia (2018).

*

*
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Figures 3.17-3.18
Newell Harry
Jabalpur markets, Gurandi Bazaar central Madhya Pradesh (2014)
Project documentation
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Figures 3.19-3.20
Newell Harry
Top: Jabalpur ceramic market (2014)
Bottom: street stall, Seoul (2013)
Project documentation
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Figure 3.21
Newell Harry
(Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. (2015)
Dimensions variable
Installation view: 56th Venice Biennale, All the World’s Futures, curated by Okwui Enwezor, 2015.
Photograph: Alex Elwing
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Figures 3.22-3.23
Newell Harry
Top: installation view with (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. (2015)
Bottom: installation view (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. and (Untitled) Black Sabbath
and Other Anecdotes (2015)
Installation views: Arsenale, 56th Venice Biennale, All the World’s Futures, curated by Okwui Enwezor,
2015.
Photographs: Alex Elwing
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Figures 3.24-3.25
Newell Harry
Details, top and bottom: (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. (2015)
Photographs: Alex Elwing
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Fig. 3.26
Newell Harry
Detail: (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. (2015)
Detail of objects in the installation: Gloves from building sites and Highland war shields from PNG
Photograph: Alex Elwing
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Figure 3.27
Newell Harry
Installation view: tapa cloth banners in (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. (2015); objects
tables for (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. (2015), and photographs in part displayed in
specially fabricated table in (Untitled) Black Sabbath and Other Anecdotes (2015).
Overall installation dimensions variable
Photograph: Alex Elwing
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Figure 3.28
Newell Harry
Detail: tapa cloth banner, (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U. (2015).
Ink on tapa cloth (Tongan Ngatu)
Dimensions: 1 of a series of 7 banners, approx. 290cm x 85cm ea. (irregular)
Photograph: Ivan Buljan
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3.4 Reflections: Early Influences and Wider Implications
To conclude this chapter, I want touch upon some earlier background influences that
came to inform (Untitled) Objects and Anagrams for R.U. & R.U. (2015), wider
implications behind the collection and use of objects in my installations and broader,
earlier influences that inform the piece.

While emphasis on the artists discussed in this chapter resides in post-studio
engagements and the circulation of objects and materials in ‘informal’ collections and
arrangements, I want to highlight that, with the exclusion of Francis Alÿs, the grouping,
like myself, are ‘people of colour’. This is an important point I wish to emphasise, for as
a child of the African diaspora whose family experienced the traumas of apartheid, the
politics of migration, identity, race and exile, though not outwardly expressed in my
work, or a key facet of this study, remain resonant undercurrents.95 I should also note
that during the mid 1990s to 2000s I had come to feel strong affinities with the ‘objectbased’ arts of Africa, the South Pacific and Latin America, contexts I had begun to
frequent and have continued to since, but more because of the shared historical and
colonial narratives I saw as congruent with the African continent I was familiar with.
Having grown alienated during the latter years of my undergraduate study, this
‘allegiance’ was fuelled further by a personal resistance to the ‘white bread’ diet of
Western-centric neo-Conceptualism being pushed at the time. Imparted was a generic
brand of Postmodernism presented, much like commercial Australian TV, as
conspicuously devoid of ‘people of colour’, or at best, tokenistic in its ‘box ticking’
stereotypes that rarely progressed past ‘textbook’ case studies of Yinka Shinobare,

I have noted in my biographical preface my grandparents’ involvement with the African National
Congress (ANC) and the South African Communist (SACP), political engagements that, coupled with my
mother’s pregnancy with me, would prompt them to seek exile.
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Chris Ofili, or Adrian Piper, at best.96 By a twist of fate by the late 1990s, I began
employment under veteran Oceanic Art dealer, Geoff Carey, a passionate collector who
began his career working as a young sawmill worker in Papua New Guinea during the
1970s and would go on to set up the well-known New Guinea Gallery in Sydney’s
iconic Dymocks Building. In time Carey would become a close friend and mentor, and
through his guidance I would find introduction to a swathe of South Pacific arts and
cultures. Carey opened a realm new to me that was largely absent from the
undergraduate curriculum I was subjected to. I took an interest in collecting soon after
and, at his encouragement, joined the Oceanic Art Society (OAS), finding exposure to a
spate of more ‘well-informed’ voices from diverse fields and backgrounds.

It is here that, for the first time, I would find exposure to connections between the
Creole vernaculars spoken by my family in Mauritius, Durban and Cape Town, and the
Pidgins and Patois that emerged under similar conditions–languages that stemmed from
a complex intersection of Colonial expansion, slave labour, seafaring and the imparting
of European languages through Christian indoctrination and enforced missionary
schooling; noting that the Blackbirding of South Sea Islanders and the Atlantic slave
trade across the Caribbean and Latin America were central to the Creolisation of many
argots still spoken today. These interests would connect to contemporary Papuan and
African artists such as Michael Mel (b. Mount Hagen PNG, 1959) and Frédéric Bruly
While I remain critical of the limited scope of education at the time, I must give credit to the exceptions
of Dr Bonita Ely, Dr David McNeill and Dr Diane Losche. I am greatly indebted to Dr Ely for her
unerring support during my undergraduate years and beyond. I also enjoyed many enlightening lectures
and conversations with Dr McNeill. His exhibition, African Marketplace (2002), co-curated with Dr Jill
Bennett, stands as a sole example of contemporary African Art shown at the time, focusing on the
inventive use of materiality in children’s toys and barber shop paintings from the townships of South
Africa. Dr Losche is an American anthropologist acclaimed for her studies of the Abelam people in the
1970s and whose expertise in the field of museological studies would leave an indelible mark on me. I am
fortunate to have studied under D. Losche. I am indebted to her for drawing my attention to questions
around the collection of objects and notions of memory and loss within museological contexts, teachings
that continue to influence and affect me. Having said this, minorities groups and people of colour, in
academia, media, political positions of power and influence, remain starkly unrepresented in the
Australian context.
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Bouabré (b. Côte d'Ivoire, 1923-2014), for whom the reclamation–or ‘re-invention’ in
Bruly Bouabré’s case–of traditional languages, oral and visual, are as much an act of
repossession as they are a powerful voice of resistance.97 This led to broader interests in
Verlan, a ‘contemporary’, anagrammatic argot spoken among disenfranchised–largely
North African–youth in the banlieues of Paris. Verlan, as a method, would come to
directly influence my work in that the use of anagrammatic wordplay would function as
a kind of linguistic accordion to ‘translate’ ‘Cape Dutch’ Afrikaans and Mauritian
Creole into English and vice versa. This I saw as a method to evade linear
interpretations while taking ownership and celebrating the ‘broken’ dialects still spoken
among my family–languages that, a few short decades earlier, had been socially
frowned upon by the upwardly mobile ‘mixed-race’ middle classes who saw
‘whiteness’ and ‘proper’ elocution as metrics of ‘civility’ to be judged and weighed
against.98

Closer to home, senior OAS members Jutta Malnic (b. Berlin, 1924) and the late
Margaret Tuckson (b. Sydney, 1921-2014) drew my attention to the beauty and
Of particular note are Mel’s Chanted Tales: traditional and historic narratives of local people that,
through their retelling sung in ‘local’ dialect and performative acts, serve to retell, repossess/decolonise
and pass on knowledge intrinsic to retaining ‘local’ histories. Since English and Tok Pisin had become
the principal languages (and lingua franca) across Papua New Guinea, Mel has advocated the relearning
of local dialects before they are forever lost. On the other hand, Mel views this as a means to understand
one’s social responsibility within one’s own language. Mel’s work shares an interesting symmetry with
that of Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, who, on March 11 1948, received a Divine message that would lead to his
creation of a 448-letter universal Bété syllabry used to transcribe the oral traditions of his Bété people.
His ‘visual language’ finds articulation on some 1200 pocket-sized cards, transcribed through the
‘urgency’ of ballpoint pen and crayons. The cards, reminiscent of the deities in the Voudun pantheon,
depict an arcane symbolism skirted by textual characters, each containing its own unique oracle and
vision of Bété history. It is interesting to consider Bruly Bouabré’s endeavours in light of the fact that he
was among the first generations of Ivorians to be educated under the French colonial administration.
There is an old African dictum, common throughout the continent, that goes: when an old person dies a
library dies with them. In thinking of Mel and Bruly Bouabré, I had often thought of this.
See: Bram Posthumus, “Michael Mel: ‘I had to re-learn my own language’”, The Power of Culture,
interview, December 2006, http://www.powerofculture.nl/en/current/2006/december/mel.html, accessed 9
April 2018.
98 The tapa cloth anagrams in the Venice installation (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for R.U. & R.U.
(2015) essentially find root in these conjunctions developed from notebooks often composed when
abroad, noting also that tapa cloth is a traditional material of exchange in Polynesian and Melanesian
traditions.
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craftsmanship of Melanesian ceramics, weavings, basketry and billums, lower Sepik
masks and Massim carving; in particular canoe splashboards and Kula artifacts, key to
Branislaw Malinowski’s early studies on Kula ritual and gift exchange.99 This would
prompt me to reassess artists’ collections central in the development of early
Modernism, highlighting a more complex train of discourse between African and
Oceanic artifacts feverishly collected by European artists from the turn of the late
1900s; largely for aesthetic reasons or infatuated by the notion of the ‘noble savage’ and
therefore lacking in deeper cultural knowledge and insight. This sparked more pertinent
questions around ownership, cultural and monetary values, provenance, and the
circulation of these materials, leading my interests back to Malinowski’s early work in
Argonauts of the Western Pacific (1922).100 Marcel Mauss’s The Gift (1925) to Créolité
intellectuals Frantz Fanon and Édouard Glissant 101 formed a counterpoint to Claude
Lévi-Strauss’ reflections on the psychology of the bricoleur in The Savage Mind (1962)
and my interests in autonomy and Jean Duffet’s Art Brut collections; all particularly
pertinent in light of films such as Chris Marker’s Les statues meurent aussi (Statues
Also Die, 1953), Si j'avais quatre dromedaries (1966) and Sans Soleil (1983), which
would later influence me as an itinerant, self-taught photographer.

My interest in bricolage, cultural appropriation and the circulation and value of objects
dovetailed, back then, with the work of English anthropologist-curator Michael
Jutta Malnic (b. Berlin, 1924) is a documentary photographer, writer and filmmaker. Since the 1980s
her work has focused on the Trobriand Island’s Kula ritual. Malnic was the first European woman to
undertake a ‘traditional’ Kula voyage at the invitation of the late paramount Chief Nalubtau. See Malnic
and John Kasaipwolova’s publication Kula: Myth and Magic in the Trobriand Islands, Cowrie Books,
Sydney, 1998. Margaret Tuckson, a friend of Malnic’s and potter was the wife of the late Australian
abstractionist Tony Tuckson. Margaret was a highly regarded voice on Melanesian ceramics. I am
indebted much to Malnic and Tuckson and in recent years have formed a close friendship with Malnic.
See Tuckson and anthropologist Patricia May’s book The Traditional Pottery of Papua New Guinea,
Crawford House Publishing, Adelaide, 1982.
100 Branislaw Malanowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific: An Account of Native Enterprise and
Adventure in the Archipelagos of Melanesian New Guinea, Routledge, London, 2013 edition.
101 Notable here: Frantz Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks, 1952 and Glissant’s Poetics of Relation,
translated by Betsy Wing, University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1997.
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O’Hanlon. Of particular relevance is O’Hanlon’s important British Museum exhibition,
Paradise: Portraying the New Guinea Highlands (1993),102 which introduced European
audiences to ‘contemporary’ Wahgi Valley war shields that had come to include
fascinating cross-cultural references from images of The Phantom and SP Lager beer
cans, to Kalashnikovs and the written word, often transcribed in bold household
enamels. Waghi Valley shields would make a significant impact on me, not only for
their ‘modern’ appropriations and use of text and image, but for their inventive use of
materials that spoke of wider cultural and economic circulations, and the crosspollination of global forces and economics at play–some made from beaten down 44gallon oil drums, others using the handles of Japanese cars crudely attached for support.
By the late 1990s, Carey had come to collect a number of these shields, most of which
were purchased earlier by the late gallerist Ray Hughes and began to circulate among
important biennials and museum collections, here and abroad. I too had purchased a
number at the time, two of which would resurface among the artifacts presented in my
Venice installation.

As a young OAS member, I had also been exposed to early ‘ethnographic’
documentation of the South Pacific, later discovering the work of John Layard
(England, 1891-1974), in particular his accounts of the then “New Hebrides” on the
island of Malekula (1914-15) where I too had travelled with NiVanuatu friends. 103
However, it was significant Australian documentary filmmakers and photographers of
the 1970s and 1980s that would make the greatest impact on me, figures such as Dennis
O’Rouke, Jerry Leach, and Gary Kildea who had long been active in the Pacific and
See Michael O’Hanlon, Paradise: Portraying the New Guinea Highlands, British Museum Press,
London, 1993.
103 I first encountered Layard’s photographs in 2006 in the archives of Vanuatu’s Cultural Centre, Port
Vila. At the time I had been working as a printmaking teacher (2004-2009) and had taken an interest in
missionary history in Vanuatu prior to independence in 1980.
102
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critical of Australia’s protracted role as neocolonial ‘deputy sheriff’, despite Papua New
Guinea’s independence as an Australian Territory in 1975.104 For me, their work took
on an amplified resonance when considered in the light of the lingering ghost of the
White Australia Policy, finally exorcised in 1973, incidentally two years after my
family’s arrival in Sydney after fleeing apartheid in 1971.

These interests extended to a more recent generation of prominent Australian
photojournalists and artists also active across the region: from Ben Bohane and Stephen
Dupont (noted in the previous chapters), to the early installations and photographs of
Simryn Gill (noted earlier), Narelle Jubelin (b. Australia, 1960), and the Berlin-based
Pakeha artist, Michael Stevenson (b. New Zealand, 1964). Of particular note was
Jubelin’s Trade Delivers People (1993), a project that looked specifically at trade and
exchange and the global circulation of objects and artifacts, while Stevenson’s The Gift
(from ‘Argonauts of the Timor Sea’) (2004-2006) in my view is exemplary for its
entwinement of complex cultural narratives and artifactual reconstructions, conflating
the late Ian Fairweather’s failed attempt to sail from Darwin to Timor on a self-made
raft in 1952 with the polemics of alternative modes of economic exchange central to
Malinowski’s studies on Kula exchange.105 It is in the context of this condensed arc that

104

Notable are Dr. Jerry Leach’s and Gary Kildea’s classic, Trobriand Cricket: An Ingenious Response
to Colonialism (1974). Also noteworthy are Dennis O’Rouke’s films Yumi Yet–Independence for Papua
New Guinea (1976), The Shark Callers of Kontu (1982), and Cannibal Tours (1988), while lesser known
zoological and anthropological BBC TV series and films by David Attenborough such as Zooquest
(1954-63), A Blank on the Map (1971) and The Tribal Eye (1975) were of additional, antiquated interest.
105 By coincidence I had the pleasure of meeting Narelle Jubelin whilst in Venice for the 2015 Biennale
opening and have since kept in contact. My work, Trade Delivers (sometimes): Vignettes for N.J.,
discussed in my chapter two interview, takes its title from her work and is an homage to her Venice
Biennale installation which premiered in 1990. In terms of my own interests in exchange and currency, it
is worth considering Jubelin’s approach as described by Vivien Johnson in “People Deliver Art”,
exhibition catalogue, Mori Gallery, Sydney, 1990. Johnson states: “Narelle Jubelin’s project–Trade
Delivers People–was first completed for the Aperto exhibition at the 1990 Venice Biennale. The title
alludes to the international system of exchange, to trading and diplomatic protocols. The sequence of
objects plays on the idea of currency–hard currency, symbolic currency and even human currency. The
system of exchange relates also to the specific configuration Jubelin has determined for the images and
objects within each of the three versions of the project. The relationship established in each ensemble
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I drew solace from combining my interests in collection, objects and language with the
work of socially and politically aware installation artists from Africa, Oceania and Latin
America–figures for whom their selections of objects, language or photographs are
inseparable from the socio-economic, political and cultural narratives for which they are
precisely employed.

In hindsight, this condensed arc of regional practices served as a refreshing antidote to
the limited scope of university curricula I found myself exposed to; one that, in my
view, still pandered to ‘white’ north Atlantic developments as its metric for innovation
to be weighed against. But most importantly, back then, as a student of sculpture, it
prompted more urgent questions regarding the social role of objects and the broader
implications they may suggest within ‘entangled’ historical narratives and discourses of
circulation. But more than this, the lack of representation I had felt as a student led to
the will to cleave open a ‘hybrid’ space of my own: one that was at once specific and
integrative of my place within the region, but also stood as a voice against the dominant
veil of ‘white amnesia’ that all too pervasively overlooked its entangled, traumatic past.
At the time, the circumstances drew to mind the words of the late African American
poet, James Baldwin who, reflecting on America’s equally brutal past, stated in his
eloquent Harlem lecture (1963): “we have conquered a continent but are yet to become
a country.”106 In my view, in the Australian context, Baldwin’s affirmation still rings
true for a colonised nation that continues to grapple with its sense of identity,

focuses attention on issues of colonialism and post-colonialism, and considers the aesthetic functioning of
objects and artifacts. Objects can be seen as enigmatic icons or anonymous signifiers of ‘Primitive Art’–
symptoms of the colonialist enterprise, where trade and mercantile interests soon transformed themselves
into paths of invasion. Framing is crucial to the content and threads of ideas are often, literally, brought
together in Jubelin’s use of petit point.”
106 From a speech by James Baldwin at the University of Chicago on 21 May 21 1963. The speech was
entitled The Moral Responsibility of the Artist.
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propagated through the highly controlled censorship of wider cultural narratives and a
pervasive lack of the self-reflexivity required to confront the sores of past injustices.

As an Australian of colour from a migrant background I can’t shed the optic of our
colonial past; I too, as a ‘settler’, am part of that entangled narrative. Yet few
Australians I meet know that Papua New Guinea was until recently an Australian
territory. And while First Nation Australians were only granted the vote in 1967, the
White Australia policy remained until 1973. Land rights and mining companies, the
exploitation of natural resources; genocide; Stolen Generations; incarceration and
deaths in custody; the Blackbirding of South Sea Islanders; the so-called “Pacific
Solution”; Manus Island, Nauru and children in detention. It is through this prism that
much of my thinking about the region, my place within it and the erasure of wider
narratives are shaded. Not that this was ever taught to me as a kid in school where the
focus was on the ‘noble pioneer’ as the master narrative. Finally, as an antidote to this,
objects, collections and their ‘reconfiguring’ by artists may act as powerful ciphers for
the retelling/restructuring of historical narratives: to alter, amend or disrupt largely
unquestioned, socially dominant narratives.
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CHAPTER INTERLUDE: INTERVIEW AND
COLLECTION CASE STUDY
Part 1. An Interview (with Vera Mey)
Interview (extract): Vera Mey and Newell Harry
The following Q&A is an extract from a series of conversations between curator Vera Mey and
me held whilst I was artist in residence at the Centre for Contemporary Art, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore (CCA NTU, February-April 2015). The transcript that
follows has not been previously published.
Vera Mey (b. Auckland, 1986) is an independent curator and current PhD candidate at the
School of African and Oriental Studies (SOAS), University of London, UK. Between 2014– and
2016, Mey was Curator of Residencies, Centre for Contemporary Art, Nanyang Technological
University, Singapore. Mey, along with founding Director Uta Meta Bauer and curator Anca
Rajoiu, was part of the founding team to establish the CCA NTU. Mey’s research investigates
modern and contemporary Southeast Asian Art.

Vera Mey: I am interested in your methodology using encounter and vernacular
histories as well as an interest in the material make up of objects like ‘hybrid’
crafts and toys. Chancing upon various histories in a happenstance non-canonical
or anecdotal way seems vitally important to you. Is this because some of the
creolised cultures and histories you are interested in are hard to research, in the
sense that documentation can be sparse? Or is it partially due to the forms you
encounter and their material make up suggest deeper entanglements or ‘forgotten’
histories? For example, those toy fans you have in your studio made from outcast
rubbish hint at wider global narratives in trade, migration and capital.
Newell Harry: I identify with Creole histories and peoples of ‘mixed-race’ simply
because I’m of mixed-race heritage. While it’s certainly true my family’s history is
sketchy in terms of the lack of records–not uncommon for Western Cape slave
descendants–Creole histories and cultures are relatively well documented from the
perspective of colonial studies, linguistics, or musicology. But until more recently that
strand of history was largely recorded through a ‘white’ lens and judged against the
metrics of ‘grand narratives’ and European achievements. So, my interests lie in
considering more minor threads that have been neglected or remain untold for whatever
reasons. It’s not something I outwardly pursue in my work, but rather remains there in
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the background. That perhaps is one of the reasons I’m drawn to collecting. There’s also
nothing more I love than scouring through thrift shops, bazaars or deceased estates. It’s
a way of digging up and reclaiming the ‘lost’; a process of reclamation.
I’m glad you asked about the fans (whirligigs) as it’s an interesting story how I came
across them. It’s quite reminiscent of how I generally begin work, a process that is often
spontaneous and organic. Strolling Malacca’s streets a few weeks back, I came across a
shop in an old the ‘Dutch Quarter’ selling cheap Chinese postcards and small paintings
of Peranakan streets. But what caught my eye weren’t the tourist items but the display
outside. Adorning the front lattice were a playful hive of whirligigs made from almost
every conceivable household junk: beer bottles, old jam tins, aerosol cans, plastic
straws, pipe cleaners and bottle caps, you name it. Initially, I thought they were sold as a
kind of local folk toy for kids. So, when I asked if I could buy a couple and the store
owner told me they weren’t for sale, but that he’d give me a few I couldn’t believe my
luck! On the bus back to Singapore it struck me that there were a number of deeper
relationships between these small fans and the windmill as a symbol of Dutch
Imperialism. It’s a poignant point in terms of Malacca where the Dutch were colonial
masters for over two centuries. This led me to consider the role of windmills as a
driving economic force in Dutch history, used not only to reclaim land and produce
tulips, but also to run the very timber mills that made their superior ships. From there I
considered the role of wind as an energy source central to the Dutch economic machine
and their nautical supremacy. But it’s also an interesting fact that the earliest windmills
were invented in Asia, by the Persians, and developed later by the Chinese. So, in a
roundabout way, our conversation, contextually, comes full circle through reflecting on
this small fan. It’s these kinds of relationships that draw me to such objects that, when
the layers are peeled back, may suggest something deeper. And it’s these kinds of
objects with consideration of their broader connections I might use in my installations
or serve as points of departure. Made from the flotsam and jetsam of capitalist
production, to me, they’re emblematic of the husks of mass consumption and the
ruthless spread of global markets that leave no place untouched.
Back in the ruins of Malacca’s St Paul’s church, I was surprised to discover the burial
place of Marie Van Riebeeck, the wife of Jan Van Riebeeck who established Cape
Town. I’d no idea she had perished in Malacca at the tender age of thirty-five. This
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brought home the close connections shared between the Cape, Dutch colonisation and
the Malaccan Straits. It also made me reflect upon the history of the Cape Malays who
were brought to the Western Cape as slaves from Malaya in the mid 1600s and form an
essential part of Cape Town’s culture. So you can see how my encounter with such a
small ‘insignificant’ object begins to unravel and suggest deeper connections.
VM: What is your process of translating these histories into artworks? In your
work you’ve used materials that have strong reference points to a place, a craft or
technology, like the whirligigs. The works are quite ‘located’ in that sense. And
then there’s the textual layer on top of that which seems to be driven by trying to
create new or humorous references, or tangents. I’m interested in this ‘translation’
of material, from history, to encounter to ‘found’ object, to anecdote to artwork…
Also, these moments of engagement seem so important in your work; a process
that reminds me somewhat of ‘fieldwork’ methodologies. As an artist, how
important are these contact zones you explore and the discoveries you make ‘in the
field’?
NH: Like the whirligigs there’s often luck involved in my finds, while form and
material are largely secondary considerations. I never plan to use particular objects or
materials but find myself drawn to them, or perhaps they’re drawn to me. It’s always
serendipitous and circumstantial and through outside encounters and interaction with
environment that certain objects pop up or are suggested. Having time to slow down,
take walks and interact with my surroundings and people is extremely important.
Getting lost is part of that process and stumbling across things when I’m least expecting
them is the biggest buzz.
I should also stress that I identify more as a collector than artist: someone, who gathers,
compiles, arranges, or reorganises relationships between things that often already exist
in the world. I see it as a somewhat, personal and ‘eccentric’ activity, and to me it has
little to do with ‘fieldwork’ in the conventional sense. When I’m wandering about with
my camera and notebook, I certainly don’t see myself as an artist or ‘researcher’ but a
collector: a collector of images, observations and small encounters. This type of
‘notation’ enfolds to form an ongoing archive alongside notes, recordings, interviews
and artifacts. The process is accumulative. So in a sense my collections are like a kind
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of engine room that drives and informs the other elements of my work, which largely
manifests in installations. It’s a process of perpetuity. But while language and notation
are strong components in my work, equally, if not more, important is the physical
translation of them into material form. So it’s never purely about language alone but the
material upon which words find transcription, or the structures upon which the objects
are designed to be displayed or handled. Whether printed onto swathes of Tongan Ngatu
(tapa cloth), or hand-typed texts on Indian parchment paper, there has to be a strong
conceptual symbiosis between form, language and material. I’m also more interested in
what these combinations between things might suggest or open up rather than being
literal. My works also tend to be abandoned rather than finished. I also tend to continue
working on things many years after they’ve been put aside. There’s no real a specific
beginning or end, but an endless loop of departures and returns.
Vera Mey: I’ve been thinking a lot about language since you showed me your work
and was wondering if you could talk about this notion of double speak or word
play and how this applies to your practice more broadly? Part of my interest in
this comes from my own experience of the English language, which although
English educated, I feel I have a very visceral relationship to. Both my parents are
English as a Second Language speakers and my way of learning languages has
been more intuitive and emotional rather than structural. I like how you create
anagrams, which are poetic and kind of absorb not only formalist language tropes,
but also riff off more playful colloquial pop cultural references. Then there’s the
relationship between the words and reference points you use as a means to draw
on context: is this some pointer to the modification of languages and how,
linguistically, various languages or dialects were cobbled together or appropriated
in the colonies?
Newell Harry: Well, for me, wordplay is a kind of linguistic clay, a game where
language becomes malleable in a basic, generative way. For example, in anagrams I
love how, through the simple rearrangement of letters, meaning changes definition,
while remaining essentially the same in terms of formal structure. It’s a basic method I
use to shift interpretation–a kind of linguistic accordion if you will. It’s also a realm that
produces odd encounters where for instance GOYA and YOGA can inhabit the same
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space, or YODA the Star Wars guru, and DAYO107 the young Nigerian actor, can have
a conversation. Such contrasts defy a logical order, yet at the same time produce
intriguing collisions. For example: SALVES and SLAVES proposes various historical,
racial or religious connotations, while HEAT/HATE/MEAT/MATE suggests sexual
innuendo and tension. It’s the capacity they have to slip beyond the rational and take
you someplace else that I love. I think of them as a kind of crude form of Zen Kōan.
And like Kōans, they propose no easy answers, creating a tension that is both dumb and
serious.
It’s worth recalling anagrams as a game played by children, yet connect to a spread of
more ‘serious’ figures from Moses and Nostradamus, to Da Vinci or Aleister Crowley.
So there’s an element of mysticism, alchemy and the esoteric. There’s also something
about cryptic systems and divination I’m drawn to. On top of this when you include
poetic factors such as metaphor, metonym, metathesis, rhyme/rhythm, assonance,
alliteration or homonym, it’s certainly a rich playing field. These features are greatly
magnified when multiple languages are thrown into the mix and anagrams are used as a
source of ‘translation’. For instance, using them as a method to translate Afrikaans slang
into non-related English texts, or Cockney Rhyming Slang into Bislama. In this way not
only are the meanings and readings changed but also transcend fixity to one specific
context or language. And when used alongside images or objects in installations, the
readings become multi-faceted.
In terms of personal relationships to language–embarrassingly for someone who
claims an interest in them–I’m monolingual, completely illiterate in the Afrikaans or
Mauritian-Creole spoken on my parents’ sides. As you know, I was born in Sydney but
conceived in South Africa. Mum’s family left for Australia at a late stage in her teenage
pregnancy, prompted by the upheavals of apartheid and my grandparents not wanting
me to be born there. Like all ‘Cape Coloured’ folks, I claim a mixed bag of ethnic
heritage that includes French-Mauritian, Dutch/Afrikaner, English, and ‘local’ Khoisa.
Though it’s claimed our lineage also contains Indian, Malay or Javanese. But this
remains disputed among some family members, given little record of our family’s past
exists beyond three generations. But the genealogy seems likely, especially when one
considers the colonial connections between Cape Town, the Dutch East Indies and
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Oladayo A. “Dayo” Okeniyi (b. June 14, 1988) is a Nigerian-American actor.
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subsequent waves of slaves brought from the Western Cape from the mid 1600s.
It’s on the back of such garbled histories I became interested in slangs and Pidgins and
Creoles that emerge from collisions essentially rooted in slavery and imperial trade. I
also like that Creole and Pidgins are symptomatic of a kind of ‘in-betweenness’ or
periphery. It’s interesting to then consider these peripheries as spaces where contacts
occur, where things collide, overlap or merge. I’m sure there’s some cultural
intersection here between my interests in wordplay and anagrammatic slippages, but
what I’m not sure. Like you, I also have a ‘visceral’ relationship with culture and
language that is not rooted to any one specific place or history. I suppose then, it’s
interesting to consider our personal relationships to language, identity and the wider
connections they share.
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Part 2. Collection in Process: The Market Boats of Tahiti

Figure 01
Nicholas Chevalier (Russian 1828–d. London 1902)
Race to the Market, Tahiti (1880)
Reproduction commissioned and published in “The Illustrated Times of London”, October 9 1880
27.5cm x 48cm
Collection of Newell Harry, acquired Nuku’alofa 2010
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The picture by N. Chevalier, a French artist not unknown to the readers of this journal,
reproduced in one of our engravings, represents a race, for the earliest arrival at the
market, among some of the native boatmen and purveyors of vegetables, fruit, yams,
plantains, and other commodities, brought for sale to the chief town of Tahiti. The
recent news of the formal annexation of that island to the territories of the French
Protectorate over the Society Islands, with the exercise of actual rule there, has been
established thirty-five years. This group of islands, with several neighboring groups, the
Austral Isles to the south, including Tubuai, the Low Archipelago to the east, and the
Marquesas to the northeast, are now all under French protection. They are situated in
the eastern Polynesian region of the South Pacific, between the 135th and 155th degrees
of longitude west of the Greenwich meridian, and nearly midway from America to the
Australian coast. The Society group consists of eleven islands, one of which, Tahiti or
Otaheite, is actually occupied by a French colony, while others have small missionary
or mercantile stations, leaving a certain degree of self-government to the native tribes.
Tahiti has an extent of 600 square miles, with a population of 14 000, but less than a
thousand Europeans. The chief town and port is Papiti, which has two-thousand
inhabitants, and carries a respectable amount of maritime traffic, exporting some
cotton and sugar, cocoa-nuts, and mother-of-pearl to France and Germany, and some
other native produce to California and China. Its French townsfolk, in remembrance
and imitation of Paris, have named its principle street Rue de Rivoli, and it has a
Roman Catholic Cathedral, and Government Offices, bearing titles similar to those
public buildings in the capital of France. The native race, with whom Captain Cook’s
voyages made us familiar a long time ago, are handsome brown people, with curling
black hair and agreeable faces, more especially beautiful in the female sex. It is said,
however, that they are much addicted to laziness, drunkenness, and other forms of
licentiousness, and that their numbers have diminished since they came under European
direction. But the same result has been observed in the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands,
notwithstanding the benevolent efforts of American Protestant missionaries to save that
interesting variety of mankind.108
The Illustrated London News, 9 October 9 1880, pp. 353-354. The painting Race to the Market, Tahiti
(1880) is part of the AGNSW collection, purchased in 1881. On the painting, the AGNSW online archive
states: “Born in Russia, Nicolas Chevalier arrived in Melbourne in 1855 during the gold rush, becoming
an illustrator for Melbourne Punch and exploring different parts of the region with his friend and painter,
Eugene von Guérard. Ten years later Chevalier moved to New Zealand. In 1869 he joined the HMS
Galatea as an artist with the Duke of Edinburgh on the voyage to the East and back to London with stops
including Tahiti, He remained in London for the rest of his life. ‘Race to the Market, Tahiti’ was
108
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The above text accompanies an engraving of Race to the Market, Tahiti, that I
purchased in Nuku’alofa in 2010 (Figure 01). I first encountered Race to the Market,
Tahiti (1880), the original painting by Nicholas Chevalier (1828-1902), in 1983 as a
child, on a school excursion to the Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney. On seeing
the picture, I instantly fell in love with Chevalier’s dog, Tuppenny, who resembled a
beloved Silky Terrier I had as a child (incidentally named Tuppence), but who was
unfortunately stolen.

I want to use the story behind this print and the off-chance encounters that lie beneath
its acquisition as an example. For it is the collection of such items and the stories behind
them that I find as fascinating as, if not more compelling and ripe with potential than,
the items themselves. I met Ginette Hodgson (1934-2016) from whom I purchased the
engraving, while on a brief trip to Nuku Alofa with Tongan-Australian Hip Hop artist
Charles Lomu, aka “Six Pound” in 2010. Lomu had accompanied me to Tonga to
introduce me to family and friends engaged in the making of Tongan Ngatu, the local
form of tapa cloth I had taken an interest in and was keen to research. The narrative and
reflections that follow aim to unpack one example of the way I encounter and collect the
objects that enter my orbit, and the musing that goes on, before they find potential
placement in my installations.

On a walk through the backstreets of Nuku’alofa one afternoon, I chance upon a small
hand-painted sign announcing concrete pots, art and local handicrafts for sale. This marks
the entrance to a path leading to the small fibro home of Ginette Hodgson. The smell of
cats, cigarettes and coconut oil mingle in the thick afternoon air. I knock on the door and
wait a few moments before the waif-contour of Hodgson appears behind a thin screen.

produced from that tour, painted from sketches made at Opunohu Bay. The central focus of the
composition is Chevalier’s dog, Tuppenny, which figures in many of the artist’s Pacific paintings.”
See: https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/6080/, accessed 13 June 2019.
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Ushered in, I’m offered a seat and a glass of chilled limewater. The living room is
plastered with newspaper clippings (in which she appears) and handwritten laminated
signs hung from thin threads and thumbtacks: ‘dogs have masters, cats have slaves’, reads
one; ‘please do not breathe while I smoke’, reads another. I’m impressed. Hodgson is
nothing less than eccentric,a feisty old stick who doesn’t take fools lightly–including me.
After a few minutes of casual chat, she softens, revealing her life in the islands and how
she ended up, somewhat destitute, a lone, elderly Canadian woman selling bric-a-brac
from her humble living room in Nuku‘alofa’s backstreets. She pulls out a folio of numerous
prints and objects, some rather kitsch, that she has carved herself. But it’s the 19th century
engravings that catch my eye, Chevalier’s “Race to the Market, Tahiti” among them. The
image wells up memories of the old air-conditioned halls of the Art Gallery of New South
Wales where, for the first time, I saw Chevalier’s painting. I make the purchase for a
modest sum, linger for a while taking photographs and leave soon after.

Until 2016 I had completely forgotten about the print until chancing upon it while going
through an old portfolio of works on paper. Rediscovering it for the first time in years, I
felt the urge to look Hodgson up, recalling our brief engagement and my experience of
photographing her eccentric living room. To my surprise a quick Google search
produced an image of a book with her on the cover, which I swiftly purchased through
Amazon. Fascinated by the island stories her husband, a retired Canadian naval officer,
had shared with her on return from a post on Nulu’alofa, in the wake of her husband’s
death in 1980, Hodgson sold up all that she owned and relocated to Tonga to forge a
new start. Four-years on, her friend, Keith Malcolm Williams, self-published the
‘amateurishly’ written book I had bought entitled A Pioneer in Paradise109, detailing the
trials and tribulations Hodgson faced attempting to build a new life in Nuku’alofa as an
expatriate woman. 110 The book reads as a kind of gender-inversed Gauguin story:
dissatisfied white woman escapes to the tropics seeking an ‘exotic’ new life, weds a
softly-spoken Tongan man (many years her junior), marrying into a ‘traditional’ family,
Keith Malcolm Williams, A Pioneer in Paradise, On-demand Publishing, Victoria B.C., 2004.
The book’s back blurb sums up the read perfectly: “In 1984, Ginette Hodgson decided that her life was
leading nowhere, so she quit the “rat-race” and moved to Tonga. Her deceased husband had fallen in love
with the islands, when he visited Tonga, whilst serving in the Canadian Navy. It had been his dream to
retire there. Ginette decided to fulfill that dream.”
109
110
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builds (and pays for) a house in the bush, runs low on cash trying to set up numerous
failed ventures, before things go pear-shaped and family and cultural tensions arise, the
relationship eventually falling flat and her ex-husband nicking off to New Zealand in
search of ‘better prospects’. The book had since been discontinued. The stamp in my
used copy reveals the edition had been ‘discarded’ from the Public Library of Santa
Cruz, California. But how it got there and found its way to Amazon leaves as much
room for conjecture as Hodgson’s life, or the provenance of the print. A final search
revealed an article in the Vancouver Times Colonist that detailed, how, by 2014,
Hodgson had moved back to Canada after time spent living impoverished in Mexico.111
Returning to Vancouver, unable to afford the skyrocketing rents, Hodgson was forced to
take refuge in a local homeless shelter, scraping by on an age pension. Reading this
news, I tried to establish contact with Hodgson to see if I could be of any assistance. My
attempts proved futile. Sadly, in 2017 I found she had passed away.

As an ‘outsider’, Hodgson’s narrative attracts me. And while her biography is filled
with clichés, there is a certain authenticity about the character I met and her story which
falls outside more mainstream depictions of the South Pacific as ‘idyllic’. Yet, having
lived and worked across the region, I know that her story is far from uncommon.
Indeed, Western literature, fact and fiction, abounds with island tales of failed
adventures of ‘old whitey’ going ‘troppo’ only to end up broke, dying in isolation,
alcoholic or going mad among ‘the natives’, malaria and heat. On my return from
Nuku’alofa, I caught up with Ruby Iongi (b. 1944), a Ballina-based Tongan woman and
close friend of my late grandmother and Aunty Lavinia. Hearing of my travels, Ruby
had taken an interest in my time in Nuku’alofa and was keen to hear of my experiences
See Times Colonist article, “82-year-old living in Victoria homeless shelter,” 29 October 2014,
https://www.timescolonist.com/news/local/82-year-old-living-in-victoria-homeless-shelter-1.1480899,
accessed 15 August 2016.
111
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and whom I had met. As our chat unfolded, six degrees of separation emerged between
the people I had encountered. Ruby was not only familiar with the Sydney-based Lomu
family with whom I was working but had also heard of the ‘crazy Canadian’ through
family residing not far from Hodgson. Concluding our conversation, Ruby would
entrust me with a unique, personal gift: a rare, 1950s photographic portrait of Her
Majesty Queen Salote Tupou III (1900-1965), tenderly pasted on Tongan Ngatu and
woven pandanus backing (Figure 02). When I requested to use her gift in an art work,
Ruby would permit me to do so on the proviso that time and circumstances were right.
That time is yet to arrive, and perhaps it never will.

Since rediscovering Chevalier’s engraving, I have often thought of how the
convergence between these stories, characters, objects and the photographs that
surround the experience, might be combined to add a contemporary twist to Chevalier’s
painting. How the six degrees of separation between Charles Lomu, Ruby’s gift, my
chance meeting with Hodgson, her shoddy biography, my fondness for Chevalier’s
picture–and our dogs, Tuppence and Tuppenny–might be entwined to complete the
circle through some sort of museum intervention. Would it be possible to remap
Chevalier’s 19th century South Pacific sojourns with Hodgson’s (mis)adventure, my
encounter with her, and my fortunate purchase of Race to the Market, Tahiti? Could the
objects, narratives and photographs I recorded in Hodgson’s living room form a
‘contemporary’ conversation that departs with the engraving and ends with an intimate
presentation of materials in the ‘classical’ section of the AGNSW, where Chevalier’s
picture has hung since 1881? Or what about a complete, anagrammatic reinterpretation
of “A Pioneer in Paradise”–and what might this say? While this remains nothing more
than conjecture, contemplating Hodgson’s story and the materials that surround the
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print remains filled with potential. As with most of my projects, the things I pick up
often lie fallow for many years, only to find placement, when, as Ruby wisely suggests,
the right stars align.
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Figure 02
Artist unknown
Portrait of Her Majesty Queen Salote Tupou III (1900-1965)
Photograph on Tongan Ngatu, vegetable dye and woven pandanus backing
36cm x 26.5cm (approx.) irregular
Collection of Newell Harry; gift of Ruby Iongi
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CHAPTER FOUR: COLLECTIONS AND
MUSEUMS OF INFLUENCE
In this chapter I provide five case studies of collections that have been pivotal to my
thoughts and practice throughout this project. The studies are short reflections. My aim
is to provide contrasting illustrations of the types of collections I’ve been drawn to and
general musings on varied methods of organisation and display of materials between
them. While relationships may be drawn across these vignettes, I should make clear that
I make no attempt to try and bridge them as a consistent thematic whole. In the final
section of the chapter I give an example of how these collections have converged to
influence the final practical piece of the project, in the ensemble, Henry M Waller:
Content from the Archive of a ‘lost’ South African Modern (1966-), an ongoing project
first exhibited in 2017.
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4.1 The Pilioko and Michoutouchkine Foundation, Port Vila
I am not sure on the artistic value, I am not an expert and the paintings are indeed
expensive. The fact is that Mr Pilioko is just unique. He is a witness of what living life as
an artist through and through means. It is really very, very interesting and heart
touching.
Appraisal from anonymous tourist, TripAdvisor website, 2018.

Figure 4.1
Entrance to Pilioko and Michoutouchkine Foundation, Pango Point, Port Vila (2018)
Photograph: Newell Harry

The Pilioko & Michoutouchkine Foundation is no conventional art museum. Visitors
may drop by and spend time with the artist during opening hours from 10am-5pm,
seven days a week, though time is supple for the artist and lived by the local
colloquialism of aelan time (island time). Since the mid-sixties Aloï Pilioko (b. Wallis
Islands, 1935) has worked away in his immensely cluttered studio-home-cum-museum
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on the edge of Erakor Lagoon, Pango Point, a palm thronged enclave of villages on the
outskirts of Port Vila. Visitors have long been drawn to Pango’s tropical beauty and I
too have frequented the peninsula over many years, finding respite in its tranquil beauty.
It’s in this setting that Pilioko welcomes his guests to view him at work, make a
purchase or, as is the custom, share stories with him over shots of Russian vodka.
Surrounded by his pets–cats, dogs, fowl and local fauna–Picasso or Gauguin would be
envious of this zesty 84-year-old’s Eden. In early 2018 I paid Pilioko a visit with my
mother, to whom he had taken a particular shine.112 The text that ensues describes that
visit.

Knocked up and built over decades, the compounds and rooms have been organically
added as needed and appear to follow no fixed set of instructions. Abraham
Cruzvillegas would be proud of this Rubik’s cube of Pacific architectural bricolage. The
house and surrounding indoor-outdoor studios mirror the accretive qualities of the
collections within them. Because of the South Pacific’s year round heat, unlike northern
climes, boundaries between interior and exterior space are porous. In place of doubleglazed windows, air-con and climate-controlled humidifiers are open shutters, besser
blocks and exposed rafters. Divides between inside and outside dissolve and cycles of
growth and entropy are physically present. Air freely circulates, but so too do moisture
and moss. Nature seeps in, leaving its accretive trace on the objects and artifacts inside,
echoing the organic way these collections have built up over time, formed like sediment
in layers.

I first met Pilioko while staying in Port Vila in 2005. I saw a small exhibition of his work at the
Alliance Française, bought the accompanying catalogue and, by a twist of fate, ran into him that
afternoon at the local post office and had him sign my copy–although, years on, he did not recall our
meeting.
112
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Inside the main three-storey abode, countless objects crowd tables, and walls covered in
patchworks of photographs, newspaper clippings and posters from exhibitions past
make for an intriguing installation. Elsewhere, posters of French and Russian politicians
jostle with bamboo furniture, shell collections and Ambrym slit gongs. Combined, the
setting forms a rambling mosaic of the artist’s life and interests, reflecting the artist’s
world travels with Michoutouchkine and imbued with his personal vision. Each nook
and cranny is chocked to the rafters; a lifetime of work and collection. The total sum
reads as a living and breathing Gesamtkustwerk, the artist’s Aladdin’s Cave, his “magic
encyclopaedia”.

As we down our second shot, a strong ‘performative’ feel animates Pilioko as he tells us
of his time from becoming a young missionary in Samoa, to working on copra
plantations in the pre-independent New Hebrides. He speaks of his chance discovery of
art in Nouméa, and there, meeting his life partner, the late Russian artist Nikolai
Michoutouchkine (1929-2010), who would encourage the talents of the young artist
early on. The stories continue, indulging us with insights into his daily rituals: rising at
4am to take chicory and coffee, before performing morning ablutions, scattering freshly
picked hibiscus flowers on the heads of Buddhist statues that nestle among his garden. It
dawns on me that I am not just a visitor but perhaps also an actor, part of Pilioko’s cast
of daily acts as he goes about painting, tending his pets and entertaining guests as they
pop in for tea or something stronger.
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Figure 4.2
Documentation of Aloï Pilioko
The artist feeding his fowl (circa mid 1960s)
Photographer unknown
Image: © Aloï Pilioko, Port Vila113

113

Published in: Aloï Pilioko: Artist of the Pacific, South Pacific Social Science Association with the
Institute of Pacific Studies, University of the South Pacific, Suva, n.d.
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Figures 4.3-4.4
Top and bottom: Studio views of Aloï Pilioko & Michoutouchkine Foundation, Pango Point, Port Vila.
Photograph: Newell Harry
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Figs.4.5-4.6
Top and bottom: spaces around the home of Pilioko and Michoutouchkine
Photographs: Newell Harry
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As I wander about photographing the collections and casually chatting with him, it
dawns on me further that the use of the term ‘museum’ here is a definition in passing.
As a highly personal ‘home museum”’–a living space–what it certainly is not is a
museal tasked with the job of freezing time and embalming past histories in lifepreserving boxes. This is not a space that contains or seals life off, but, on the contrary,
revels in its rambling ambiguities, its melding between interior and exterior spaces and
its highly personalised, ever-changing displays, that shift with the artist’s daily life and
interests. Nor are we overshadowed by the watchful presence of guards, instructed by
directive captions, asked politely to mind our step or keep noise down. Instead we are
invited to access these collections through the corporeality of touch and feel, to
converse with the artist around his garden table, to share a drink and exchange stories as
he guides us around his home-studio. In her essay on the “house museum” of Virginia
Woolf, Nuala Hancock could be easily mistaken for describing the Pilioko museum; she
states:

The house museum offers a peculiarly direct encounter with the materiality of another’s
life. As we enter the interior spaces of the house, we immerse ourselves in the lived context
of the commemorated life. Walls and floors, drapes and furnishings envelop us. The
material fabric of the other’s life wraps itself around us. And as we attune to the tactile
spatiality of the house, we discover ourselves surrounded by objects; thronged by things
[…] For the materiality of the house museum is doubly layered: this is an archive within an
archive; both container and contained […] Unprotected by the museal glass case,
unmediated by interpretive texts, these intimate ‘things’ are displayed in ways that are
immediately susceptible, sensorily apprehensible. Together they take on a performative
role, related elements in a museal mise en sene, inviting us to participate in a tangible
interior world, wherein we might adumbrance the lived, material processes of the other.114

Nula Hancock, “Virginia Woolf’s Glasses: Material Encounters in the Literary/Artistic House
Museum”, in Museum Materialities: Objects, Engagments, Interpretations, Sarah H. Dudley (ed.).
Routledge, New York, 2010, p 114.
114
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Leaving Pilioko elated and tipsy, I ponder where the boundaries between an artist’s
work, life and collections lie. Are not such spaces as the Pilioko museum ideal models
for rethinking the ways in which we access, interact with, engage with and experience
art, or artists’ collections? Or would the anointment and incorporation of such
collections in more conventional institutions merely cast them as ‘precious’, and in so
doing, encase them in vitrines and/or enshroud them with authoritative texts? Would
they become more widely accessible, yet sadly inaccessible to interaction, touch and
feel? What then is a collection or museum and who (or what) defines the ‘quality’ or
value of the ‘things’ within it? Moreover, who are the ‘purveyors of taste’ that
determine these decisions, and more importantly, the metrics used to measure and
quantify their value or ‘quality’? These are not questions I seek to answer but mused
over on the bus home from Pilioko’s.
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Figures 4.7-4.8
Top and bottom: spaces around the home of Pilioko and Michoutouchkine
Photographs: Newell Harry
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Figures 4.9-4.10
Top and bottom: interior views of home of Aloï Pilioko and Nicolai Michoutouchkine, Pango Point, Port Vila
Photographs: Newell Harry
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4.2 Kolumba Museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne, Germany
In 2016 while in Weimar for an exhibition, I had the good fortune to meet and befriend
the Berlin-based artist, Thomas Rentmeister (b. Germany, 1964).115 Rentmeister holds a
Professorship at Hochschule für Bildende Künste Braunschweig (HBK), and, at his
invitation to present a talk for his students in early 2017, I spent extended time in
Germany with the benefit of his guidance and introduction to a number of institutions.
A highlight of my trip was a visit to Kolumba Museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne,
and, through Rentmeister’s generous introduction, I had the chance to meet with Dr
Stefan Kraus (b. Germany, 1960), Director of Kolumba Museum.116 My conversation
with Kraus left an indelible mark on me, particularly concerning his curatorial ethos
towards the display of Kolumba’s collections. The thoughts that follow stem from that
visit.

Founded by the Society for Christian Art in 1853, and, in 1989, taken over by the
Archdiocese of Cologne, Kolumba houses a vast collection of art and artifacts spanning
late antiquity to the most cutting edge.117 The exhibitions are meticulously crafted by
Kraus and his curatorium. Only one show per year is curated, often combining items
from vastly different epochs and art and non-art contexts. But the key point of Kraus’
curatorial strategy, and my interest in his work, lies in Kolumba’s omission of dates,
labels and historical and interpretative descriptions. Such approaches recall Swiss
curator Harald Szeemann’s (Swiss, 1933-2005) curatorial methodology. In particular,
Rentmeister and I were part of the group exhibition, Der Kula Ring: Aesthetic Considerations of
sharing Exchange, curated by Alfons Hug, for the Goethe Institute’s, biennial Cultural Symposium, held
that year in Weimar, 2 June-10 July 2016.
116 For a small publication on the museum’s history see “Salve: Review for Theology, Spiritual Life, and
Culture”, originally issued in German and in the Czech original as its annual edition, No. 2, Year 21,
Krystal Publishers, Prague , 2011.
117 Bettina Carrington, “Kolumba, Art Museum of the Archdiocese of Cologne, by Atelier Peter
Zumthor”, Architectural Record, 19 January 2008, https://www.architecturalrecord.com/articles/8067kolumba-art-museum-of-the-archdiocese-of-cologne-by-atelier-peter-zumthor?v=preview.
115
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my thoughts go back to Szeemann’s Documenta V (1972), for the way he chose to
exhibit “[objects] that did not [necessarily] belong to the realm of art, creating a mixture
of ordinary objects and fetish items that belonged to popular, political, or kitsch culture,
as well as to religious and outsider art.”118 Likewise, in Kolumba, a delicate series of
small working drawings by Paul Thek (US, 1933-1988) may inhabit a cavernous hall
with nothing but a minimalist tray of ‘primitive’ rosary beads and a small Byzantine
icon in the opposite corner. But what are we to make of these relationships? And how
are ‘less-informed’ visitors unfamiliar with Thek, Byzantine history or Christian Art, to
read, make sense of, or find an entry point to grasp these works or connections between
them–particularly in the absence of captions and interpretive texts?

Denied any contextual purchase, Kolumba’s exhibits cast me into an ahistorical gravityfree chamber, where compass points between time, context and geography evaporate,
and threads between past and present dissolve. Historicisation and chronology are
shown the door to make way for my own personal, intuitive responses. But levelled also
are my assumptions of the value of these ‘things’, given that authorship is erased and
ambiguous, leaving me open to contemplate what these things are, why they are there,
who made them, or what their worth–epistemological, cultural or monetary–might
possibly be. As a curatorial strategy, this tactful cleaving of ‘things’ from their past or
utility, frees me to ‘see’ them beyond the crutch of administrative descriptions. In an
interview on his thoughts on museums and curatorship, Kraus states:

For me, a statement I read in Gunter Grass’ book Der Butt (The Flounder) became a
seminal experience. This is a novel I devoured when it first came out in 1979. “In airconditioned rooms, art has no memory of its origins”, we read at one point. I really do not

Lucia Pesapane, Introduction to “Documenta 5: Questioning Reality–Image Worlds Today, 1972”, in
Harald Szeemann. Individual Methodology, Florence Derieux (ed.), JPR Ringier, Zurich, 2007, p. 91.
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need to add anything more to this […] Unfortunately, in many museums I am unable to
recognise that the methods and working procedures used there were developed on the basis
of the works of art. Often the expected mass of visitors seems to be the real point of
departure. I also find that museums resemble one another too much. How can it be that, for
the most part, I find works on display by the same artists, and then each time follow the
same procedures? I go to the cash desk, I buy a ticket, I get an audio guide, I find little
labels next to the works, etc.119

The interview goes on:

The statement that “in air-conditioned rooms, art has no memory of its origins” refers to the
origin of the works of art. If you have ever entered a studio and know what the artists are
actually doing in there, then as a non-artist you can gain a little notion of what a challenge it
really is to go there every day and make something that no one has asked for. I see it as an
obligation for the museum to tell us a little more about this in order that an understanding
develops for what reason and with what goal a person creates art at all.120

There is a lovely paradox in Kraus’ desire “to tell us a little more” about Art by doing
precisely the opposite: telling us less. By approaching Kolumba’s collections this way, I
can appreciate the ‘visual experience’ of the objects unfettered by the omniscient voice
of museological interpretation. As a visitor to the museum, I may discover new and
surprising relationships between the objects of my own accord, inspired more by my
personal experiences and associations removed from the lens of administrative
instruction. This museological conflict between what we see and what we are told to
look at draws to mind Michael Taussig’s reflections concerning our over-conditioned
reliance on written language at the expense of ‘visual experience’. Thinking about
language he writes:
While the Oxford dictionary is all words, Webster’s dictionary combines words with
beautiful little drawings the size of a postage stamp. In its 1360 pages, I would guess there
“Kolumba–The Museum as a Laboratory of Aesthetics, Interview with Stefan Kraus,” conducted by
Norbert Schmidt, in Salve: Review for Theology, Spiritual Life, and Culture edition, No. 2, Prague, 2011,
p 36.
120Kraus, “Kolumba”, p. 36.
119
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could be 1360 of these drawings. My eye strays to the drawing of a horse’s hoof as I read
the entry under “honor.” The hoof is displayed such that the parts of its underside are easily
seen and named. Honor is certainly interesting, but not as interesting as this drawing of a
hoof. Not only does it leap out at you but makes you ask how on earth a purely verbal
description could get even close to this, bearing in mind you can’t have much honor
without a hoof, but a hoof without honor is fine. What madness to rely on words!121

He continues:

At first a child is told stories. Then it is read to by its mother and father usually from a
lavishly illustrated children’s book with but a few lines of text per page. As the child grows,
so the illustrations shrink and the text spreads ever more until finally there are no more
pictures. Picturing has been killed off […] Picturing has been sacrificed in one of the most
important if unannounced rites of passage on the way to being an adult. Then one fine day
the kid, now aged about ten, is reading away, all is going smoothly and according to plan
when, some twenty pages into the book, the kid confronts an illustration, invariably of the
main character, who looks nothing–absolutely nothing!–like what the kid has in his or her
imagination. Shock is followed by disorientation and depression. A mighty gap opens up
between words and things, no smaller than between words and pictures.122

Back in Sydney, mulling over Taussig’s reflections and Kolumba’s exhibits brought to
mind Jean Dubuffet’s (French, 1901-1985) Art Brut collections and his insistence that
we learn to see the value in the visual experience: in the ‘childlike’ gesture, the
‘untrained’ eye, or the misshapen fumblings of the bricoleur, wherein intuition and the
agency of Art (in making, seeing and ‘play’) take precedence over the intellect’s
predilection for rules, judgement and classification. In a similar sense, I think of
Kolumba’s displays as attempting to break open this space. Emptied of the snare of
labels and classifications, I am challenged to engage a more ‘primordial’ experience of
interacting with Art. Stripped of the passive-aggressive, administrative voice–an
omniscient schoolmaster behind my shoulder telling me what to see and what I should

121
122

Michael, Taussig, I Swear I Saw This, p. 38.
Taussing, I Swear I Saw This, p. 39.
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look out for–the agency of the objects and the silence of the ‘image world’ are able to
come forward and speak on their own terms. In this way, Kolumba’s exhibits entice me
to engage a more instinctive, intimate experience of seeing; to respond and entrust my
own intuition over a reliance on literal directives, conditionings and implicit biases. The
experience of Kolumba made me reflect on the limitations of the intellect in life and and
creativity. It’s a shortcoming Albert Einstein recognised when he humorously stated that
gravity could not be held responsible for people falling in love.

Moreover, while perhaps distant in context and connection, I see a peculiar intersection
between Kolumba’s exhibits, the Pilioko museum and Simryn Gill’s piles of
unclassifiable flotsam and jetsam (discussed in earlier chapters), which likewise evade
pinning down and hierarchical presentation, and, in the case of the Pilioko Museum,
have a complete disregard for taxonomy. Such collections will us to see things afresh,
and, in the case of Gill’s and Pilioko’s collections, experience them through the haptic
invitation to touch, feel and/or orally share stories. It’s a point I had wanted to make
through the entanglement of objects presented in my Venice Biennale installation–freed
of descriptive labels and indexical organisation, yet open to touch, feel and intuitive
interaction.

But Kolumba and my time in Germany also led me to consider the uneasy seesaw
between the ‘visual experience’ of art-making and academia–in university curricula, and
in art degrees and dissertations (like this) that require structure, methodology, and the
tiresome task of articulating ‘context’ in a language that is often ‘foreign’ to artists (and
me). Dissertations and words may certainly add to and extend knowledge, as is required.
But while words may at times be enlightening, they also have an ill-fated capacity to
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entrap, suffocate and kill. Indeed, the balance for an artist, is an extremely precarious
one.

A final point to make is one about the collaborative relationship between Kraus and
Kolumba’s architect Peter Zumthor (b. Switzerland, 1943). During Kolumba’s
conception they came to the decision that, at the conclusion of each exhibition, the walls
were not to be painted to restore the default neutrality of the ‘white cube’. Instead, at the
conclusion of each exhibition, the walls are given a quick patch-over, a light sand and
nothing more. In this way the history of each exhibition infuses a ghostly palimpsest
into the very history and fibre of the museum’s walls. Forming a Rothko-esque
patchwork of subtle textural variations in perpetual states of transition, the layers,
constantly added and erased, become a subtle metaphor for the cycles of history and
time itself.

4.3 Espace Cultural Paul Gauguin, Marquesas Islands, and Maison
Musee du Pouldu, France
The Paul Gauguin Cultural Centre (Le Centre Culturel Paul Gauguin) was finished in 2003, to coincide
with the 100th anniversary of the death of Paul Gauguin, in Atuona, on Hiva Oa, in the Marquesas
Islands (French Polynesia). Atuona was Paul Gauguin's home for the last three years of his life, and he is
buried in the cemetery (Calvary Cemetery, French: Cimetière Calvaire) there.123

Built on the site where Gauguin (French, 1848-1903) would spend his final years
painting on the island of Hiva Oa, the fascinating thing about Le Centre Culturel Paul
Gauguin is that it contains no original works by the artist. All of its contents–paintings,
sketches, woodblock prints, a handful of low-relief carvings–are naïve copies produced
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Gauguin_Cultural_Center, accessed 24 March 2019.
See also https://web.archive.org/web/20050226083223/http://chez.mana.pf/~hoata/communique.htm
(French), accessed 24 March 2019.
123
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by local Marquesan artists; some, in my view, more interesting than Gauguin’s own.124
The tension between a site of such loaded history and the conspicuous absence of any
original works left me perplexed. But so too did more entangled problems concerning
value, authenticity, ownership, and the lingering fog of colonial authority.

Outside the museum stands a 1:1 replica of Maison du Joire, the studio-hut built by
Gauguin where he spent his final years. The hut is flawlessly recreated, flanked with
replicas of the low-relief carvings that now hang in a dedicated room in the Musee
D’Orsay, Paris. Inside Maison du Joire our young guide gives a humorous account of
how Gauguin kept his wine cool by dangling bottles from a rope in the well outside his
studio window. With the arrival of guests, he demonstrates how, at the ready, Gauguin
would enthusiastically lug up a cool bottle of wine like a fish on a string, while in the
corner, a dummy of the artist at his easel, paint brush and palette in hand, watches over
his museum guests. But just as interesting are the sites around Atuona Bay where hints
of Gauguin’s ghost remain physically present: in street names and brochures for
Marquesan cruises; in small sculptures that adorn the odd garden forecourt; and in the
local store where postcards can be found of young Marquesan women re-enacting poses
from his famous paintings (Figures 4.11-4.12). Up the hill at the Cimetière Calvaire,
one can visit Gauguin’s flower-adorned tomb, where Oviri (1894), a Tahitian God of
mourning and a bronze sculpture fashioned by Gauguin, watches over his grave. A few
metres away is the resting place of the celebrated Belgian singer-actor Jacques Brel
(1950-1978) who, like Gauguin, had perished on Hiva Oa while on a sailing trip through

124Along

with a small contingent of artists and curators, I travelled to the Marquesas Islands in early 2017
at the invitation of TBA21 Academy in the lead up to the exhibition Tidalectics. See Stefanie Hessler
(ed.), Tidalectics: Imagining an Oceanic Worldview through Art and Science, MIT Press and TBA21
Academy, 2017. See also: Tidalectics, curated by Stefanie Hessler, Thyssen-Bornemisza Contemporary
Art Contemporary, Vienna Augarten, Austria. Exhibition dates: 2 June–19 November 2017, Vienna.
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the Marquesas. The day I’m there, a gaggle of middle-aged French women are making a
toast to Brel, one for them and one for him.

But most fascinating were not the tired romantic tales of Gauguin, but more recent
stories of local folks I heard. One such example is an elderly woman who approached
me while I was taking lunch on the beach seawall. Sparking up a conversation, she
revealed that her great-grandfather had arrived on Hiva Oa in the early 20th century
from Eastern Europe, run a local business and married her great-grandmother, who
would bear him 23 children. Apparently, back then, families that size were not
uncommon, and were even admired by local custom. While rumours, she mentions,
remain of descendants of children possibly sired by Gauguin–dispersed, distant
relations, apparently still residing throughout the Marquesas and Tahiti–this, however,
remains highly contested. To me, such stories and the simulacra of Gauguin’s pictures
and hut are far more relevant today than the well-worn metanarratives of his mythic
quest for the ‘primitive’, his appropriations of Marquesan imagery or his ‘women
issues’ and insatiable sexual appetite, all of which have been extensively unpacked, and
rightly so. Rather, like my chance meeting with Ginette Hodgson in Nuku’Alofa, my
interests lie in the traces and threads that percolate beneath the surface of such loaded
sites and what might be revealed as they are today.

In late 2018, these interests would lead me to Brittany and small, regional sites and
historical museums in and about Pont-Aven and Pouldu, Clohars-Carnoët, 125 rural

In late 2018 I was invited to undertake a Pernod Ricard Fellowship at Atelier Villa-Vassilieff
Montparnasse, Paris (14 October-27 November 2018). Departing with my experiences on Hiva Oa and
extending to the artistic history of the Pont-Aven School, the project focuses on the retelling of ‘lesserknown’ narratives (past and present) around these contexts through documentation of key sites as they are
today and collection of ‘contemporary’ objects and artifacts that relate to these stories and images. In
addition, I’ve had the privilege to access key archives held at the Institut National d’Histoire de l’Art,
125
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seaside towns where Gauguin’s experimentation with colour’ and the folk traditions he
admired in rustic Breton culture, would lead to his religious-inspired Synthetism and his
search for the ‘primitive’. Of particular note is the Maison Musée du Pouldu. A ‘house
museum’ that, like the Espace Cultrel Gauguin, presents a meticulous reconstruction of
a Gaugin-related building, in this case La Buvette de la Plage”, the beachside inn where
Gauguin resided periodically in the mid-1880s. The Maison Musée du Pouldu is an
intriguing counterpoint to the museological fabrications on Hiva Oa. Here, murals
painted by Gauguin have been immaculately recreated, and sound recordings of reenactments of artists boozing it up, boisterously talking and clinking glasses, ring out
throughout the spaces, creating a bizarre simulacrum. Upstairs, bedrooms are fitted-out
with period furnishings, one presenting a meticulous reconstruction of Gauguin’s living
quarters, complete with copies of unfinished paintings in progress, Japanese woodblock
prints the artist had collected, and notebooks at a candlelit desk. It all presents a ghostly
feel, as if the artist has just nipped out for a quick sketch. I reel off a few rolls of Tri X
400 and, developing the film back in Sydney, am enthralled to find that these small
monochromes at first glance might pass as authentic late 19th century photographs. Past
and present have dissolved, but so too have fact and fiction (Figures 4.13-4.14).

Musée Quai Branly, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, which have been central in developing the
project to date. At the time of writing the project remains in progress.
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Figures 4.11.4.12
Top: postcard of young Marquesan women re-enact a pose from Gauguin’s Ta Matete (The Market), 1982
Bottom: Paul Gauguin, 1892, Ta matete (Le Marché), oil on canvas, 73.2 x 91.5 cm, Kunstmuseum, Basel
Postcard purchased from the local store in Atuona Bay, Hiva Oa (2017), collection of Newell Harry
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Figures 4.13-4.14
Newell Harry
Top: Museum interior: Maison Musée du Pouldu (2018)
Bottom: Autumn morning on the road to Tremolo Chapel, Pont Aven (2018). The Tremolo Chapel contains
the original Breton folk carving The Yellow Christ, made by an unknown artist and that had inspired
Gauguin. The Yellow Christ appears in numerous paintings from Gauguin’s Pont Aven period. I visited
Tremolo Chapel in late 2018 where this photograph was taken, on a misty, solitary morning.
35mm scanned Tri-x 400 negatives
Project documentation: ongoing work in progress
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4.4 Joseph Grigely’s Gregory Battcock Archive
I commenced this DCA project with the aim of ‘unpacking’ my collection–physically,
artistically and intellectually–and a curiosity about what this might reveal. However, an
important subtext to this exercise was to examine how the material may be organised,
rearranged, displayed and exhibited; the methods or forms that may be engaged; and,
specifically, how other artists and/or curators have approached the organisation and
display of objects and materials as collections, installations and/or archives. A key
figure amidst these questions has been the American artist, Joseph Grigley, referred to
in my introduction. Of particular importance is Grigley’s Gregory Battcock Archive
(2010-), a project consisting of an ensemble of materials related to the late art
Conceptualist art critic Gregory Battcock that Grigely has been exhibiting, adding to
and reconfiguring as a series of modular components since the project’s inception
(Figures 4.15-4.16). The text below from the 2014 Whitney Biennial provides a succinct
account of Grigely’s impetus behind the project:

Gregory Battcock (1937-1980) was a New York-based artist who gave up his practice as a
painter to become an art critic; he wrote on Minimalism, Conceptual art, video art, and
performance, and generally championed artists pushing the boundaries and definitions of
contemporary art. His Minimal Art: A Critical Anthology (1968) is considered an important
touchstone documenting that movement as it was still forming. He also published decisive
essays on art in underground publications like Gay, the New York Review of Sex and
Politics, and the New York Free Press. On Christmas day 1980, while on one of his regular
vacations to Puerto Rico, Battcock was stabbed to death in his apartment. His murder
remains unsolved. In 1992, Joseph Grigely was exploring the recently abandoned facilities
of a storage company in the same building as his studio when he found Battcock’s archive
of manuscripts, photographs, and correspondence strewn throughout the space. After
making copies of some of the material, he donated a bulk of the collection to the Archives
of American Art. Grigely has researched and worked with the archive in various ways over
the years. He first exhibited The Gregory Battcock Archive in 2010, and he has revised and
expanded it for the present iteration on view in the 2014 Biennial, including new
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discoveries such as Battcock's only known surviving painting. Selecting and arranging the
archive through a methodology that is both subjective and historically considered, writing
explanatory texts, and designing the vitrines, Grigely has organized the archive into a
modular sculpture that is also a form of storytelling. In the end, this work becomes as much
about how one constructs a narrative as it is about the narrative itself.126

Blurring artistic, curatorial and museological practices, The Gregory Battcock Archive is
at once a collection and modular installation, while it also functions as a device for
redressing a lesser-known moment in Conceptual Art history, that of Battcock’s art
practice and untimely death. The archive remains an installation in progress, adapted
and changed according to new research and discoveries but also with consideration of
the space and context in which the work is exhibited. Floating between subjectivity and
objectivity, Grigely is not only interested in drawing a portrait of Battcock and a
particular moment in Conceptualist Art history, but, in doing so, raises our awareness
for broader context-related readings that have been neglected and slipped through the
cracks. “In a time in which digital archiving is predominantly used, The Gregory
Battcock Archive offers an important contribution to examining artistic processes and
dealing with archives.”127 The piece has been significant to this project because of the
way in which Grigely constructs alternative historical readings, insights and narratives,
through the resuscitation of neglected or ‘lost’ materials. On the other hand, I am also
taken by the role chance has played in Grigely’s process–from stumbling across
Battcock’s archive in a disused warehouse, to finding his only surviving painting. Thus
the making of an archive itself is a narrative within a narrative.

See http://whitney.org/Exhibitions/2014Biennial/JosephGrigely, accessed 31 August 2016.
See https://www.kunstverein.de/en/ausstellungen/rueckblick/the-gregory-battcock-archive, accessed
23 June 2019.
126
127
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Figures 4.15-4.16
Joseph Grigley
The Gregory Battcock Archive (2010 ongoing)
Installation dimensions variable
Top: Installation view: Kunstverein, Hamburg, 2016
Bottom: photographs of Gregory Battcock, from The Gregory Battcock
Photographs: Fred Dott
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4.5 The Archive of Colin Green, London
Concluding my time in Germany in 2017, I popped over the Channel to catch up with
family in South London. While there, I looked into the work and collections of the late
‘self-taught’ South African painter and UK emigrant, Colin Green. Green, my greatuncle and brother of James “Jimmy” Green (my grandfather), left South Africa for
England in the early 1960s. While he had painted back in South Africa, he took up the
hobby again in London, joining a local watercolour club in the short years after his
arrival. Aside from a small posthumous exhibition held in my aunt’s South London
home, since his death in 2007, a large assortment of works had been left untouched in
his study. It was these works I was keen to revisit. While Green had left behind a
modest body of paintings, it was his naïve synthetic cubist still lifes that fascinated
me.128 These pictures, along with those of my grandparents, formed the key point of
departure that would lead to my small ensemble, Henry M. Waller: Content from the
Archive of a ‘lost’ South African Modern (1966 ongoing).129

The piece marks a shift in my work for the way selected objects and ephemera could be
used to construct a fictional character presented through pieces from a reclaimed
archive. In the piece, various paraphernalia find placement alongside paintings, books,
newspaper clippings and anonymous ‘found’ photographs to construct a narrative
around a faux identity. The artist behind this small ensemble is a fictional character who
goes by the name of Henry M. Waller (1921-1985), a pseudonym and anagram of

128 I owe much to my Uncle Colin. In my early twenties I spent time in London with him, often taking
slow winter walks through museums and galleries and enjoying hot chestnuts. He would introduce me to
the works of the St Ives school: the paintings and reliefs of Ben Nicholson, the wonderful paintings of
Alfred Wallace, the late gouaches of Roger Hilton and the still lifes of the Ulster painter, William Scott.
They remain some of my favourite artists.
129 Henry M Waller: Content from the Archive of a ‘lost’ South African Modern, formed an element in
Known/Unknowns, a solo exhibition noted in my chapter one interview and presented at Roslyn Oxley9
Gallery, Sydney, 27 July-28 August 2017.
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Newell M(arcel). Harry, an amalgam of myself, Colin Green and my grandparents, all
of whom were hobbyist painters. Works and material related to each of us are brought
together under the mask of Waller as an imagined, neglected South African Abstract
Expressionist, who perished in 1985, the year of my grandfather’s death. This
ambiguous narrative was founded on my imaginings of what the ‘reclaimed’ contents of
a neglected South African modernist’s archive might have contained, though none of
this is made apparent (barring clues encoded in the anagram, the titles and dates of the
paintings and the materials presented). Compared to the entangled mass of objects in my
Venice Biennale installation, this ensemble of material is the opposite: delicately
organised through highly considered selections of material and the fabrication of elegant
vitrines, borrowing from Grigely. The roots of these thoughts stemmed from the
confluence of my meeting with Dr Kraus, Grigely’s Gregory Battcock Archive and the
historical simulacrums I had witnessed at the Espace Culturel Paul Gauguin.

Additional material that makes up the archive brought together a number of books I
salvaged from my late grandmother’s library, including: Modern African Stories (eds
Ellis Ayitey Komey and Ezekiel Mphalele, 1964), New African Literature and the Arts.
Vol. III (ed. Joseph Okapku, 1973), playwright Athol Fugard’s Notebooks: 1960-1977;
Carl Jung’s The Undiscovered Self (1958), mythologist Joseph Campbell’s The Hero
with a Thousand Faces (1949), and Kaj Birkett-Smith’s Primitive Man and His Ways:
Patterns of Life in Some Native Societies (1957), among others not exhibited. These
books, combined with South African newspaper clippings and postcards of
correspondence from the mid 1960s hint at a particular moment in South African
history, while seeking to reference the then avant-garde influences of Jungian
symbolism, automatism and notions of reconnecting with the ‘primordial’, accessed
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through the collective unconscious. These concepts had been pivotal influences on
Surrealism and Abstract Expressionism in the 1940s and 1950s. The combination of
materials was not about delineating an index of historical facts, as is the case with
Grigely’s Gregory Battcock Archive. Rather, through the suggestion of visual and
historical clues, my interests were in invoking ambiguous points of reference, and
questioning relationships between authorship and identity.

Key to the installation are two works by signed by Waller: a synthetic polymer painting,
Untitled: Sharpesville #7, 1976 (Figures 4.17-4.18), and a sketch, Untitled: reclining
woman, 1967 (Figure 4.22). These works are in fact aged and degraded student
paintings of mine dating back to the mid-nineties and my time at the National Art
School (NAS, 1993-96), a period when Abstract Expressionism and its derivative
genres continued to be stubbornly taught by a coterie of bearded white blokes who
smoked rollies and drove pick-up trucks. Abstract Expressionism, of course, was an
American, largely white, male-dominated pursuit, and remained so during my time at
the NAS. In a sense, to disrupt the narrow moment of Australian Art history I was
subject to, my effort here was to reconstruct the dominant narrative by re-presenting it
under the vague guise of an invented character. Giving voice to the erased, ‘written out’
or untold narrative was also a means to address the absence of African-Australian
narratives, irrespective of whether they are factual or not.

It is no coincidence, then, that Untitled: Sharpsville #7 (1976) shares attributes with the
loose painterly influences of Franz Kline (1910-1962) and, in the Australian context, the
gestural abstraction of Tony Tuckson (1921-1973), who were major influences during
my time at the NAS. Accompanying these pictures are two small vitrines I had designed
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to display the books alongside newspaper clippings on Cape Town student riots, and
South African postcards and photographs from roughly the same period. These find
placement beside a Studio International: Journal of Modern Art (1970), boasting
Barnett Newman on the cover, standing casually before one of his iconic ‘zip’ paintings
in his New York loft (Figure 4.19). The journal was chosen not only for its period
connections, but for its formal relationship with the red abstract painting by Waller
installed behind it. The juxtaposition aims to suggest an ambiguous connection: could
Waller’s influences have stemmed from Newman’s ‘zip’ or Tuckson’s method of ‘up
down and across’–or perhaps a confluence between the two?

A further suggestive pairing is offered between (Untitled) Still life with Clarinet (circa
1960s) (Figure 4.21), and, again, Untitled: Sharpesville #7 (1976), a juxtaposition made
for aesthetic reasons and with the idea that they might propose connections between
Waller’s aesthetic exploration of the horizontal, which begins in his earliest dabbling in
synthetic cubism during the 1950s and 1960s and leads to his mature gestural
abstraction in the mid 1970s. An additional two paintings by Waller (in this case by my
grandfather) are contained within the vitrines to hint at the chronological arc of artistic
developments in Waller’s oeuvre. The early work, (Untitled) Cape Town Vista with
House (circa 1960s) (Figures 4.25-4.26), is paired with a small, found gelatin silver
print from roughly a decade prior: shot, at almost the precise location where Waller (my
grandfather in this case) would have painted (Untitled) Cape Town Vista with House at
the base of a Table Mountain suburb. However, I stumbled across the photograph in a
Cape Town thrift store in 2006. So any such any relationship with the painting is purely
coincidental.
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In hindsight, the installation brings us full circle, returning to, but also extending,
various themes explored in my 2009 Lloyd Triestino installation, described in the
introduction to this exegesis. Moreover, what the Henry M. Waller piece demonstrated
to me was how collections, or the display of them, composed as faux archives, may
provide an opening to twist, alter or challenge more dominant narratives by blurring fact
and fiction. In this sense the project’s key discovery lies not in the work per se, but in
the invention of Waller’s character and the various elements that may be combined to
construct a somewhat believable faux history. A final word is that this project remains
ongoing and, as the archive of a deceased fictional artist, will continue to be added to,
not just in terms of material and content, but also in terms of the narratives that surround
the identity of Henry M. Waller: his imagined, ‘entangled’ past, and his overlooked
legacies as a neglected South African modernist. It also provides license to paint naïve
still lifes under Waller’s pseudonym. Letters of correspondence between the UK, South
Africa and Australia may also to be added, as well as sketches and paintings of the cats
and plants he kept before leaving a torrid relationship in South Africa in the early
1970s; eventually settling in Wahroonga, in Sydney’s northern suburbs, where he would
enjoy the company of the late Tony and Margaret Tuckson, and their tribal art
collections.

*

*
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Figures 4.17-4.18
Henry M. Waller: Content from the Archive of a Lost South African Modern (1966-2017 ongoing)
Various paraphernalia, paintings, artist designed vitrines
Overall installation dimensions variable
Bottom: Untitled: Sharpesville #7 (1976)
Gesso, synthetic polymer, bitumen on paper
2 parts: 56cm x 76cm each
Installation views: Roslyn Oxley9 Gallery, Sydney (2017)
Photo: Jessica Maurer
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Figure 4.19
Cover of Studio International: Journal of Modern Art, February 1970
Vitrine content from the archive of Henry M. Waller.
Collection of Newell Harry
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Figure 4.20
Newspaper
Vitrine content from the archive of Henry M. Waller
Collection of Newell Harry
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Figure 4.21
Henry M. Waller
(Untitled) Still Life with Clarinet (circa 1960s): vitrine content from the archive of Henry M. Waller
Oil on tin
Irregular: 21.5cm x 32cm
Collection of Newell Harry
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Figures 4.22-4.23
Henry M. Waller
Top: Untitled: Reclining woman (1967): vitrine content from the archive of Henry M. Waller
Pencil and ink on paper
21cm x 29cm
Bottom: Table Mountain painted from memory (circa 1980s)
Gouache on paper
21cm x 29cm
Collection of Newell Harry
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Figure 4.24
Book cover: Modern African Stories (1964)
Vitrine content from the archive of Henry M. Waller
Collection of Newell Harry
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Figures 4.25-4.26
Material from the archive of Henry M. Waller
Top: Table Mountain, Cape Town. Gelatin silver photograph, 4.5cm x 6.5cm (circa 1950s, photographer
unknown)
Bottom: (Untitled) Cape Town Vista with House (circa 1960s)
Oil on tin: 28cm x 36.5cm
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CONCLUSION
Living with Art (22 March-3 May 2014) was an exhibition of the personal collection of
artworks collected by Tony and Margaret Tuckson–mixed among works of theirs–held
at the Grace Cossington Smith Art Gallery, Wahroonga. Curated by Margaret, the
exhibition was remarkable for its delightful ‘salon style’ hang, cluttered with an
immense variety of pieces she and her husband had collected over a lifetime. The show
provided clues and insights into the artist’s broad interests and influences, while
providing a unique snapshot of a seminal moment in Australian Art history. In contrast,
a recent ‘major retrospective’ of Tony’s was held at the AGNSW, Sydney. Entitled
Tuckson: the abstract sublime (17 November 2018-17 February 2019), the show
presented a standard example of a posthumous retrospective: a smattering of early
pieces backed up by a room of late ‘masterworks’ and a few sketchbooks in cases to fill
in the gaps. In an adjacent room the Oceanic and Aboriginal pieces Tuckson had
acquired for the AGNSW collection could be viewed. But this felt distanced and
removed, an awkward curatorial ‘add-on’ that showed none of the contingent
relationships between Tuckson’s thinking, his processes and the Indigenous works that
had profoundly influenced his work and life. Sadly, the retrospective felt flat, devoid of
the warmth, agency, and personal insight that Margaret’s show provided. She, by
contrast, had simply wished to recreate the living room of their home, filled with the
works she and Tony had enjoyed living with over their years together.

Artists’ collections are important for they provide not just an intimate peek behind the
veil of an artist’s personal interests and what inspires them, but a more holistic lens to
gauge and understand the conditions of their time, wider life experiences and the
contexts and underlying narratives that shape and influence their oeuvres. In this
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exegesis I have presented the view that combinations of scraps of process—in
photographs and collected artifacts, in found ephemera, letters of correspondence,
journals and notebooks—may not only open a “magic encyclopaedia” of possibilities
for re-interpretation, but provide a more enriched frame to shed light on the wider
contingencies of the artistic process than the completed and packaged project. In other
words, the unmade or incomplete jigsaw may offer a more insightful lens for
interpretation than the neatly completed picture. This contrasts with the conventional
opus of more ‘major works’ we generally witness in standard institutional presentations,
in surveys or in posthumous retrospectives like Tuckson’s. There is also an
independence that comes with the artist taking agency of their collections while alive: to
arrange, compile, archive and/or display the material as they see fit. This is a position
that conflates the roles between artist and curator while enabling the artist to take
responsibility and action for compiling their personal narratives and interests.
Additionally, the methods and contexts through which such materials are displayed and
exhibited are important and may enhance or diminish their authority. In other words, the
ways in which the materials in artists’ collections are collated, arranged and displayed
are just as important to consider as the sites in which they are accessed and viewed.
Indeed, the type of display and the context in which the work is seen may add to or
diminish perception of the work and thus its sense of legitimacy and ‘cultural currency’.

The question then is how the material might be organised and arranged. This question
returns me to the project’s central enquiry of: how a collection, or more specifically a
personal one, might be recursively unpacked and re-presented to expose new readings
and associations between the elements—and what forms or methods might be used? In
considering this question I want to acknowledge that the anagram not only provides an
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answer, but is the overarching ethos that has underpinned and driven the project: as
process, as a method of organization and arrangement, and as metaphor.

The anagram emerges as an interwoven thread that runs through the entirety of the
project: from its algorithmic use in Untitled Words and Pictures (2012); the play
between anagrammatic banners and artefacts in (Untitled) Anagrams and Objects for
RU & RU (2015); to the final amalgamation of a fictitious late Modernist South African
painter Henry M Waller—an anagrammatic creation that stems from my own name
Newell M Harry—in Henry M. Waller: Content from the Archive of a ‘lost’ South
African Modern (1966 ongoing). While not apparent to me at the outset of the project,
the use of the anagram as an organisational tool to shift and change meaning
(linguistically and materially) essentially marks both the boundaries and the
significance of the project.

As an organisational system, a kind of chance-inducing method to arrange and
rearrange—and not just linguistically—the anagram operates symbiotically and
metaphorically. The anagram enables me to encounter, pick up, put down, reshuffle, and
contextually shift and sort the materials that make up my research. I have come to view
this as a particular form of ‘play’ that draws from and manifests what Walter Benjamin
sees as a dialectical tension between the poles of order and chance130. It’s point I touch
on in Chapter 1, as being analogous to a ‘game’ and the shifting of Mahjong or Scrabble
tiles. Applied to the process of art, the ‘anagrammatic game’ functions as a device to not
only prompt new associations between the parts, but in doing so induces unexpected
collisions between them. This links us back to Benjamin’s obsessive fascination with

130

Walter Benjamin, Walter Benjamin’s Archive, Verso:, London, 2007, p. 7.
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notebooks and word games, and his playful use of index cards used to loosen the
straightjacket of logic and linear reading.131 Carl Andre’s book Cuts (1959-2004) must
also be reiterated as a key influence, where an alphabetical system of organization was
used to compile the artist’s writings and notebook transcription from four-decade
period, and generated a method that evaded chronological linearity. This kind of
balance between chance and order recalls Michael Taussig’s notion of the notebook as a
type of collection that when revisited eschews theory and entails an order of time that
lies outside of narrative time, one, he suggests, is activated by ‘play’ and “anarchic as
regards the supposed laws of history” 132 . This notion of anarchic play remains a
touchstone for this research project.

Considering the project’s title and central thematic: to ‘unpack’ a personal collection,
namely my own—I am of course paying homage to Benjamin’s essay Unpacking My
Library, and the wonderment he observed in the random connections that sprung up
when unpacking his collection of rare books and journals—his “magic encyclopedia”.
Douglas Huebler’s proclamation of there being enough objects in the world (and that
the artist need not add any more) has also been intrinsic to considering methods of
arrangement. Indeed, for me, the combination of Benjamin and Huebler’s statements
hint towards an act of engagement (and rearrangement) with existing ‘things’: to not
only offer them a new light, but generate new readings between them. It is a point I see
operating parallel to the generative ways that an anagram functions: to create new
While not noted in the thesis, an alignment with figures the likes of Duchamp, Magritte or Broodthaers
can also be acknowledged, particularly for the semiotic games they interweave to prompt unexpected
relationships between words, pictures and objects. However, in addition to Benjamin and a more typically
Modernist arc, it is important to emphasise the wider influences I have drawn from: noting the Parisian
anagrammatic ‘street argot’ Verlan, spoken by North African youth in the banlieues, to the hybridised
Creole ‘vernaculars’ spoken by my extended family in Cape Town, Durban and Port Louis. A confluence
of linguistic, material and postcolonial influences, that are not only key to informing project but also
extending it beyond the Modernist/Western canon.
132 Michael Taussig, I Swear I Saw This: Fieldwork Notebooks and Drawings, Namely my Own. The
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2011. p 50.
131
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associations and readings through rearrangement of existent parts without, in effect,
adding anything. In this way, the anagram is not just a method of arrangement, but a
chance-inducing system and organisational tool, that rests on the fulcrum of chance and
order and one I have used to draw out new relationships between the elements of my
collections of words, photographs and objects. While this is mostly apparent in my
installations and anagrammatic banners, it was also central in compiling the two artist’s
books that accompany the exegesis and the chance relationships with which they were
composed.

Whilst I commenced this project with the will to open a “magic encyclopedia” through
‘unpacking my collection’ and the chance relationships that may ensue, this aim alone,
as a formal exercise in and of itself, became insufficient. To me, the more prescient
questions to emerge and persist resided in the cultural narratives that can be (or that are)
built through collections, personal and museological, and, in turn, the role that
institutional authority plays in the construction (and perpetuation) of those narratives.
Such questions are intimately entwined with deeper problems of representation, access
and privilege, or the lack thereof, and are acutely heightened for minorities and people
of colour: who has access and who does not, who is bestowed voice to tell their
narrative and who is excluded? And then, under what conditions and/or metrics of
judgement does this take place—who are the arbiters that determine these decisions?
While my approach to collection and the contexts in which my materials are accrued
largely fall outside the conventions of the studio, I must acknowledge that they
nonetheless have relied on the interior museological space as a site for exposure,
critique and wider discourse.
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Indeed, museums and the collections within them remain not only major repositories for
‘significant’ objects and artifacts, but also the dominant arena where artistic
propositions are put forward and judged against the canon. But the question then is
whose canon, and what (and/or whose) metrics of judgement are being applied to
include (or exclude) what goes into them? With this in mind, the nature of museums and
the collections we see in them remain highly contested, not only dictated by the ‘politics
of space’ but also shaped by binaries between inclusion and exclusion: an authoritative
power that may bestow (or deny) legitimacy and ‘voice’, largely determined by
concentrated structural power.

In this light, museums, and the collections within them, occupy positions of privilege
and power, as do the ‘experts’ who decide what we see there. And those who hold that
privilege have the power to shape our cultural narratives—not just in museums, but in
universities and academia, in media, in political positions of power, and as CEOs and
captains of industry. Cumulatively, these positions and institutions shape and determine
our cultural narratives and, through them, the lens through which our collective identity
is reflected and shaped—positions in which minority groups and people of colour are
sorely underrepresented. In this sense museums are not neutral spaces. And, I would
stress, there is a need to acknowledge that we all enter the museum from unequal
positions of authority, access and privilege. Furthermore, I also acknowledge the
tenuous position I inhabit treading a fine line between being ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ of
this structure, culturally, socially and racially. It is for these reasons that I value artists’
personal collections and the ‘minor’ narratives that may be contained within them; for
they have potential to reveal to us something else in contrast to more socially dominant
master narratives.
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In this light, the Pilioko museum or the ‘living room exhibition’ of the late Colin Green
in his South London home, offer alternative methods (and sites) to rethink the way in
which art or collections may be accessed in a more direct, inclusive and interpersonal
way. Such examples have rekindled my interest in alternative contexts and methods in
which art is accessed and circulated beyond the highly selective confinements between
the studio and gallery/museum binary. Given that my accrual of images and objects
generally takes place outside the linear studio-gallery dynamic, it feels fitting their
display and engagement should also take place ‘outside’ and in the contexts and
communities they come from. In turn, this may grant wider, ‘non-art educated’
audiences access to engage with art and exhibitions in less formally regimented
contexts. But this also leads to questions as to what constitutes a collection, exhibition
or museum, returning me back to the offsite engagements explored by Conceptualist
and Fluxus artists in transient pop-up exhibitions, or actions that take place ephemerally
‘outside’ in non-art contexts.

Although I have resisted online digital platforms as a method of collation in compiling
my collections, nonetheless I have come to see the democratic potential they offer as
sites for collections and archives to be accessed. They also provide a sense of autonomy
beyond a dependence on the studio, gallery or museum as physical sites for
engagement. Having spent hours developing and digitising countless photographs,
transcribing travelogues and scanning notebook drawings–the bulk of which could not
be included–it seems logical to employ these unused fragments in an online collection
that may be accessed by anyone anywhere. In turn, this may result in broader circulation
and exposure of the material, while transcending the physical limitations of the
gallery/museum. The collation of the material may also be designed so that the visitor
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‘travels’ through a labyrinth of links that connect the collection to a wider spread of
contextually related material, where the visitor may download a digital book, access a
video conversation or interview, and where images, information and knowledge can be
freely shared. In addition, this would mirror my own itinerancy and the way in which I
accrue the items and images upon unstructured external paths. Online platforms can also
be easily amended and added to beyond the physical restraints or need for the studio
alone, and I find this appealing.

Having said this, I should make clear that in no way am I discounting the importance of
studio practice for the digital space; rather, I see potential in exploring and combining
the two. In many ways, what the project confirmed was the integral need for ‘hands-on’
engagement to resolve artistic problems that cannot be achieved through other means:
from the moment I capture or collect an image or object, through to the acts of
unpacking, sorting, transcribing notebooks, developing photographs and then
recompiling them sometime later–in essence, physically exploring the “magic
encyclopaedia” of one’s collection, and the play of chance relationships that emerge by
way of that process to open new and unexpected tangents. Indeed, I feel, it is only
through this process that the books accompanying this exegesis could have been made,
envisioned not only as collections in their own right, but also, in light of Bochner’s
artist’s books, as compacted sites for exhibition wherein the book is the exhibition.
Compared to digital platforms, there is also the very different physicality that books
provide. In and of themselves they are at once containers of images and narratives, and
sculptural objects that occupy (and offer) a different sense of time and space for the
viewer to navigate. The books, for me, have also served as a means to expose the web
of contexts and personal experiences that have shaped my thinking and projects over
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many years but, until Venice and undertaking this DCA, had not been explored more
rigorously, or given the attention I felt they deserved. I now see them as prototypes;
works in progress, to be further developed and integrated as additional components in
future installations, potentially alongside and/or within digital platforms, and as vehicles
for storytelling.

*

*
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